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ABSTRACT 
In the frame of this doctoral thesis, two main contributions were achieved. The first one is based on 
the integration of a thermal-hydraulic sub-channel code named SUBCHANFLOW inside the 
NURESIM platform and its coupling with the reactor dynamic code COBAYA3. This coupling is 
done for studying the core behavior of light water reactors as well as their performance and assessment 
inside a user friendly and innovative platform. The need of coupled neutronic/thermal-hydraulic 
schemes is reflected on the necessity for predicting accurately local safety parameters, e.g. local tem-
peratures, which are influenced by heterogeneous fuel compositions and geometrical configurations of 
different fuel assembly designs, among others. This coupling scheme is extended to regular square 
nodal and cell based calculations, as well as nodal hexagonal whole core solutions. 
The second contribution is focused on the development of hybrid schemes (non-conform geometry) 
for both neutronic and thermal-hydraulic domains. The hybrid approach is of special interest because 
it allows the combination of coarse (nodal/channel) and fine (cell/sub-channel) nodalizations of both 
the neutronic or thermal-hydraulic domains applied only to specific regions of the core. According to 
this, detailed simulations at cell level are only applied in selected regions of the core where localized 
perturbations of e.g. the power, are expected to happen. This innovative methodology allows local 
mesh refinements while retaining flexibility as well as a physical consistent solution within an ac-
ceptable time scale. Only steady state hybrid solutions are envisaged in the frame of this dissertation, 
in addition to the coupling of both codes dealing with hybrid discretizations.  
To achieve these contributions, the NURESIM platform (based on the open source software 
SALOME) was used as the coupling interface. The objective of this platform is to provide a new gen-
eration of nuclear reactor simulation tools with the best physical thermo-mechanical, thermal-
hydraulic and neutron physical models and coupling approaches based on the novel mesh superposi-
tion approach, involving automatic interpolation tools for the information exchange. The project also 
develops capabilities for multi-scale and multi-physics calculations, facilitating the use in a generic 
environment dealing with a wide variety of problems. The coupling within SALOME enables a dy-
namic data exchange, suitable for specific neutronic/thermal-hydraulic feedback exchange. 
Several experiments and benchmarks were used in order to verify and validate the coupling of 
COBAYA3 and SUBCHANFLOW inside the simulation platform. The modeling of these benchmarks 
is presented for steady state and transient solutions at fuel assembly level, including mini-cores 
(square geometries) and full cores (square and hexagonal geometries). The testing of stand alone hy-
brid meshes in the thermal-hydraulic and neutronic solution domains also includes these types of mod-
els. 
viii 
The obtained results demonstrate the prediction capability of the developed coupled scheme for differ-
ent reactor conditions such as steady states at hot full power and hot zero power, as well as and transi-
ent scenarios. These transient scenarios involve fast reactivity insertion accidents and long term simu-
lations, suitable for studying the thermal-hydraulic impact on the neutronic side after strong and local-
ized perturbations. The results are compared with both reference solutions and nuclear plant data e.g. 
for hexagonal core geometries. Simulations involving boron dilution scenarios were performed for 
testing the boron transport model implemented in SUBCHANFLOW. Finally, the new hybrid simula-
tion capability of COBAYA/SUBCHANFLOW developed in this doctoral thesis is shown by the 
analysis of a full 3D PWR MOX/UO2 core and by comparing the obtained results with the ones calcu-
lated by the whole core pin-by-pin solution provided by the COBAYA/COBRA-TF code using the 
domain decomposition approach.  
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KURZFASSUNG 
Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt zwei Beiträge zu den Multi-Physik und Multi-Skalen Methoden zur Un-
tersuchung von Leichtwasserreaktoren in der NURESIM Plattform dar. 
 
Der erste Teil der Arbeit stellt die Implementierung des thermohydraulischen Unterkanalprograms 
SUBCHANFLOW in die NURESIM Plattform und die anschließende Kopplung mit dem Reaktordy-
namikprogramm COBAYA3 dar. Diese Kopplung wurde realisiert um das Verhalten von Reaktorker-
nen innerhalb einer innovativen benutzerfreundlichen Simulationsplattform zu untersuchen. Diese 
Kopplung umfasst dabei sowohl reguläre quadratische Gitter für nodale und für Einzelstabuntersu-
chungen als auch hexagonale Gitter für Ganzkernuntersuchungen. 
 
Die NURESIM Plattform basiert auf dem open-source Programmsystem SALOME. Ziel ist es, mit 
Hilfe dieser Plattform verschiedene physikalische Phänomene innerhalb der analytischen Reaktorana-
lyse präziser beschreiben zu können. Dieses wird durch speziell für die Thermohydraulik und 
Neutronik entwickelte Best-Estimate Programme bzw. deren Kopplung untereinander erreicht. Die 
Modellierungsmöglichkeiten dieser Programme wurden dabei durch Multi-Skalen und Multi-Physik 
Methoden erweitert. Gegenstand dieser Arbeit ist dabei die Integration dieser Programme in die Platt-
form und deren Kopplung, sowie der Verifizierung und Validierung. 
 
Um die Kopplung von COBAYA3 und SUBCHANFLOW innerhalb von NURESIM zu testen wurde 
eine Vielzahl von Experimenten und Benchmarks mit stationären und transienten Randbedingungen 
herangezogen. Dabei wurde der Reaktorkern bis zum Brennelement aufgelöst. Im Speziellen wurden 
die Bortransportmodele mittels Vermischungs- bzw. Verdünnungstransienten für Mini- und Ganzker-
ne validiert. 
 
Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit der Entwicklung von sogenannten hybriden Schemata 
(Nicht-konforme Geometrie) für Neutronik und Thermohydraulik. Die Verifizierung hybrider Gitter-
netze wurde für die Neutronik und die Thermohydraulik anhand von Mini- und Ganzkernen jeweils 
getrennt voneinander durchgeführt. Die Verifikation und Validierung des gekoppelten 
COBYAY3/SUBCHANFLOW Programms wurden durch die Berechnung eines ganzen nodalen 
Kerns und eines bis zum Brennstab aufgelöstes Brennelement durchgeführt. Systeme mit nicht-
konformen Geometrien kommen zum Einsatz bei lokalen Störungen innerhalb des Kerns, die Auswir-
kungen auf Neutronik und Thermohydraulik haben. Die Arbeiten beschränkten sich hierbei auf statio-
näre Untersuchungen. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
 
High accuracy simulations for nuclear power plants (NPPs) have become more practical with the rapid 
grow of computer power and improved algorithms. Especially, coupling of codes is a beneficial ap-
proach for safety analysis of nuclear reactor cores. 
 
The major advantage of these high accuracy simulations is the improvement on the prediction capability 
of safety parameters and the identification of major impact parameters. The precise simulation and fore-
cast of power distribution, heat transport and flow behavior in the reactor core is very important to 
demonstrate that NPPs meet safety requirements. For instance, accurate knowledge of the specific heat 
of the fuel material is needed for the assessment of reactor behavior under steady state and transient 
conditions. The understanding of the interaction between neutronics (N) and thermal-hydraulics (TH) is 
important to achieve several objectives, e.g. safety analysis and precise prediction of local parameters. 
In addition, numerical tools describing different physical phenomena have to be improved by coupling 
with each other for analyzing e.g. normal plant conditions as well as loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs), 
reactivity transients and anticipated transients without SCRAM (ATWS). Many of the current codes 
used for light water reactor (LWR) analysis are based on 3D nodal diffusion N methods coupled with 
first order 1D TH without considering cross flows [Grandi01]. 
 
Nowadays, several computer codes that solve the time-dependent neutron diffusion and/or transport 
equation are coupled with TH codes.  Such N codes are for instance, DYN3D [Rohde01], COBAYA3 
(CBY) [Herrero01] and PARCS [Downar04], [Demazier01]. These reactor kinetic codes are coupled 
with TH codes that are either one dimensional system codes or multidimensional sub-channel codes or 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes. Some of these codes are TRACE [Spore01], FLICA4 
[Toumi01], SUBCHANFLOW (SCF) [Imke01], [Sanchez01] and Neptune-CFD [Guelfi01]. 
 
The most mature multi-physical coupling scheme is the coupling of nodal diffusion codes with 1D sim-
plified TH codes using a rigid mapping (non-flexible spatial correspondence) scheme between them and 
using coarse spatial meshing. This coarse spatial discretization of both N and TH does not allow the 
prediction of local phenomena at pin or cell level. 
 
The necessity to better describe the most important safety-related physical phenomena  prevailing in 
modern LWR core loadings characterized by increasing heterogeneity at local scale is driving the ex-
tension of current core designs and N/TH coupled transient analysis methodologies. These improve-
ments consider a more detailed spatial description of both N and TH computational domains.  The de-
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velopment of flexible coupling approaches as well as the use of improved diffusion or higher order 
approximations of the neutron transport equation is expected.  
 
In addition, these new capabilities allow the prediction of local safety parameters as e.g. departure from 
nuclear boiling (DNB), minimum critical power ratio (MCPR), maximum cladding and fuel tempera-
ture, instead of the conservative prediction of these parameters based on hot channel factors. Different 
groups in Europe and worldwide are working on the development of novel coupling approaches for 
multi-physics nuclear reactor simulations e.g. in the European Union the Nuclear Reactor Integrated 
Simulation Project (NURISP) [Bestion01] [Royer01], included in the 6th EURATOM framework pro-
gram and in the USA, the MOOSE software [Gaston02], NNR [Weber01] [Downar03] and the CASL 
project [Kothe01]. 
 
Other important projects involve the Criticality Safety Package (CRISTAL), which has been developed 
mainly to take into account burn-up in criticality safety studies [Leclaire01] and the Highly Evolution-
ary Methods for Extensive Reactor Analysis (HEMERA) [Bruna01], developed by the Commissariat à 
l’Énergie Atomique (CEA) in collaboration with the Institut National de Recherche et de Sécurité 
(INRS). HEMERA is based on a coupling scheme between the French codes CATHARE (system TH) 
[Bazin01], [Polidor01] and FLICA4 (TH), with CRONOS (N) [Megnaudo01]. 
 
The novel coupling approach followed within NURISP is based on a mesh superposition of two do-
mains (N and TH within the context of this dissertation), where the specific challenge encountered is to 
formulate a consistent procedure to overlap the two geometrical discretizations. To do this, the full inte-
gration of the different codes in the Nuclear Reactor Simulation (NURESIM) platform (the SALOME 
software) is required so that all codes inside can take advantage of the common memory exchange data 
(MED) format. This is a very flexible tool that allows the use of different meshes by performing data 
interpolation between them and provides also a powerful user friendly simulation platform for specific 
multi-physics simulations. The Multi-physics Object Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) ap-
proach is based on solving all systems in a fully coupled manner using the Jacobian-Free-Newton-
Krylov (JFNK) methodology. The main objectives of MOOSE focus on parallel performances, usage of 
software engineering principles and engineering analysis tools for pre- and post-processing. The Nu-
merical Nuclear Reactor (NNR) is a high fidelity (in terms of accuracy) software that performs integrat-
ed core analyses that include sophisticated first principles based models and multi-physics. Other pro-
ject developed mainly by the Department of Energy (DOE) of the USA, is the Consortium for Advance 
Simulation of Light water reactors (CASL), which is based on the Virtual Environment for Reactor 
Analysis (VERA) platform. VERA is a code system for scalable simulations of nuclear reactor core 
behavior. Its goal is to deliver to the industry solutions via modeling and simulations addressing key 
scientific challenges through the use of integrated codes inside a platform. The previously mentioned 
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projects take into consideration the use and implementation of best estimate codes (based on the best 
available coupled methods and models) to provide realistic solutions that can be used to optimize safety 
and operability. 
 
Currently, core pin by pin (PBP) simulations are performed using different strategies and codes. They 
are based on: 
 
1. Development of cell solvers based on improved neutron diffusion theory, e.g. in the parallel 
code CBY. 
2. Development of spherical harmonics (Pn) transport codes, e.g. the simplified transport approx-
imation (SP3) as implemented in the codes DYN3D and PARCS. 
3. Developments of discrete ordinate (DO) transport codes, e.g. TORT-TD, [Seubert02]. 
4. Further development of the transport solution through the method of characteristics (MOC) by 
combining 2D (radial) with 1D (axial) solutions e.g. DeCART, [Zhong01]. 
 
The main drawback of the previously listed approaches is the considerable computational time needed 
for: 
 
1. The N cell based simulation of a whole core despite parallelization and improved diffusion ap-
proximations coupled with sub-channel codes (e.g. DYN3D/FLICA4 [Gomez02], 
COBAYA3/COBRA-TF, [Lozano01], [Jimenez03]). 
2. The N cell base simulation of a mini-core or pin cluster despite parallelization coupled to a sys-
tem (TORT-TD/ATHLET, [Seubert01], DYN3D/ATHLET [Kliem03]) or a sub-channel code 
(TORT-TD/COBRA-TF, [Velkov01], [Christinne01]). 
3. The N cell based simulation of a sector of the core despite the simplified transport approxima-
tion coupled with a sub-channel code (DYNSUB, [Gomez01], [Gomez03]). 
4. The N cell based transport simulation (even Monte-Carlo with MCNP/STAR-CCM+, 
[Cardoni01]) of a core coupled with a CFD code, e.g. DeCART/STAR-CD [Thomas01]. 
 
Furthermore, there is not always a need to simulate the whole LWR core behavior during non-
symmetrical transients at pin level since the perturbations mainly affect few assemblies or assembly 
clusters only. In addition, the majority of the mentioned codes are not fully parallelized and hence one 
cannot take advantage of high performance computing. Therefore, the main deficiencies of current nu-
clear reactor simulations can be summarized hereafter: 
 
1. Usage of rigid meshes (non-flexible) for coupled schemes. 
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2. Nodal base coupling using diffusion codes and sub-channel codes (not accurate to predict local 
safety parameters). 
3. Pin level improved diffusion is still time consuming for 3D core simulations. 
4. Pin level coupling relying on simplified transport solutions require a lot of computational pow-
er. 
5. Current lack of parallelization schemes for most of the coupled codes. 
 
Consequently, new fast running and accurate approaches are needed for simulating reactor cores using 
multi-physics and multi-scale methodologies. These approaches facilitate both the improvement of core 
designs regarding safety parameters and fuel utilization, as well as the more precise quantification of 
the safety margins for normal operation and accidental conditions. 
 
Alternatively, novel solution approaches that are fast running and preserve the high accuracy predic-
tions of pin level calculations are urgently needed to meet the industrial requirements. This type of 
analysis involve for instance, the usage of mixed nodal base solutions with pin level solutions, for both 
N and TH, in addition to flexible mapping schemes between them. These hybrid schemes have been 
developed within the context of this thesis. 
 
1.2 Objectives 
 
The main objectives of the doctoral thesis are focused on both the further development of multi-physics 
and multi-scale core simulation methodologies for a more realistic prediction of key safety relevant 
phenomena with less conservatism, and on the validation of the developed coupling schemes using 
code-to-code or code-to-data comparisons. The following major codes were selected for the doctoral 
work: the reactor dynamic code CBY and the sub-channel TH code SCF. In addition, these codes 
should be implemented and coupled within the European simulation platform NURESIM. 
 
The contributions are focused on the following thematic challenges: 
 
1. Implementation of a new coupling scheme between a reactor dynamics code and a TH sub-
channel code within the NURESIM platform (SALOME software) for nodal based core simula-
tions including both cores with square and hexagonal fuel assemblies. This includes the follow-
ing goals: 
a. Full integration of the INR-KIT sub-channel code SCF. 
b. Implementation of a coupling approach exploiting the platform’s features for both the 
nodal steady state coupled solution and the time-dependent coupled solution for square 
and hexagonal geometries. 
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c. Development of computational routes using all NURESIM platform services to take ad-
vantage of the user-friendly pre- and post-processing capabilities of SALOME, including 
the online supervision of computational routes and the animation for simulation results of 
the involved codes. 
2. Validation of the developed coupled scheme CBY/SCF inside SALOME. 
3. Development of non-conform geometry (NCG: combination of nodal and cell solutions - hy-
brid) methodology for fast running reactor core simulations using CBY/SCF (also known as lo-
cal zooming capability). This includes the direct prediction of the pin power and local safety 
parameters without using pin power reconstruction methods. For this functionality, it is neces-
sary to take into account the feedback effects on the cross sections (XSs) during a coupled 
N/TH simulation at both cell and nodal level. This goal includes: 
a. Development of hybrid stand alone solutions for both N (CBY) and TH (SCF) domains 
separately. 
b. Development of a steady state coupling scheme between CBY/SCF hybrid solvers inside 
the NURESIM platform. 
 
1.3 Solution methodology 
 
The chosen solution methodology is sketched in Fig. 1. It shows the iterative approach followed to find 
the optimal coupling approach and the best validation approach for the development of the coupling 
scheme between CBY and SCF. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Selected solution methodology for the thesis. 
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After the integration of the SCF code inside the platform, the next step is to verify the consistency of 
the coupled solution (verification and validation). It has to be noted that CBY was already implemented 
and validated inside the SALOME platform by [Jimenez01]. Finally, the innovative concept of non-
conform geometry will be explored, leading to the development of novel coupled N/TH hybrid solu-
tions.  
 
1.4 Structure of the thesis 
 
The structure of the doctoral thesis is based on nine chapters, the references, nomenclature and the ap-
pendixes sections. In the first section, an introduction in addition to the background of the doctoral 
thesis, motivations and objectives are discussed. The second section describes the state of the art of the 
current work involving multi-physics and multi-scale methodologies, core N, core TH, coupling ap-
proaches and hybrid solutions. The third section describes the general and theoretical bases of the three 
main working tools used in the dissertation, the NURESIM platform (SALOME), SCF and CBY. The 
fourth section specifies the implementation of SCF inside the NURESIM platform and the steps re-
quired for this implementation. This section is also devoted to the analysis of the performance of SCF 
inside the NURESIM platform in terms of compatibility in the solution (outside and inside the platform) 
and sensitivity analysis applied to pin clusters and mini-cores. Section five describes the methodology 
and developments done on both TH and N to perform coupled hybrid solutions. In addition, stand alone 
solutions are presented to demonstrate the potential use of these schemes. Section six is devoted to the 
coupling scheme implemented between CBY and SCF for steady state and transient solutions in addi-
tion to the hybrid coupling scheme. A representative benchmark problem is used for testing the integra-
tion of SCF and its coupling with CBY inside SALOME. The seventh section shows the verification 
and validation process of the previously mentioned methodologies. Specific benchmarks were selected 
for this purpose. The last sections (eight and nine) refer to the conclusions and outlook of the disserta-
tion. Finally, the references used are found in addition to the nomenclature, which is a valuable support 
for all the equations mentioned in this work. In the appendix section, additional information about the 
details of the models used in the dissertation, additional coupled exercises concerning a steady state 
model for a single fuel assembly and a transient scenario for a 3x3 mini-core, outputs that support the 
derived conclusions for chapters four to seven and the pre- and post-processing capabilities of 
SALOME, are summarized. 
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2 State of the art 
 
The following chapter discusses the theoretical background needed for the development of coupled 
schemes between N and TH. Multi-physical and multi-scale approaches are discusses in addition to 
the coupling strategy followed for steady state and transient solutions. Attention is given to core N 
(focus on diffusion theory) and core TH (focus on sub-channel analysis). A state of the art of non-
conform geometries solution approaches (hybrid analysis) is presented. For the equations used to de-
scribe the N and TH theoretical basis, a brief description of their symbols are given under each equa-
tion. Symbols are not repeated in further equations and therefore, for a more detailed description of 
these symbols the reader should refer to the nomenclature. 
2.1 Multi-physics and multi-scale methodologies 
 
The use of numerical tools supported by powerful computers makes possible the detailed analysis of 
whole 3D LWR NPP cores at nodal level. On one side, the nuclear industry has the need to meet im-
portant safety requirements which requires the development of multi-scale (study at core level and pin 
level of relevant nuclear reactor core configurations) and multi-physics coupled codes in order to pre-
dict accurate local safety parameters. These safety requirements are strongly affected by the increasing 
complexity of material composition (heterogeneous core loadings), geometrical characteristics (pin 
rod configuration and fuel assembly (FA) structures) and changing operating conditions, enrichment 
and burn-up. A very important aspect in nuclear engineering is the validation of these coupled systems 
(numerical simulation tools) [Taitano01] used for the design and safety evaluation of reactor cores, 
which turn out to be the ultimate goal.  
 
The level of validation required for numerical codes is determined by the nature of the intended use 
and is based on: experimental data at different scales (e.g. bundle tests and integral tests), code-to-
data, code-to-code or code-to-analytical solution comparison. In addition, international standard prob-
lems (ISP) of the OECD and IAEA and benchmarks involving transients and relevant N/TH perturba-
tions are studied for this type of coupled schemes, where the main goal of this international trend is to 
avoid very costly experiments. The use of best estimate numerical tools in the frame of a licensing 
process requires the quantification of codes uncertainty and sensitivity [Macian01]. While the uncer-
tainty and sensitivity methods for TH codes are well developed, the corresponding methodologies for 
neutronic and reactor kinetic parameters are still under development. Especial attention must be given 
to the propagation of uncertainties from different domains, e.g. TH and N to a coupled simulation 
[Uam01]. 
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For the analysis of ATWS and design basis accidents (DBA), these codes can be categorized in two 
groups: reactor dynamic codes and TH codes including system codes, sub-channel codes and CFDs 
(other type of codes can be mentioned and include fuel behavior codes, containment analysis, atmos-
pheric dispersion and structural codes [Cooper01]). Coupling of these codes reduce errors associated 
with the transfer of data, reduce conservatism and improve the accuracy of the calculation which is 
correlated by physical laws, e.g. Doppler feedback for N and TH. Nowadays, the improvement and 
development of coupled numerical simulations are fostered by: 
 
1. The need to reduce conservatism and number of expensive experiments. 
2. The need to increase the spatial resolution of the computational domain, e.g. sub-channel lev-
el instead of channel (FA) level for TH, or cell level instead of node level for N. 
3. The advances in the fundamental understanding of N, TH, heat transfer, fluid dynamics, etc. 
based on experimental or theoretical research at different scales. 
4. The trend to integrate mathematical and physical models devoted to single areas in a multi-
physical approach by developing different coupling schemes between different fields. 
5. The need in nuclear engineering to move from coarse solutions (FA base) to more detail solu-
tions (pin base) of reactor core analysis. 
6. The need to use high performance computers (huge computational power available at rela-
tively low cost). 
 
The use of more heterogeneous cores affects directly both the N and TH (coupled or separated). 
Therefore, numerical simulation tools need to consider both the multi-physics and multi-scale nature 
of the problems, as mentioned hereafter. Within the frame of this thesis, multi-physics involve the 
application of different codes that treats individually different fields in nuclear reactor physics. The 
main interest of these codes lies in different areas such as N and TH, among others. The combination 
of these codes, however, is done externally or internally to perform their desired objectives 
[Jimenez01], where the multi-physic approach treats correlated simulations or solves coupled systems 
of partial differential equations to obtain more precise solutions. The objective of multi-scale schemes 
is to integrate all effects involved at different levels of the physical systems [Cooper01]. These levels 
of physical fidelity can be coupled within the same simulation, either weakly or strongly. For example, 
in a nuclear reactor core, fuel assemblies of about 20.0 cm width are composed of fuel rods with diam-
eter of around 1.0 cm, producing bubbles after heating with a size in the order of millimeters. In a 
general way, three different scales are encounter in nuclear reactors. The macro-scale allows the simu-
lation of the primary and secondary loops using system codes such as CATHARE, TRACE, RELAP5 
[Relap01] and ATHLET [Burwell01]. The next scale is the meso-scales, in which the spatial discreti-
zation is reduced to component level as in the case of sub-channel codes such as FLICA4, COBRA-
TF, SCF, etc. The last scale is the micro-scale, where the TH domain between fuel rods is discretized 
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down to very fine resolutions depending on the purpose of the investigations (CFD and direct numeri-
cal simulation codes). In other words, two branches can be differentiated: 
 
1. Thermal-hydraulics multi-scale: The physical phenomena that affect the TH involve all the 
previously mentioned scales. Micro-scales are encountered at the level of bubble formation 
(e.g. boiling), boundary layer calculation and turbulence, which are also observed at meso-
scales, just as pressure and temperature gradients. Macro-scales contemplate the influence of 
steam generators, pressurizers and other plant components within a model. 
2. Neutronics multi-scale: Highly heterogeneous cores impose sharp neutron flux gradients 
which are encountered at meso-scales at the interfaces, for instance, of uranium oxide (UOX) 
and mixed oxide (MOX) FAs and fuel reflector boundary. Due to this fact, diffusion approxi-
mation with two energy groups is not accurate enough and additional energy discretization is 
required. At cell level (PBP) the neutron mean free path is in the order of centimeters and neu-
tron collisions between cells or within the same cell emphasizes the need to consider the mi-
cro-scale for the N, especially when homogenizing and condensing from the detail cell level 
meshes to coarse nodal meshes. 
 
Current developments of multi-scale and multi-physics involve the coupling of system codes with sub-
channel codes such as RELAP5/PANBOX/COBRA [Jackson01], MARS [Jeong01] and 
RELAP5/COBRA-TF [Aumiller01]. The coupling of system codes with CFD codes, e.g. 
RELAP5/FLUENT [Cadinu01], TRACE/CFX [Bertolotto01] and ATHLET/CFX [Papukchiev01], 
multi-physics coupling approaches for time dependent neutron diffusion codes with CFD, e.g. 
PARCS/CFX [Monferrer01] and DYN3D/CFX [Kliem02] and diffusion codes with sub-channel 
codes, COBAYA3/COBRA(III-TF) [Jimenez01] and within the topic of this thesis, 
COBAYA3/SUBCHANFLOW (CBY/SCF) [Calleja01]. In addition, time dependent transport codes 
coupled with sub-channel codes include, TORT-TD/COBRA-TF [Velkov01] and DYN3D-
SP3/SUBCHANFLOW (DYNSUB) [Gomez01].  
 
2.2 3D Core neutronic solvers for light water reactors  
 
For solving 3D N problems two methodologies are widely used nowadays, deterministic (transport and 
diffusion) and Monte Carlo (stochastic). These methodologies require specific information for the 
description of the neutron interactions with matter in a multiplying media such as a reactor core: geo-
metrical definition, material composition, operating and boundary conditions (BC)s and XSs in de-
pendence of the instantaneous state variables and history parameters (XSs which are generated by 
lattice codes in so called branch calculations, e.g. APOLLO [SanchezR01], DRAGON [Marleau01] 
and SCALE [Bowman01]). 
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In the last years, multi-group solutions of the diffusion equation as well as a transport solution based 
on SP3 (simplified transport) have been added to LWR core simulators for both square and hexagonal 
geometries. The general transport equation can be formulated in different ways:  differential formula-
tion (Sn: discrete ordinates and Pn: spherical harmonics) and integral formulation (collision probability 
method (CPM) and method of characteristics (MOC)). These methods however, require large compu-
tational time compared to diffusion theory [Lewis01]. Some of the most common codes using 
transport theory are DeCART, DOORS [Azmy01], DANTSYS [Busch01], PARTISN [Alcouffe01], 
PARAFISH [Criekingen01], DYN3D-SP3, PARCS and CRONOS. Diffusion theory has the advantage 
of providing fast solutions with a penalty on the accuracy; codes which use these methodologies in-
volve FENAT [Zahid01], PARCS, COBAYA3, NEM [Christensen01] and CORETRAN 
[Ferroukhi01], among others. Deterministic methods are suitable for TH coupling, where the interac-
tion scale is based at channel and sub-channel level.  
 
The CBY core simulator (detailed in Chapter 3.3) is one of the few codes that include both nodal and 
local level solvers, which allows the description of the core in either FA level or pin (cell) level. De-
spite the parallel capability of CBY, a whole core 3D simulation at cell level is still very demanding in 
terms of computational power; nevertheless, new methods such as NCG could have promising future 
in this area. This is also valid for SP3 transport simulations of LWR [Gomez03]. 
 
Finally, stochastic methods as Monte Carlo (found in codes such as MCNP [Mcnp01], SERPENT 
[Fridman01] and TRIPOLI [Diop01]) which work with multi-group and continuous energy XSs librar-
ies as well as space and angle fine treatment, give an idea of the degree of complexity involved in the 
solution of this kind of methods. Hence, for a given set of XSs data, the errors in Monte Carlo take the 
form of stochastic uncertainties. These stochastic methods are subject of specific interest due to the 
accuracy of the results (usually establishing the basis for reference solutions), with the drawback of 
very high computational time, see Table 1 [Kulikowska01]. 
 
Table 1. Methods used to perform 3D core neutronic calculations. 
Method Advantages Disadvantages 
Deterministic – Diffusion Fast Poor accuracy 
 
Deterministic   
Transport 
Differential form – Sn 
and Pn methods 
Faster for  
transport 
Ray effect negative scalar 
flux 
Integral form – CPM Good usage of 3D Slow 
Integral form – MOC Precise Slow 
Stochastic Methods Very accurate Very slow  
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While using deterministic approaches to solve neutron transport, substantial computing errors in the 
solution are unavoidable (integral transport, collision probability, diffusion approximations, self-
shielding, energy group condensation and spatial homogenization are based on simplified assump-
tions). Two main factors influence these errors: 
 
1. Uncertainties in the XSs. 
2. Time and space (nodalization) discretization. 
3. Energy and angle discretization. 
 
For every kind of method used to solve the neutron transport equation, the main idea of the solution is 
to obtain a detailed description of the system and minimize the errors associated to heterogeneities in 
the reactor core. Nevertheless, the accuracy of this system of coupled equations depends on the limit 
or truncation error of the series leading to the paradigm of precision vs. computational cost. The meth-
od used during the dissertation involves the diffusion approach. Therefore only this method will be 
described in the following subchapter. 
 
2.2.1 Methods used to solve the neutron diffusion equation 
 
The diffusion equation (approximation) is a simplification of the transport operator; it can avoid the 
usage of the neutron angular dependency (flux anisotropy) and express the transport of neutrons 
through the mathematical Laplacian operator. This approximation is necessary due to the great math-
ematical complexity of the Boltzmann transport equation. In addition to the angular discretization, the 
diffusion approximation consists in integrating the solution over N  intervals of different energy 
groups. This leads to the existence of N coupled multi-group equations. In practice, the detail in the 
energy approximation could vary from two groups to thousands of groups. This theory consists in 
decouple a global interval of energy, [0, E0] (where E0 is the maximum energy that a neutron could 
achieve), into sub-intervals E0, E1, E2, … EN-1, EN = 0, where a group of neutrons “g” is conformed by 
the ensemble of neutrons which energy lies in the interval “g”, in other words, [Eg-1,Eg] (a second en-
ergy interval is defined as “y”). For each of this energy groups, neutron transport is assumed to be 
mono-kinetic. This assumption leads to acceptable results in terms of precision for most problems that 
does not involve abrupt changes in flux or highly heterogeneous cores [Reuss01]. The multi-group 
neutron diffusion equation (NDE) is approximated as in eq. (2.1). 
 
 
      0,,,,   
y
yyfg
y
ygys
g
gygsggaggD  , (2.1)
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where; 
 
gD       : Diffusion coefficient. 
g     : Neutron flux. 
ga,    : Macroscopic absorption XS  Ngaga ,,  . 
gysygs  ,, ,  : Macroscopic scattering XSs. 
g    : Fraction of neutrons produced by fission. 
     : Total fission yield (avg. number of neutrons = prompt + delay). 
yf ,    : Macroscopic fission XS. 
 
In eq. (2.1) the first term exemplifies the leakages, the second the absorptions, the third out-scattering 
from one group (g) to another (y), the fourth term in-scattering from one group (y) to another (g) and 
the last one, neutron generation by fission. 
 
A source for errors obtained by the diffusion approximation comes from the hypothesis of isotropic 
diffusions (required for simplification). These errors could be minimized by applying a transport cor-
rection factor, which consists on replacing the total XS by a “transport” XS. Through the integration of 
the transport equation over all angles (P1 approximation, [Lewis01]) and taking into account time de-
pendent factors such as delay neutron source, external neutron sources and current, the diffusion equa-
tion in operator notation is given by eq. (2.2); 
 
      SStErMF
t
tEr
v dp

  ,,,,1 

 . (2.2)
 
In this eq. the operators are defined as illustrated in equations (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5). 
 
 
Prompt fission source;           
0
,',,','',, tErtErEvdEEtErF fppp
  .  (2.3) 
 
 
Leakage, absorption and scattering as; 
           

 
0
,',,',',',,,,,, tErtEErdEtErtErErDtErM sa
  . (2.4) 
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The sources (delay neutron source resulting from the radioactive decay of precursors with dk  as the 
delay neutron emission spectra); 
 
     


K
k
kkdkd trCEtErS
1
,,,   . (2.5)
 
To solve the diffusion equation, two continuity (interface) conditions (neutron flux and current, Ficks 
law) were established in order to find a solution among the coupled system of equations [Reuss01]. 
These conditions, equations (2.6) and (2.7) and the fact that diffusion approximation is based on isot-
ropy, remark that this method will have weaknesses while encountering highly heterogeneous media, 
strong absorbing and reflector regions and in general, locations were there are strong changes in the 
XSs. 
 
       tErtEr ,,,,,, 21    . (2.6)
 
           tErJDtErJtErJ ggg ,,,,,, 21    . (2.7)
 
Nevertheless, to solve (2.1) several methods have been studied and implemented for its discretization. 
These methods are discussed hereafter, which include finite difference methods, finite element meth-
ods, nodal methods and synthetic methods [Cho01]. Finite difference methods (FDM) consists in dis-
cretize each of the variables of the problem (to approximate the derivatives) by small quotients of fi-
nite differences. In two dimensions and after applying FDM, the diffusion equation looks as follows; 
 
  0, 
i j
ggagg SD  . (2.8)
 
By varying the indexes i and j  over the reactor (space), a linear system of equations is obtained over 
a meshing element. Even though similar in nature as the FDM, the finite element method (FEM) [Cou-
lomb01] involves the usage of test functions. Each of these test functions corresponds to one and only 
one decoupled system of equations, where linear, quadratic or cubic functions are adopted in order to 
(similar to FDM): 
 
1. Assure the continuity of the functions (elements). 
2. Approximate the solution with a desired degree of accuracy. 
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Especially for parabolic or cubic approximations of the test functions, this method shows improve-
ments compared to FDM in terms of precision if the solution has similar spatial discretization. For the 
specific case of the neutron flux and applying the finite element method, the following equation is 
obtained; 
 
   

 rAr  . (2.9)
 
In this case, equation (2.9), the flux is composed of  r  (the expansion test functions) and the un-
known coefficients A , where “ ” range over the full space of the problem. This method is also valid 
for homogenization at FA level. For nodal methods their advantage relies on the application of coarse 
meshes to represent the core, useful when dealing with 3D FA base problems. Similarly to the FEM, 
polynomial functions are used to approximate the solution, where the main differences are: 
 
1. Neutron flux is considered not only inside the meshing nodes, but also at the faces. 
2. The degree of approximation for the flux at internal and external faces is different. 
3. The internal flux is calculated based on: Absorptions + Leakage = Source. 
4. Incoming and outgoing currents are considered. 
5. Neutron currents are used as BCs for the nodes. 
 
Modern nodal methods involve equivalence homogenization theory (EHT), transverse integration pro-
cedures and analytic function expansion nodal methods. The last method involves synthetic methods, 
which have a completely different philosophy compared to nodal or finite difference methods. The 
method could be summarized in three steps [Reuss01]: 
 
1. Division of the core in the axial direction (according to its heterogeneity) and obtaining the 2D 
radial flux (x,y) for each of these segments. 
2. Application of the synthetic operator by trying to find the flux in the 3rd dimension (z), with a 
linear combination of the 2D radial fluxes and a coefficient depending on z (separation of var-
iables). 
   

  yxzzyx ,)(,, . (2.10)
3. Determination of the unknown coefficient )(z . 
 
This method could also be applied to multi-dimensional problems involving synthesis of space and 
time for point kinetic problems. 
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2.3 Core thermal-hydraulic calculations 
 
In addition to the N behavior of the core, the TH analysis of NPPs is critical for the correct study of 
phenomena that affect the reactor performance and safety. The energy deposited in the fuel caused by 
fission is transferred to the coolant by conduction, convection and radiation. Therefore, the TH (heat 
transfer and fluid mechanics) analysis is of extreme importance for the correct study of flow in motion 
and heat exchange inside a nuclear reactor. The main objectives of TH core design and safety include 
the precise calculation of local parameters, complemented to the achievement of high power density 
(minimize core size) and high specific power (minimize fuel inventory) so that safety parameters do 
not exceed a critical value independent of any anticipated transient [Coppolani01]. 
 
Important developments in TH systems have been derived in the last fifty years, starting from simple 
homogeneous models up to two phase flow modeling using CFD tools. As mentioned in Chapter 2.1, 
three different scales used to solve the core TH phenomena are observed: 1D and 3D system code such 
as RELAP5, RELAP5-3D, TRACE [Trace01] and CATHARE, quasi 3D sub-channel codes like the 
COBRA family, FLICA4 and SCF (sub-channel codes which perform a more detailed solution of the 
fuel elements leading to more accurate results at meso-scales) and finally the CFD codes such as 
STAR-CD, NEPTUNE and ANSYS-CFX [Ansys01] that are able to provide detailed solutions at 
meso and micro-scales. The following subchapter is limited to sub-channel TH codes only because 
they are used in the frame of this dissertation. 
 
2.3.1 Mathematical basis of core thermal-hydraulic codes 
 
The main equations that rule the TH in a reactor core are classified in terms of mass, momentum and 
energy conservation (typical two phase flow six-equations model). The ones described hereafter in-
volve one dimensional space averaged transport of mass (eq. 2.11), momentum (eq. 2.12) and energy 
(eq. 2.13) for phase “ k ” [Kazimi01]. Definitions are found after each equation (for the sake of sim-
plification, repeated terms are not duplicated). 
 
     
zk
zzkkzk A
z
A
t
A

 

  
, 
(2.11) 
where; 
k    : Phase density. 
     : Void fraction. 
zA     : Cross sectional surface area at axial level z. 
zk     : Phase mass velocity. 
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k     : Mass exchange rate 


 
V
mk . 
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

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(2.12)
where; 
zn

    : Normal vector in flow direction. 
wkF

  : Net shear force at fixed wall boundary. 
kp     : Pressure for the phase in question. 
g    : Gravitational constant. 
 
   
      ,






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(2.13)
where; 
ku

    : Stagnation energy. 
kh     : Phase enthalpy. 
skh 

   : Stagnation enthalpy. 
kq    : Volumetric heat flux. 
wkq   : Surface heat flux at the wall. 
wP     : Wall wetted perimeter. 
skQ    : Rate of volumetric heat generation. 
    : Viscous dissipation term. 
 
The BCs necessary to obtain the steady state solutions include parameters at the wall, inlet and outlet 
of the control volume (CV). The resolution of these general balance equations will be described in 
more detail in Chapter 3.2, focusing on the specific equations of the SCF code. In addition to this basic 
formulation, the majority of the TH models used to solve the system of equations by system and core 
TH codes are mentioned hereafter [Bonalumi01], [Kazimi02], [Ishii01]. These models differ in terms 
of complexity, details to describe two-phase flow phenomena, number of resolved equations and as-
sumptions. 
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1. Homogeneous Equilibrium Model (HEM): Assumes that the velocity, temperature and pres-
sure are the same between fluid phases (liquid and vapor). This assumption is based on the 
fact that these parameters do not create rapid changes in the conservation equations, so that 
thermal and dynamic equilibrium is reached between phases. The model is good for high pres-
sure and high flow rate conditions. As a drawback, rapid accelerations or pressure changes and 
unequal velocities and temperatures, cannot be accurately modeled with HEM.  
2. Un-equal Velocity Equal Temperature (UVET): The model assumes TH equilibrium between 
phases, leading to the solution of two global equations, energy and momentum and two equa-
tions for the conservation of mass, one for each phase. The UVET model is widely used for 
analyzing pressurized water reactors (PWRs) however; it is not precise when dealing with 
transients involving transitional flow regimes.  
3. Un-equal Velocity Un-equal Temperature (UVUT) model: One of the most accurate TH mod-
els used to study two phase flow phenomena. This model does not assume dynamical and 
thermal equilibrium, leading to the solution of six equations, three for the liquid phase and 
three for the gaseous phase. 
4. Drift Flux Model (DFM):  General approach to obtain the slip ratio by considering the average 
velocity of the vapor in a channel. The DFM is particularly useful when dealing with flows in 
which relative motion is controlled by buoyancy forces and fluid drag. As a drawback, DFM 
cannot approximate multi-phase flows since the relative motion is driven by the pressure and 
velocity gradients between the two phases. 
 
To close the system of equations several closure laws must be established. Some of these will be men-
tioned in Chapter 3.2. In addition to the general balance equations encountered in TH codes, cross 
flows between channels or sub-channels have to be considered specially when dealing with heteroge-
neous TH BCs inside the reactor core or pin clusters.  
 
At sub-channel level, phasic TH properties such as axial velocity and density are represented by single 
averaged values over a specific sub-channel volume. In this sub-channel approach, the rod bundle or 
FA is subdivided into several interconnected parallel channels. The idea of these types of methods is 
that they assume that the flow is predominant in the axial direction and therefore a simplification of 
the 3D modeling of the energy and momentum equations can be applied. By introducing the cross-
flow terms in the equations, exchanges in the radial direction are considered. Conservation equations 
like energy and lateral momentum must take into account exchange rates between adjacent sub-
channels. The coolant enthalpy and velocity is found by solving these conservation equations. At the 
moment, three types of sub-channels are considered in the modeling; coolant centered CV, rod cen-
tered CV and triangular shape sub-channels [Anglar01], as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Coolant centered (a), rod centered (b) and triangular (c) sub-channels. 
 
In the following equations related to the mass (2.14), axial momentum (2.15), lateral momentum 
(2.16) and energy (2.17), the study is limited to the coolant centered sub-channel discretization. In 
addition to the manipulation of the previously discussed general conservation equations (2.11), (2.12) 
and (2.13), a fourth equation to the transverse momentum is implemented, eq. (2.17). Hereafter, a con-
densation of these equations for single phase flows [Todreas01], which are based on Fig. 2 (a) and 
correspond to mass, energy and axial and lateral momentum respectively. 
 

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
, 
(2.14)
where; 
 
i       : Current sub-channel. 
j     : Neighbouring sub-channel. 
i     : Sub-channel density. 
im     : Axial mass flow rate  zzi A . 
ijW    : Diverse cross flow from sub-channel i to j. 
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where; 
 
jih ,      : Enthalpy from sub-channel i or sub-channel j. 
iq       : Sub-channel linear heat rate generation. 
H
ijW
*  : Energy transfer from sub-channel i to j. 
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*h       : Characteristic enthalpy related to HijW
* . 
ip      : Pressure related to sub-channel i. 
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where; 
 
*
zv     : Characteristic velocity related to
M
ijW
* . 
izv     : Flow velocity. 
M
ijW
*  : Momentum transfer from sub-channel i to j. 
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(2.17)
 
where; 
 
'x    : Transverse length (distance between rods). 
y
ijS     : Gap between rods along “y” direction. 
ixF     : Averaged force per unit length of the fluid on the solid. 
 
For the case of coolant centered sub-channels, lateral gradients of flow and enthalpy are relevant with-
in the sub-channel (across the sub-channel boundaries). In this case, flow parameters (density, void 
fraction and temperature) are averaged over the sub-channel area and located at the sub-channel geo-
metrical centre, leading in transverse one dimensional heat conduction from sub-channel “i” to “j” (see 
Fig. 2 (a)) as; 
ij
ji
ijij d
TT
Cq
 ,''  , 
(2.18)
where ijC ,  is the thermal conductivity, Ti and Tj are the temperatures of sub-channels i and j, and ijd  
is the distance between rods. The assumption of average localized parameters is valid for low thermal 
conductivity coolants and loose rod bundles as the ones used in typical LWRs. 
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2.4 Multi-physical coupling approaches between codes  
 
The main objective of the multi-physics coupling approach is to obtain accurate results of problems 
that are correlated in nature. Nowadays, this coupling is realized at different scales through the interac-
tion of best estimate codes developed around the world. For this purpose, several requirements to 
achieve efficient coupled schemes must be respected [DAuria01], e.g.:  
 
1. Spatial nodalization and mapping of the involved computational domains of the different 
codes. 
2. Development of algorithms for feedback handling. 
3. Definition of numerical schemes: steady state and transient solutions. 
4. Convergence control algorithm. 
 
In addition, the following aspects are important for the acceptability of coupled codes in industry-like 
applications in the frame of safety analysis: adequate computer capacity and efficient coupling proce-
dures, validation of coupled codes and evaluation of uncertainties. Table 2 shows a recapitulation of 
some coupled codes used around the world. Not only core N and TH coupled codes have been investi-
gated, also codes in the areas of severe accidents RELAP5/MELCOR [Cole01], [Rodriguez01], con-
tainment RELAP5/GOTIC [Keco01], RELAP5/COCO [Stosic01] and fuel behavior 
PARCS/FRAPCON [Ivekovic01], play important roles in the area of nuclear safety.  
 
Developments in the N and TH solvers for improved schemes are envisaged in the future. The next 
generation of coupled code methods will conserve the multi-physics, multi-scale characteristics of 
current coupled schemes, provide fully integrated and precise codes that can be use for the analysis of 
LWRs, and exploit high performance computing (HPC). In the N side, MOC looks as an important 
methodology with promising future for the improvement of N solvers, in addition to the use of 3D 
Monte Carlo in massively HPC. On the TH side research in interfacial area transport (e.g. explicit 
modeling of bubble interactions) is under development, finite volume based codes are envisaged for 
the solution of pressure, 3D momentum, enthalpy and turbulent equations over arbitrary meshes. Con-
sequently new requirements for this purpose are considered, for instance, development of multi-phase 
models, conjugate heat transfer, moving BCs and parallel computing [Downar01]. 
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Table 2. List of coupled codes used around the world. 
Neutronics/ 
Thermal-Hydraulics 
Comments Neutronics/ 
Thermal-Hydraulics 
Comments 
DYN3D/SUBCHANFLOW 
[Gomez01] 
GERMANY 
DYN3D: Multi-group SP3 neutron transport solver for 3D hexagonal 
and square geometries. 
SUBCHANFLOW: Sub-channel TH code based on the COBRA 
family. Extended to hexagonal geometries and GEN-IV coolants for 
assembly and pin wise solutions. 
ATHLETE/QUABOX 
[NEA01] 
GERMANY 
ATHLETE: Modular TH code for the analysis of anticipated and abnormal plant transients, small 
and intermediate leaks as well as large breaks in LWRs. 
QUABOX: 3-D core model used for stationary and transient calculations of reactor cores in LWR. 
The neutron solution is based on the diffusion approximation of the transport equation in two energy 
groups, which is solved by a coarse grid method. 
COBAYA3/FLICA4 
[Crouzet01] 
SPAIN/FRANCE 
COBAYA3: Multi-group 3D diffusion code for hexagonal and 
square geometries, applied for FA base and pin base calculations. 
FLICA4: 3D and two phase flow TH computer code with advance 
numerical methods for nuclear applications. 
TRACE/PARCS 
[Downar04] 
USA 
TRACE: 3D TH code using working fluids such as He, CO2 and Pb-Bi. 
PARCS: As before. 
RELAP5/PARCS 
[Downar02] 
[Vedovi01] 
USA 
RELAP5: 1D systems TH. SBLOCA and system transient tool for 
LWRs analysis. 
PARCS: Solves the time-dependent two-group neutron diffusion 
equation in 3D cartesian geometry using nodal methods with exten-
sion to hexagonal geometries. 
CAT-
HARE/CRONOS/FLIC
A4 
[Giquel01] 
FRANCE 
CATHARE: TH system code for PWR safety analysis, accident management and definition of plant 
operating procedures. 
CHRONOS: Environment dedicated for integrated simulations. 
FLICA4: As before. 
TRAC/BF1/NEM 
[Finnemann01] 
USA 
TRA-BF1C: Capable to model TH phenomena in 1D or 3D and 
analyze LB-SB/LOCAs and system transients. 
NEM: Nodal expansion method for the multi-group neutron diffusion 
equation, based on a 1D polynomial flux expansion. 
RETRAN3D 
/SIMULATE3K 
[NEA01] 
USA/FINLAND 
RETRAN3D: Based on HEM, is a transient TH core design tool used for evaluating LWRs. 
SIMULATE3K: Is a two-group 3D advance nodal reactor analysis transient code which solves the 
frequency-transformed time-dependent diffusion equation. 
DYN3D/RELAP5 
[Kliem03] 
GERMANY/RUSSIA 
DYN3D: As before. 
RELAP5: As before. 
COBAYA3/COBRATF 
[Jimenez03] 
SPAIN/USA 
COBAYA3: Multi-group 3D diffusion code for hexagonal and square geometries, applied for FA 
base and pin base calculations. 
COBRA-TF: TH code applied to transient analysis of LWR cores starting from steady state condi-
tions and modeling at FA or sub-channel level. 
UMK/BARS/KORSAR 
[Parisi01] 
RUSSIA 
UNK: Neutronic library generation tool. 
BARS-KORSAR: Coupled 3D N/TH plant transient analysis tool. 
RELAP5/PANTHER 
/COBRA-TF 
[Bosso01] 
BELGIUM 
RELAP5: As before. 
PANTHER: Multi-group 3D nodal diffusion code for steady state and transient analysis. 
COBRA-TF: As before. 
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2.4.1 Coupling methodologies 
A coupling scheme between codes is referred as a special technique that involves the execution of two 
or more codes in such a way that these codes are able to exchange relevant variables (information). To 
properly resolve the multi-scale multi-physics problems discussed in Chapter 2.1, three different ap-
proximations for this coupling between codes are present [Baerd01], [DAuria01], and [NEA01]. 
 
1. External coupling, Fig. 3 (a): The objective is to give the BCs obtained by one code to the se-
cond code so it can perform its solution, leading to a feedback exchange at the CV boundaries. 
This is an iterative process at which the second code also gives the feedback BCs to the first 
code (explicit coupling), leading to a need for modeling transient scenarios with very small 
time steps to ensure stability in the calculation (Courant condition). 
2. Integrated coupling, Fig. 3 (b): In this case both codes are embedded and both solve their set 
of equations, however, the level of integration requires wide knowledge in informatics and 
modeling is usually complex. For the feedback exchange the meshing elements are mapped di-
rectly between the two codes. 
3. Combined coupling, Fig. 3 (c): Also called parallel coupling, is based on the idea of making 
the codes interact between each other keeping in mind the philosophy of code independency. 
Each code must be able to perform stand alone calculations; however, it may be required to in-
teract with the other code at specific time steps. 
 
Fig. 3. External (a), internal (b) and combined (c) coupling approaches.  
 
For obtaining a good solution (balance between precision in the solution and computing time optimi-
zation), usually a more refined mesh (for spatial coupling and not including CFDs) is required (smaller 
mesh refinements lead to more accurate solutions, domain discretization is finer and geometrical de-
tails are represented in a better way) [Downar05]. This however, results in long computational time 
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due to the increase of meshing elements. These types of problems give rise to important coupling 
methodologies such as explicit, semi-implicit, SETS [Junge01] and implicit schemes among others. A 
modern way to approximate numerical problems is to write the governing differential equations in a 
finite difference form. Generally, there are three types of finite difference formulations, forward dif-
ferencing eq. (2.19), backward differencing eq. (2.20) and central differencing eq. (2.21) [Watson01]; 
 
     
h
xfhxfxf ' , (2.19)      
h
hxfxfxf ' , (2.20)  
h
hxfhxf
xf


 

 
 22' . 
(2.21) 
 
Even though they are not mentioned, the reader should know that there are other types of spatial dis-
cretization techniques, involving finite volume method, finite elements and fine mesh methods. Simi-
larly to the spatial discretization of the differential equations, time discretization must be applied to the 
previously mentioned techniques [Mousseau01]. Another critical topic to mention is the interaction 
between codes, which rule the way information (feedback) flows from one code to another for steady 
state and transient scenarios. The fundamental aim behind the simulation of steady state coupled 
schemes is to obtain N parameters (power distributions, neutron velocities, etc…) and TH parameters 
(coolant and fuel thermo-physical properties) to obtain localized information about safety relevant 
parameters. Details about this kind of coupling will be discussed in Chapter 6. Two important issues 
for coupling codes are studied hereafter; they involve time step synchronization for the case of tem-
poral coupling and feedback treatment of parameters. 
 
2.4.2 Convergence of coupled steady state solutions 
 
A convergence criterion for the steady state coupled solution is applied iteratively following an explic-
it approach. However, it is important to mention that each code has its own convergence criteria, 
which will be discussed in Chapters 3.2 and 3.3. The convergence is based on a calculation-feedback-
calculation strategy, which is depicted in Fig. 4.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Steady state convergence definition (calculation-feedback-calculation). 
 
In this case, CODE A (N) begins its calculation with pre-defined fixed TH conditions representing an 
average value for the steady state and planar distribution of the fuel Doppler temperature based on the 
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input deck for the first XS update. Once CODE A converge its own solution, the 3D power distribu-
tion is updated in the global parameters of CODE B (TH), which performs its own solution with this 
“new” power distribution. New TH parameters are calculated and passed to CODE A in order to per-
form the next iteration’s calculation. The analysis of this steady state convergence scheme will be 
detailed in Chapter 6.1.1. 
 
From [Gomez03], it was shown that the coupled solution must consider both N and TH parameters for 
convergence check. The convergence of the global parameter, multiplication factor (keff), does not 
guarantee the convergence of the local TH parameters. Just for the sake of exemplification, a study 
was performed (related to the benchmark TMI-1 MSLB and discussed in detail in Chapter 7.1.2) 
where the convergence criterion for the keff  (εN) was set to εN = 0.1 parts per cent mille (pcm) and fuel 
Doppler temperature (TDopp), moderator temperature (Tmod) and density (Dmod) criteria (εT) to εT = 1.0-4. 
These variations are derived from the difference of the selected parameters between two consecutive 
iterations, e.g. if the variation of keff is less than a defined criterion, convergence is achieved for this 
parameter. 
 
2.4.3 Temporal coupling 
 
For both FA and pin-wise based coupling, the managing and well adaptation of the time steps between 
the TH and N codes is important since both codes have their own time step selection algorithm. The 
coupling of two different codes has to be implemented for both stationary and transient conditions. 
The most widely used option is the loose (“low”) coupled methods, which differently from tight 
(“high”) [Gaston01], provide certain independence between the coupled codes. Here, four kinds of 
solutions are encountered (illustrated in Fig. 5), semi-implicit [Jeong01], explicit (also referred as 
“marching solution method” or “asynchronous models” [Grandi01]), staggered Operator Splitting 
(OS) coupling and implicit schemes (also known as “synchronous models”). The nonlinear behavior of 
this coupled scheme between the N and TH models raise a challenge to find an accurate and efficient 
solution for LWR transients. For instance, the temporal and spatial discretizations affect stability pa-
rameters such as decay ratios and key parameters of reactivity insertion accidents (powers peak, Dop-
pler temperatures and coolant enthalpies), which are very sensitive to the degree of implicitness in the 
coupling between the N and the TH models. Therefore, several approaches for the temporal coupling 
between codes must be precisely understood. The following figures show these approaches [Ragu-
sa01], [Watson01], where special emphasis is done for N and TH. 
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Fig. 5. Implicit (a), semi-implicit (b), explicit (c) and staggered OS (d) coupling schemes. 
 
As can be seen in Fig. 5 (d), the N solution (NS) and the TH solution (THS) between two consecutive 
time steps are given by equations (2.22) and (2.23) respectively; 
 
 11,,   nnt THSNStNNS , (2.22)   1,,   nnt THSNStTHTHS . (2.23) 
 
Multiple time steps marching schemes allow the solution of a selected code to proceed with several 
steps, while the other coupled code marches only with one large step. This temporal adaptive algo-
rithm was developed to perform the synchronization and optimization of the performance of 3D N/TH 
FA and sub-channel analysis coupled code systems. However, it was noted [Grandi01] that applying 
automatic time steps selection to some models, did not increase the qualitative precision of the solu-
tion compared to fix time steps implicit schemes, but it reduces significantly the computational cost. 
Coming back to the staggered OS [Zerkak01], the convergence of the solution is ruled by the time step 
where in general a master code controls the time advancement. Small time steps are required specifi-
cally for the N (e.g. very small neutron generation time in the order of t = 10.0-4 s). Examples of this 
                                                
 The subscript “n” represents the current time step. 
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type of coupling which involve OS schemes are TRACE/PARCS, RELAP5/PARCS and 
CRONOS2/FLICA4 [Royer02]. 
 
In the implicit approach (Fig. 5 (a)), convergence of the individual codes and of the feedback is re-
quired. This method has the advantage of being the most accurate and stable out of the others. Several 
different approaches to solve the implicit coupling involve: Implicit-Runge-Kutta methods [Loza-
no02], nested loops approximations and JFNK methods [Mousseau01], where improvements in the 
areas of convergence, dynamic time steps and non-linearities are envisaged. Lastly, semi-implicit 
methods, Fig. 5 (b), have the advantage of employing feedback parameters from old and new time 
steps (as done in TRAC-PF1/NEM). This might be of specific interest when dealing with power maps 
(PMs) as done with SCF. The main disadvantage of this method is its instability caused by the non-
converged feedback parameters. 
 
Implicit methods are required for many coupled problems due to the presence of non-smooth or rapid-
ly varying transients, in the case of the neutronic solution. Especially in reactor analysis, these fast 
transients take into account the presence of inverse neutron velocity terms, which usually have con-
vergence instabilities. In principle, it is desired to implement the temporal coupling with an implicit 
approach to ensure that the scheme will be stable, leading to the usage of longer time steps during the 
transient. Nevertheless, this type of approach is extensive in the way that each code requires complex 
modifications; therefore, other methods are encountered, such as the explicit method which presents 
limitations in the time step control to ensure stability. 
 
2.4.3.1 Time step synchronization 
 
For transient analysis the easiest way to couple these kinds of systems is by fixing the time step based 
on one of the two involved codes. This approach may lead to inaccurate predictions of the time de-
pendent power behavior in continuous fast transients where the neutron flux (refer to Chapter 2.2.1) 
distribution and power shape change rapidly. In the counterpart, when the N code is the master, the 
computation time may increase due to the rapid repartition of time steps that could be easily managed 
with longer time step periods.  Coupled time dependent algorithms can be found in the literature 
[Zerkak01]. For some time step control and calculation models, each code performs independently 
from each other.  In this particular case, the vector containing the state variables is used to check the 
“global” time step and predict a new time step. A restart of the coupled code system from the previous 
time point is required if the criterion is not met.   
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In discussion of time step control schemes, it is instructive to consider the semi-implicit method. In 
order for the semi-implicit solution to be numerically stable, it must respect the material Courant limit, 
which dictates the maximum time step size based on the stability of computational parameters passing 
through a calculation node. This issue will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.1.3. 
 
For some other coupled schemes (e.g. TRAC-BF1/NEM), variable time step algorithms have been 
developed in such a way that the kinetics algorithm has an automatic time step control routine that 
monitors temporal changes (global total power and local neutron flux) during a given time step and 
adjusts the time step size automatically.  Other coupling approach involves the use of message passing 
interface (MPI) [Perez01] and the executive parallel virtual machine (PVM) [Geisto01] program, 
which is able to handle two of the major challenges for coupled calculations, exchange of boundary 
condition information between codes with different data structures and coordination of the time de-
pendent advancement. The PVM philosophy is based on the definition of variables to be exchanged 
and the coordination of the advancement through time (calling for exchange variables between similar 
tasks, controlling of output generation and shutting down virtual memory after termination). The ex-
ecutive program also allows for “synchronous” and “asynchronous” exchange of data between tasks. 
For “synchronous” exchange, the process is forced to have similar time steps, with interaction every 
time step [Jimenez01]. Some examples are found in RELAP5/PARCS, ATHLET/QUABOX, 
TRACE/PARCS and CRONOS/FLICA4. For “asynchronous” exchange, time steps are matched and 
data are exchanged at predefined time intervals only. Moreover, the executive program allows for 
other types of schemes, including “semi-implicit” coupling. 
 
2.5 Non-conform geometry 
 
In the last years, strong efforts have been made to develop detailed solutions in the areas of coupled 
neutron kinetics and TH codes with emphasis on local refinement of the N and TH solution known as 
NCG or hybrid analysis approach (concept developed in the frame of this thesis concerning localized 
mesh refinement). This type of hybrid models that allow doing “zooming” in some parts of the core, 
are necessary for predicting safety parameters based on local information, e.g. information at pin level 
concerning temperature profiles along the hottest pins. Nowadays, two types of calculations are widely 
used within coupled N/TH codes, nodal (FA) base, or local (PBP) base solutions. Both analyses have 
advantages and disadvantages, as discussed hereafter. 
 
Nodal base solutions aim for fast running calculations with the drawback of losing precision or accu-
racy compared to PBP solutions. PBP solutions work with more refined or detailed models, leading to 
the accurate prediction of local safety parameters with the drawback of high computational power. 
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Hybrid solutions on the other hand, try to combine the advantages of both types of calculations (FA 
level and PBP level) while minimizing their disadvantages.  
 
Specific attention has been given to the N side. In [Chiba01] a hierarchical domain decomposition - 
boundary element method (HDD-BEM) for solving the 3D NDE has been proposed. The domain is 
decomposed into homogeneous regions, where two types of calculations are applied. “Lower level” 
calculations involve enforcing assumed BCs and keff to the NDE which is applied to the decomposed 
homogeneous region. At “higher level” calculations (assumed values) internal BCs and keff are modi-
fied so as to satisfy the continuity condition for the neutron flux and currents, eq. (2.7), in the inner 
boundaries. Furthermore, [Zhang01] proposed a p-refinement technique (adaptive selection of the 
polynomial approximation) for the inter-element approximation in a hybrid finite element technique. 
Other techniques involve the use of different N kernels for one solution. The “post-refinement” multi-
scale method uses the global solution to determine the BCs for the local solution. The local solution is 
solved using either fixed or albedo BCs and has no impact on the global solution. The “embedded” 
multi-scale method allows the local solver to change the global solution by imposing BCs and improve 
the global-local solution scheme [Collins01]. In terms of complexity, due to the nature of the transport 
equation, NCG in the N side has not yet been widely used in nuclear engineering. Consequently, nu-
merical approximations have been developed for the multi-group diffusion equation, often employed 
in 3D reactor core analysis [Ragusa02].  
 
The main objective is to obtain numerical solutions with high accuracy and resolution while requiring 
less memory and shorter CPU time. For doing that the full computational mesh only needs to be fine 
where the solution is rough and can be coarse in areas where the solution is smooth and well resolved 
even on large cells. The main feature of this hybrid method is the usage of separate meshes for indi-
vidual regions in both N and TH, e.g. regions where a control rod (CR) ejection is expected or a MOX 
assembly is encountered surrounded of typical uranium oxide type of assemblies for LWR. The Fig. 6 
exemplifies this type of discretization, where nine fuel assemblies (3x3 mini-core with outer reflec-
tors) are modeled at FA level (nodal), PBP level (local) and a mix of both – hybrid. 
 
Fig. 6. Illustration of different types of FA radial discretizations (nodal, local and hybrid). 
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The problem is mostly encountered on the N domain, where it is noted that fast and thermal neutrons 
behave differently within a computational domain.  Fast neutrons tend to travel further and are less 
affected by local variations in the material properties, whereas thermal neutrons perceive more local-
ized effects. Therefore, smoother solutions are expected for higher energy neutrons and more rapidly 
varying solutions for lower energy ones. From [Ragusa02] is concluded that these types of refinement 
techniques provide 1.0% accuracy five times faster than uniform refinement and 0.01% accuracy 
twenty times faster. In addition, the mesh refinement technique becomes competitive compared to 
uniform meshes since its solution has deviations in the 1.0 pcm range. 
 
Other type of approaches involve the pin power reconstruction method, where a fast calculation of pin 
power distributions in a FA is obtained through a combination of an analytical solution of the NDE 
and form functions taking into account heterogeneities. The idea is to reconstruct the pin powers based 
on the power peak as a power value of a hot channel (hot channel analysis is considered as the basis 
for the pin power reconstructions method implemented, e.g. in DYN3D [Gomez03]). Even thought the 
solutions obtained are relatively efficient in terms of computational power, the solution itself does not 
consider the real solution for the NDE in the localized place of interest. 
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3 The NURESIM platform and the mathematical-
physical fundamentals of the involved codes 
 
This chapter is devoted for describing the NURESIM platform, its peculiarities and the fundamentals 
of two of the codes that interact through its interface. One code is the TH sub-channel code SCF de-
veloped at the KIT, including the boron transport model description. The other code is the reactor dy-
namic code CBY, developed by the UPM. 
3.1 The NURESIM platform 
 
3.1.1 General description 
 
The NURESIM platform is under development in the frame of the European collaborative projects 
named NURESIM and NURISP (a partnership between fourteen European countries and twenty-two 
organizations) [Bestion01]. This platform facilitates a more accurate simulation of the physical phe-
nomena by coupling the most advanced core physics, single and two phase flow TH and fuel mechan-
ics European codes following a multi-scale and multi-physics approach. Codes will be connected to 
the platform and new steps will be made for integration, model development, coupling, uncertainty 
and sensitivity analysis, and verification and validation with broader applications. During the course of 
NURISP the focus will be on present (GEN-II) and future (GEN-III) PWRs, VVERs and boiling water 
reactors (BWRs), but care will be taken to use generic methods so that future extension to GEN-IV 
reactors will be possible. Different reactor dynamic solvers (CRONOS2, DYN3D and CBY) have 
been implemented into the NURESIM platform and coupled with the sub-channel code FLICA4 at a 
nodal and pin level [Ferraresi01], [Gomez02]. One of the novel aspects of the NURESIM platform is 
the way how the different solvers are spatially mapped to each other based on a mesh superposition 
(automatic mapping) and using an in-built interpolation module INTERP_2_5D. This offers the user a 
mapping flexibility. 
 
The platform is based on the open source software SALOME [Royer01] which is suitable for ad-
vanced multi-physics and multi-scale numerical simulations including a powerful pre- and post-
processor. It allows the chaining and coupling of codes devoted to different fields like TH (macro-, 
meso- and micro scale), N (nodal and cell level) and pin mechanics. The NURESIM platform permits 
the realization of flexible coupling schemes between different fields taking advantage of a unique 
memory exchange data (MED) file as a key element. SALOME is based on a flexible structure suita-
ble for the integration of different kinds of codes. These SALOME functionalities can be used for de-
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veloping computer aided design (CAD) models, meshes, computational flow diagrams and online 
visualization [EDFCEA02]. 
 
3.1.2 Peculiarities of the platform for multi-physic developments 
 
The goal of the NURESIM platform is to provide a more accurate representation of the physical phe-
nomena by developing and incorporating codes which reflex the latest advances in core physics, two-
phase TH and fuel modelling. SALOME is composed of several modules (e.g. GEOM, MESH, POST-
PRO and YACS) which perform the pre- and post-processing of input data and simulations respective-
ly, in addition to online visualization of simulations. 
 
At present, merely the external coupling of codes were implemented in the NURESIM platform based 
on the exchange of information via meshes and fields (it is mandatory that the codes have to be inte-
grated inside SALOME meeting standard rules following [Baudron01]). The different solvers can be 
integrated in the platform using an automatic tool to generate interfaces merging Python scripts, 
C/C++ and FORTRAN components inside SALOME. The MED binary format is the reference for 
meshes, supports and fields.  
 
SALOME is divided in three different levels as seen in Fig. 7 (a); the first one is the “End User” at 
which the user interacts with the tools already implemented in the platform. The second one is the 
“Advanced User”, level for a more complex way of integrating codes using scripts and C++ interfaces. 
The integration of SCF however, has been done at this level, which is in charge of modularizing the 
code, coupling interfaces development (exchange of information between C/C++ and FORTRAN to 
allow communication between codes) and implementation of routines [Bestion01]. The last one is the 
“Developer User” level, which is needed for the integration of specific internal structures of 
SALOME. The work falls under the second functionality level. In Fig. 7 (b), the main elements of 
SALOME (NURESIM platform) are shown. 
                            a)                                                                                              b)              
                 
Fig. 7. SALOME peculiarities: functionality levels (a) and coupling philosophy (b). 
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The novel aspect of spatial coupling between the TH and the N computational domains compared to 
regular coupled codes is the automatic mapping of both domains using an in-build interpolation mod-
ule of SALOME. For a proper integration inside the platform (Chapter 4), it is necessary to modify the 
code in a way that it behaves as a component (the SALOME software is based on the concept of inde-
pendent components). These components can provide services, such as reading input data, perform 
calculations, extract parameters, create fields, construct meshes, etc. The components follow a hierar-
chical structure composed of a lower, middle and top level. At the lowest level the original source 
code that could be written in FORTRAN or C/C++ is found. However, it must be packaged in the 
form of static libraries or even external binary files, “black box”. The middle level is related to the 
C/C++ class, which defines the application programming interface (API) and is in charge of calling 
and manipulating functions, executables and libraries previously defined in the first level. The final 
level is the “Top Level”, which refers to the integration of the class as a SALOME component, ready 
to be use inside the platform.  This is done automatically by using the tool “hxx2salome”, which per-
forms the wrapping to SALOME, making an automatic code generation, compilation and update of the 
environmental variables.  
 
The exchange of information is done in a 3D way, where elements of two meshes interact (one ele-
ment of a first mesh corresponds to one element of a second mesh on a perfect mapping). The spatial 
mapping between N and TH (valid for steady state and transient solutions) was performed using an 
individual interpolation component (INTERP_2_5D) already integrated in SALOME [Jimenez02]. 
The objective of this component is to derive the data transferred weighting factors from the N mesh to 
the TH mesh and vice-versa. The principle lies on the exchange of data fields associated with two 
different 3D meshes (where one mesh is called the source and the other one the target). In order to 
perform the interpolation of the fields, the intersection volumes for all meshing elements of two cou-
pled domains should be determined.  
 
The procedure follows the following steps [Royer01]: triangulation (reduce the complexity of the 
problem), localization (superimpose the two triangulated meshing schemes and calculate the intersec-
tion area for all pairs intersecting the source and target triangles), propagation (account for all source 
triangles intersecting the target in question) and reconstruction (of the total area intersection between 
one target radial mesh and one source radial mesh). Employing this tool to the coupled solution allow 
to have different radial and axial discretizations (provided that the 3D meshing schemes are composed 
of 2D radial non-regular meshes extruded in the third 1D axial direction) for the N and TH and provid-
ing accurate feedback management from one domain to the other. 
 
The “mesh” however, is a class containing 2D or 3D meshing objects based on a specific geometry 
(usually generated from the information read in the input deck of each integrated code). The “support” 
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is a class containing a list of the different meshing elements and finally, the “field” is the class tem-
plate containing mainly a list of values lying on a particular support, which is filled with the user’s 
desired data. These fields can be later on used for post-processing purposes. The way of accessing 
these fields is done by pointers, where a specific value (data) is assigned to a volume element found in 
the “mesh”. This field could have any value e.g. power density, fuel and moderator temperature, mod-
erator density, void fraction or boron concentration (Bppm). The characteristics of these fields in terms 
of data management, storage and exchange, make the coupling of codes inside SALOME possible. As 
previously mentioned this exchange of information is done in a 3D space where one volume element 
of one field corresponds to another volume element of a second field. In this way, the solver is able to 
use the information stored in each of these elements and use it to calculate its solution. The required 
approach for a full implementation of a code in the NURESIM platform is discussed in Chapter 4, 
“Integration and testing of SUBCHANFLOW in the NURESIM platform”. 
 
3.2 The sub-channel code SUBCHANFLOW 2.1 
 
3.2.1 General description 
SUBCHANFLOW (SCF), developed at the Institute for Neutron Physics and Reactor Technology 
(INR) of KIT, is programmed in FORTRAN 95 with global variables and dynamic allocation. It solves 
the coolant mixture balance equations coupled with the fuel rod heat transfer at sub-channel level. The 
solution of the heat conduction equation is realized by a fully implicit method. SCF (based on the 
COBRA family of TH codes) can be used to solve channel and sub-channel based problems (where it 
shows great variability for solving square and hexagonal bundle geometries for stationary and transi-
ent solutions). Additional model extensions for the analysis of innovative reactors include the state 
properties for different coolants such as liquid metals (lead, sodium, Pb-Bi), gas (air, Helium) and 
water (properties obtained from IAPWS97) but also models to simulate the thermo-physical properties 
of UO2 and MOX fuel rods in dependence of the temperature and burn-up and of various cladding 
materials like Zircalloy, Inconnel-600 and Stainless Steel-SS316.  
 
SCF describes the TH phenomena in FAs or cores of LWR and innovative reactors allowing the pre-
diction of important parameters such as core pressure drop, static loses and frictional loses. The solu-
tion method involves a weekly compressible approach (no pressure wave propagation). Moreover, the 
solution of the TH equations is done layer by layer in the axial direction. SCF calculates a stationary 
converged solution to start the transient analysis (suitable for code coupling with N). Like every sub-
channel TH code in the nuclear field, SCF make use of several empirical TH correlations to close the 
system of equations. SCF requires a set of constitutive equations which are divided in three groups, 
pressure drop, void fraction and heat transfer correlations. The following table mentions only some of 
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the most familiar TH correlations used by SCF and some of their general characteristics, [Armand01], 
[Dittus01], [Blasius01], [Vojtek01] and [Ferrouk01]. The heat transfer from the rod to the bulk fluid 
  modTThq wall    is dependent on the heat transfer coefficient  h  prevailing in each transfer 
model. This coefficient can be determined by using correlations which are function of several parame-
ters according to the boiling curve covering different flow regimes. 
 
Table 3. Heat transfer correlations commonly used by SCF. 
Correlation name Characteristic flow regime 
Levy Sub-cooled boiling 
Armand Two phase flow friction model 
Dittus-Boelter Single phase heat transfer correlation 
Blasius Single phase friction model 
Churchill Single phase friction model 
 
3.2.2 Solution approach 
For steady state and transient solutions SCF solves the heat transport in three steps:  
 
1) Radially within the fuel rods. 
2) Radially between fuel rods and coolant. 
3) Axially (from bottom to top) following a first order upwind-method to solve the three 
mixture balance equations.  
 
The general solution approach is shown in Fig. 8. Generally speaking, SCF performs steady state and 
implicit transient solutions for a given set of inlet boundary and initial conditions. The model implies a 
fully implicit method (Chapter 2.4.2) for the solution approach. The system of equations related to the 
mass and momentum conservation are condensed in a linear system of axial pressure gradient equa-
tions solved according to the Successive-Over-Relaxation (SOR) method. The energy equation is 
solved by the same method. The transient solution also follows an implicit scheme. Convergence of 
the solution is derived through the change of the axial mass flow rate, leading to a flow error criterion 
between consecutive iterations. 
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Fig. 8. SUBCHANFLOW solution algorithm for transient and steady state analysis. 
 
The TH equations that the code solves are discretized by applying a finite difference method (heat 
conduction in the radial and axial direction), leading to a system of four mixture equations (conserva-
tion of mass, energy and momentum [axial and radial]) with their corresponding closure relations 
(constitutive models: pressure drop for single and two phase flow, void fraction and heat convection). 
The balance equations are based on the diagram shown in Fig. 9 [Kazimi01]. 
 
 
Fig. 9. Lateral and axial discretization of the thermal-hydraulic control volume. 
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Hereafter, the equations solved by SCF for the fluid dynamic model. 
 
1. Mass balance equation for two phases. 
 
The mass balance equation for two phases is described by eq. (3.1) as follows: 
    01     weXmmtXA iiiiniii  , (3.1)
where; 
i   : Index of individual sub-channel. 
   : Index of axial level. 
iA   : Flow cross section (axial direction). 
X   :   Differential length between axial nodes. 
i  : Density of the mixture   livii    1 . 
n
i  : Density of the mixture at previous time step. 
im   : Axial mass flow rate  inm  (axial mass flow rate at previous step). 
ie
   : Transverse flow direction. 
    : Index of gaps between sub-channels. 
w  : Transverse mass flow due to pressure gradients. 
t   : Differential time. 
 
2. Energy balance equation. 
 
The energy balance equation is described by eq. (3.2) as follows: 
 
           hwehmhmXhhht
A
i
i
iiii
n
iii
n
iii
i  111  (3.2)
      rirQirniiiniiirirrir qrTTSChhwqP    '' , 
 
where; 
ih     : Enthalpy of the mixture in axial direction   lvi hxxhh  1 . 
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v     : Vapor phase. 
l     : Liquid phase. 
n
ih      : Enthalpy of the mixture at previous time step. 
"
rq     : Surface heat flux from pin to coolant. 
'
rq     : Linear heat rate. 
'w  : Cross flow due to mixing     GGSw ii ' . 
i  : Mixing coefficient. 
G   : Mass flux. 
iT     : Coolant temperature. 
rP      : Heated perimeter. 
ir    : Fraction of the heated perimeter for a specific sub-channel. 
C     : Thermal conductivity. 
S    : Gap width. 
Qr      : Total power directly released in the coolant. 
r      : Index of pin rod. 
      : Void fraction. 
 
With effective density (mixture) given in eq. (3.3); 
 





h
hmix
n
ii
         xx vl  11  , (3.3) 
 
where x  is the flow quality. 
 
3. Momentum balance equations. 
 
The axial momentum balance equation is described by eq. (3.4) as follows: 
 
    *'  UweXUmmmtX iiiinii   (3.4)
   nii
i
T
i
i
i
ilh
iiiii UUwXfA
m
mKv
D
fX
COSXAgPPA ''''*
2
1 2
1





  


 

 , 
where; 
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g   : Gravitational constant. 
iP  : Pressure. 
   : Channel inclination relevant to the vertical. 
f   : Single phase friction coefficient.
    : Two phase flow friction multiplier.
 K  : Pressure drop coefficient for spacer grids. 
Tf   : Lateral turbulent momentum balance factor. 
'*v   : Specific volume    





lv
xx
 1
1 22
. 
hD  : Hydraulic diameter.
 
'
iU  : Effective velocity 


 '*


i
i
A
m
. 
n
iU
'
  : Effective velocity at previous time step. 
*
iU  : Effective velocity related to the cross flow. 
 
The lateral momentum balance equation is described by eq. (3.5) as follows: 
 
  





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 ww
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
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

'*
1
'
11
'
2
1
, (3.5)
 
where 'U  is the dynamic velocity, l  is the distance between centroids of neighboring sub-channels 
and GK  the lateral gap pressure loss coefficient. For the fuel elements, SCF uses a 2D heat conduc-
tion model with mathematical discretization in finite difference form. After some simplifications of the 
heat transfer equation, SCF solves eq. (3.6); 
 
           trqtrT
r
Trrk
rr
trT
t
TrCTr p ,,,
1,,,  



 , (3.6)
where; 
 
r    : Position vector. 
T    : Temperature. 
 Tr ,  : Coolant density. 
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 TrCp ,  : Heat capacity. 
 trT ,  : Coolant temperature. 
 Trk ,  : Thermal conductivity. 
 trq ,  : Volumetric heat flux. 
 
Finally, due to the requirements imposed by some simulations (see Chapter 7), new thermo-physical 
properties related to the fuel thermal conductivity (k), specific heat (Cp) and heat transfer coefficient 
for the gap between fuel and cladding (hgap) where implemented inside SCF, which tend to extend also 
the capabilities of SCF to model the most important benchmarks nowadays. 
 
3.2.3 Boron dilution model 
In PWRs boric acid (H3BO3) is used as a soluble neutron absorber in the primary coolant to compen-
sate for fuel burn-up, Xenon poisoning and to provide the necessary sub-criticality of the core during 
refueling and maintenance. In the sixties, studies on boron dilution transients were based on slow bo-
ron dilution events due to a malfunction of the chemical and volume control system (CVCS). During 
the last decade, safety studies for low power and shut-down conditions of NPP have been performed in 
several countries, for which a local boron dilution in the reactor core by a slug of pure water or water 
of reduced boron concentration occurs. This slug of deborated  water mixes with borated water in the 
primary system and due to 3D mixing effects variations of the boron concentration occur in time and 
space at the core entrance [Teschendorff01] in either an homogeneous (ideal) or heterogeneous (real) 
way. Causes for boron dilution transients could be of two kinds: unintentional injection of deborated 
water from outside the primary cooling system (slow progression) and separation of primary coolant 
into highly borated water and almost boron free water by evaporation and condensation (relatively fast 
and difficult to analyze). The description of boron transport within the primary circuit and core of 
PWRs is challenging for TH codes. The solution of the boron transport equations is needed for the 
modelling of the so-called boron dilution transients following a SBLOCA (after loop-seal clearing). In 
this case, the mixing is a key mechanism determining the positive reactivity insertion in the core. From 
this, the implementation of boron transport models in TH codes is a requirement in order to predict 
these kinds of boron dilution scenarios with coupled codes. 
 
In the last year, a boron transport model was implemented in SCF. For this purpose, assumptions must 
be made, e.g. boron is present only in the liquid phase (the vapor pressure of the boron compounds is 
too low to expect any boron to be present in the vapor), there is no precipitation of boron from the 
solution and no thermal stratification of boron will be considered in the model [Garber01]. Since mix-
ing in the downcomer and in the core region is surely a 3D phenomenon that cannot be handled with 
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1D codes, SCF provides a suitable tool to perform this type of transients. There are several parameters 
that should be addressed while implementing a boron transport model to describe the behavior of bo-
ron during, e.g. boron dilution transients in PWRs: 
 
1. An accurate cell mesh and time step should be envisaged in order to observe the deborated 
slug formation and minimize numerical diffusion (Courant condition). 
2. Include flux limiters which introduce a larger reduction of the numerical diffusion so as to ob-
tain a precise convective boron transport. 
3. Include turbulence models for a physical prediction of boron mixing. 
 
SCF solves first the boron mass balance in the axial direction through a successive gradient method, 
where a Superbee flux limiter, equation (3.7), is used (Superbee and in particular, Super-C shows 
much less sensitivity to Courant numbers than other schemes [Leonard01]). The effect of this flux 
limiter is to do a second order accurate flux conservation for smooth parts of the solution and for re-
gions near sharp gradients it will switch to the first order upwind flux conservation. Therefore, flux 
limiters ensure that the solution gets the best of both second order and first order methods. 
 
      2,min,1,2min,0max rrr   ,   2lim  rr  . (3.7)
 
In addition, an upwind resolution is applied at the boundaries (first and last nodes along the axial 
length). Second, the lateral mixing is solved using a donor-cell method where the cross flow is taken 
into account for each gap between sub-channels. The donor-cell scheme is one of the simplest flux 
conserving schemes; it has strong similarities to the upstream differencing scheme where the differ-
ence comes mainly when either the velocity is space dependent or the grid is non-equidistant. For the 
boron dilution model implemented in SCF (explicit scheme), the following steps exemplify the proce-
dure. 
 
1. Solution of the convection eq. (3.8), 
 
           
dz
boronvzid
dt
boronzid n  ,,  . (3.8)
2. Discretization relative to the level of resolution (finite difference). 
3. Calculation of the boron concentration at the cell boundaries, eq. (3.9): two possibilities in the 
axial direction. 
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a) Upwind (diffusive) scheme, low resolution: nzi
n
zi boronboron ,,   for positive flow direc-
tion  0zv  and nzinzi boronboron 1,,   for negative flow direction  0zv . 
                   

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


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i st zizizi
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1 ,1,,1,,1,
,1,1,1,,1,),1,(_  , (3.9)
 
where; 
 
      : Flow velocity. 
z     : Maximum (top) axial level. 
b) Central scheme, high resolution: 


  
2
1
,
zzn
zi
boronboronboron . 
4. Successive gradients scheme for the third step. 
5. Boron concentration for the rest of the axial cells and application of the flux limiter as shown 
in eq. (3.10); 
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1
1
2
___,  . (3.10)
6. Boron concentration of the flow through the gaps between enclosing channels for the cross 
flow diffusion and superposition with the axial boron diffusion. 
 
3.3 The reactor dynamic code COBAYA3 
 
3.3.1 General description of the code 
COBAYA3 (CBY) is a core simulator based on the NDE for LWRs with the possibility for coupling 
its calculations with TH codes (COBRA-III, COBRA-TF, FLICA-4, SIMULA-TH and SCF). It solves 
the diffusion equation in multi-group and three dimensions for rectangular and triangular grids, includ-
ing kinetics formulation for transients and criticality search. Moreover, CBY can perform solutions for 
local base calculations and full core through domain decomposition in alternate dissections (making 
the programming suitable for parallelization) [Jimenez01]. The objective of this methodology is to 
distribute the memory in multiple pre-processors and simultaneously solve the different sub-domains. 
This code also includes subroutines of the mathematical libraries LAPACK, SPARSKIT and HIPS to 
solve the system of linear equations by direct or iterative methods. CBY is divided in two solvers 
which are described in the following subsections. 
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1. ANDES: Nodal (FA) level solver. 
2. COBAYA3k: Cell (PBP) level solver. 
 
The diffusion equation solved by CBY introduces interface discontinuity factors  idf  in order to 
achieve a solution similar to the one provided by the transport calculations. These discontinuity factors 
are discretized by first order differencing; giving rise to more accurate gradients and continuity in the 
values of the interface. Now then, the Fick’s law implemented in CBY is as the following eq. (3.11); 
 
2
g
g
surface
gg
gggg W
idf
DDJ
  , (3.11)
where; 
 
gD    : Diffusion coefficient. 
g     : Neutron flux. 
surface
gidf   : Interface discontinuity factor. 
gW    : Size of the neutronic node. 
 
The diffusion kinetics equation together with the precursors balance equation is solved for each time 
step, where the system can change due to the global feedbacks, internal inertia of the code, or external 
perturbations [Jimenez01].  CBY also applies a synthetic factorization of the flux to be able to use 
longer time steps during a time dependent solution. A first order implicit discretization is used for the 
time derivatives (precursor’s evolution is also treated with this kind of discretization). 
 
In order to obtain keff and fission source distributions (convergence of the scattering and fission source 
is required) CBY use the source iteration method or outer loop iterations. The drawback of this meth-
od is its low convergence ratio; therefore, two acceleration approaches are used in the code, namely 
the Wielandt shift (allow to reduce the error for the power iteration method) and one-group accelera-
tion [Lozano02], [Lozano03]. After every iteration CBY recomputes the Eigenvalue as given in eq. 
(3.12); 
keff leakageabsorption
fission
 . (3.12)
 
One of the peculiar characteristics of CBY is its capability for parallelization. This process is achieved 
through a domain decomposition method (where the diffusion calculation is solved at local level) in 
the radial direction, while the axial direction is kept in the same domain for better coupling with TH 
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(axial mapping of N nodes with TH elements). This methodology reduces significantly numerical er-
rors since the BCs of each dissection are calculated in the central plane of each sub-domain of the 
assembly. 
 
3.3.2 The nodal solver ANDES 
For nodal based calculations, CBY uses the algorithm Analytic Nodal Diffusion Equation Solver 
(ANDES) which solves the multi-group 3D diffusion equation based on an Analytic-Coarse-Mesh-
Finite Difference-Method (ACMFD) [Lozano02]. The COBAYA3 module Pre-ANDES however, is in 
charge of the XSs update considering the actual TH feedback parameters. This method includes an 
extra coupled equation (expression that relates interfacial currents and average fluxes between adja-
cent nodes) which considers coarse meshes and spectral phenomena. ANDES is able to perform calcu-
lations by using homogenized XSs and heterogeneity factors included in the libraries in addition to 
simulate steady state and transient problems by solving the time dependent multi-group diffusion 
equation and the delay neutrons balance equation.  The working scheme of ANDES looks as in Fig. 
10. 
 
 
Fig. 10. Iterative steady state solution scheme of ANDES (nodal solver of COBAYA3). 
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As mentioned, the objective of the ACMFD method is to solve the diffusion equation for a coarse 
mesh spatial discretization. This method is based on an analytic expansion of the flux in the center of 
each N node. To do that ANDES uses three types of interpolations for calculating the transverse leak-
age: flat, square and cubic, where the greatest degree of polynomial interpolation leads to a higher 
precision in the solution. These transverse leakages are needed to decouple the equations (for obtain-
ing the flux) used in 2D and 3D, leading to an analytic solution which assumes a specific profile in the 
center of the node for the leakage. 
 
ACMFD is a procedure to define the coefficients required for the nodal coupling departing from an 
analytical solution of the multi-group diffusion equation. This method is a more rigorous formulation 
of the Coarse Mesh Finite Difference method (CMFD). In addition, it uses coupling coefficients be-
tween N nodes (nodal coupling) to establish simple balance nodal equations by introducing only the 
average nodal flux. ANDES is able to refine the axial and radial meshes (nodes) in sub-divisions, lead-
ing to an increasing number of nodes taking into consideration the ACMFD. After some simplifica-
tions and considering the advantages of the previous methodologies, the average current in a node and 
the average flux in the adjacent nodes is; 
where gJ , g  and sg  are the vectors representing the average interface current, average inter-
face flux and average nodal flux per energy group. The diagonal matrix gD  represents the diffusion 
coefficients, and 1jA  and fA  are the complete matrices obtained through analytic developments of 
size (energy_groups x energy_groups) and gW is the width of the node in the desired direction 
[Jimenez01]. With this continuity relationship is possible to obtain the final equation for nodal cou-
pling. For steady state calculations ANDES employs a power iteration method for calculating the Ei-
genvalue of the problem through a relatively simple formulation, as seen in eq. (3.14). This technique 
consists in generating a sequence of normalized vectors which converge iteratively to a dominant Ei-
genvalue which is associated with the greatest Eigen value. 
 
In addition, the methods Bi-CGSTAB and GMRES with and without preconditioning have been im-
plemented in ANDES to solve the linear systems. It was proven first, that the implemented methods 
had no coding errors and second, that the Bi-CGSTAB method with preconditioner ILU(0) is optimal 
to solve the system. It was the fastest method among the other iterative schemes tested [Jimenez01]. 
2
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FM-1 | Sn,g  = keff | Sn,g . (3.14)
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3.3.3 The cell solver COBAYA3k 
COBAYA3k is a multi-group 3D diffusion solver that uses a finite difference method on fine meshes 
at pin level. This solver implements the technique of alternate dissections, which consists on dividing 
the geometry in sub-domains in the radial direction so that each of these sub-domains represents a 
closed problem, leading to individual solutions [Jimenez03]. This feature is supported with the fact 
that the currents at the interface, eq. (3.15), depend only on the ratio of the currents ( npgJ
, ) and the flux 
( pg ) and the geometrical and material properties of each sub-domain.  
 
 
The term npgidf
  is the discontinuity factor that accounts for the transport correction to minimize the 
homogenization errors. The previous relation is the link to couple each of the neutron multi-group 
balance equations given in eq. (3.16). 
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where; 
g    : Fission spectrum for group g. 
effk    : Criticality Eigenvalue. 
 gf ,   : Fission XS for group g. 
 ga,   : Absorption XS for group g. 
 
Even though diffusion theory is considerably faster than other transport approximations, nowadays is 
still very demanding in terms of computational power to perform PBP solutions for big 3D geometries. 
Each of the sub-domains decomposed by COBAYA3k is formed of quarters of FA which use as BCs 
the currents at the corresponding interfaces (required to accelerate the convergence of the exact 
boundary conditions of the sub-domains while attenuating the high frequency noise). This fact will be 
fundamental to exploit hybrid solutions for CBY as described in Chapter 5. 
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The number of iterations to achieve convergence is reduced significantly when using the solver 
ANDES to obtain an initial guess for the solution (in this case ANDES is used only as an acceleration 
method to provide a precise solution of the fission source). In addition, COBAYA3k is able to solve 
steady state and transient solutions at scales of individual pins, mini-cores or full cores at pin levels. 
These characteristics place CBY as one of the few solvers in the world that could be coupled with TH 
codes to resolve 3D cores at pin level [Jimenez04]. The solver also calculates the diffusion equation 
through finite difference at pin level including a transport correction factor to account for homogeniza-
tion errors (discontinuity factors). Similar to ANDES, COBAYA3k uses numerical methods such as 
GMRES, Bi-CGSTAB and PGMRES to solve the linear system of equations through iterative 
schemes. 
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4 Integration and testing of SUBCHANFLOW in the 
NURESIM platform 
 
The integration process of a code inside SALOME is the first step for developing coupling schemes 
within the NURESIM platform. To do this, knowledge about the platform is compulsory in addition to 
the consideration of a strict order of steps to be followed for the proper integration. The following 
subsections illustrate this process which required significant knowledge of informatics and the devel-
opment of subroutines and modules necessary for the integration and coupling. 
 
4.1 Main steps for the integration of SUBCHANFLOW 
 
In order to implement SCF inside SALOME several requirements have to be satisfied in terms of 
structure, development of subroutines and modularization of the code [Bestion01]. The experience 
obtained from the integration of other codes inside the platform such as CBY, DYN3D and FLICA4 
[Royer01] is a fundamental step towards the understanding of the integration of SCF within SALOME 
as a new component. Next, the global steps followed for the implementation of the code are presented. 
 
1. Modularization of SCF respecting its functionality and general structure. Reorganization is re-
quired to provide services such as independent initializations and calculations, mesh creation 
and post-processing. Each module should be independent in terms of functionality, but clearly 
linked with the other modules for initialization and flow of information. Each module should 
be able to perform its solution and to transfer its information to other modules. 
2. Development of FORTRAN subroutines in charge of reading and writing files in MED for-
mat. The MED model has been chosen as a reference format for meshes, supports and fields 
manipulation. 
3. Creation of the appropriate C++ interface necessary for calling the different FORTRAN sub-
routines that constitute the already modularized source code of SCF. 
4. Use of the tool “hxx2salome” which generates automatically the API, necessary for applying 
the code inside SALOME [EDFCEA01]. 
 
The structure of the code required by the tool “hxx2salome” to perform the wrapping (integration) is 
illustrated in Fig. 11, where the “src” and “modules” contain the main source code and its modules 
respectively. The description of this figure is presented in the next page. 
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Fig. 11. Directory tree of SUBCHANFLOW which allows its integration inside SALOME. 
 
SUBCHANFLOW_CXX: The file subchanflow.cxx performs the link between the FORTRAN subrou-
tines and the required C++ interface for the wrapping inside SALOME.  This subchanflow.cxx file 
could be used only after the correct variables and functions of C++ and FORTRAN have been de-
clared in a second file, subchanflow.hxx, as external variables. 
 
SUBCHANFLOW_FORTRAN: Contains the file subchanflow.f. Here, the main FORTRAN source of 
SCF is divided in subroutines (modularized) so that these modules can be later called from the C++ 
interface (C++ class functions and headers) in SUBCHANFLOW_CXX.  
 
SUBCHANFLOW_SWIG: This folder is devoted to take the C++ declarations (recall subchanflow.hxx) 
and create wrappers needed to access the C++ class functions from Python. It uses the software SWIG, 
which receives as input an interface file (subchanflow.i) and then produces the file 
subchanflow_wrap.cxx that must be compiled and linked to the rest of the program.  
 
SUBCHANFLOW_TEST: This subdirectory includes python scripts as an additional method for testing 
the correct compilation of the C++ class. These Python scripts use the SUBCHANFLOW_SWIG 
modules obtained through the SWIG in the compilation of the SUBCHANFLOW_SWIG subdirectory. 
 
SUBCHANFLOW_NRtests: The folder contains special YACS diagrams that are ready to be used in-
dependently following a specific order. This is useful when several coupled models need to be run 
consecutively without the intervention of a user. 
 
Once the code is prepared for the integration (modularization scheme), the structure followed in Fig. 
11 must be created. At the level of SUBCHANLOWCPP_SRC a predefined installation script must be 
modified to install correctly the component. These modifications involve changing the paths so that 
the code can find the corresponding pre-compiled libraries. Due to the philosophy of SALOME while 
dealing with coupled schemes (mesh superposition for information exchange) the creation of a well 
defined mesh (avoid overlapping points or volumes) is necessary for a proper information exchange 
making use of MED files (refer to Chapter 3.1).  For the generation of PBP meshes the steps to follow 
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are the same as the steps for creating nodal based meshes for square geometries; the only difference is 
the scale of the problem.  
 
Once the code has been properly integrated in the platform as a new component, the interaction with 
other codes is done through the YACS module of SALOME or via Python scripts. This could include 
coupled calculations (feedbacks, mesh superposition and computational roots) or stand alone solu-
tions. In Appendix D additional information is given in this matter, where Fig. 81 shows a steady state 
computational route for a stand alone SCF simulation. Moreover, coupled solutions using YACS, 
computational flows, online visualizations and post-processing capabilities are shown there. 
 
4.2 Testing of the SUBCHANFLOW integration in the NURESIM platform 
 
To demonstrate the functionality of SCF inside the NURESIM platform, different problems related to 
mini-cores consisting of PWR fuel assemblies were selected to be simulated with SCF using both the 
fluid centered and rod centered sub-channel approach since the neutronic nodalization at pin level (rod 
centered) differs from the traditional sub-channel nodalization. The need for having two types of 
meshes derive from the spatial discretization implemented in the N and TH and the treatment of feed-
backs inside the platform. The first step was to verify the need to have two meshes instead of one (rod 
and coolant centered). If SCF is able to obtain accurate results while implementing rod centered sub-
channels in a reasonable amount of time, then there is no need to have two different meshes.  Although 
some studies were performed in the past [Espiel01], it was still uncertain the advantages or disad-
vantages of this type of modeling. For this purely TH study four different pin clusters were modeled 
(3x3 rods and eleven axial levels). All of them contained the same number of fuel rods (eight heated 
rods and one instrumentation rod), same operating conditions, thermo-physical properties and power 
distribution (as seen in Table 4 and Fig 12).  
 
Table 4. Normalized axial power distribution for the (3x3) pin cluster model. 
Axial level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
power 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 
 
Fig 12. Normalized radial power distribution for the (3x3) pin cluster model (top view). 
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The only difference between the models is the number of sub-channels in the pin cluster and their spa-
tial arrangement, as seen in Fig. 13. 
 
 
Fig. 13. Study of different sub-channel discretizations implemented in four models. 
 
After running the stand alone steady state SCF simulation with a cross flow friction factor of 0.7 it was 
noted that rod and coolant temperatures did not suffered drastic deviations on the temperature profile 
between each other, leading to a maximum fuel rod centre line temperature (TCL) difference of T = 
0.99 K (between 1st model and 4th model). Selected parameters which support the predictions with 
these models are shown in Appendix C, Fig. 73 and Fig. 74. The biggest difference however appears 
when revising the convergence of each solution. It can be noted that the coolant centered sub-channel 
model (3rd) converges faster than the other models; after nineteen iterations compared to twenty-four 
for the 1st model, thirty-two for the 2nd model (rod centered discretization) and thirty-nine for the 4th 
model. The flow error (defined in Chapter 3.2.1) predicted by SCF vs. iteration number for these four 
models is shown in Fig. 14. 
 
 
Fig. 14. Convergence evolution for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th models (Fig. 13). 
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In addition, a mini-core consisting of a 3x3 FAs is simulated with SCF using two different sub-
channel radial discretizations for the TH domain: one is rod centered and the other is coolant centered. 
Recall that feedbacks inside SALOME are exchanged between the N field and the TH field by mesh 
superposition. In this approach, the values of each field are stored in a one dimensional array of size 
6480 for a coolant centered discretization (this value is obtained by multiplying the number of sub-
channels in one plane with the number of axial levels, e.g. (18x18) x 20 = 6480). In this array, the 
6480 values of the power distributions, moderator temperature/density, or fuel temperature are stored. 
But the neutronic mesh will have 17x17 cells in one radial plane, which differs from the 18x18 sub-
channels in one radial plane of the TH domain. Hence any mesh superposition of the N and TH mesh-
es will fail since there are more TH meshing elements than N ones.  
 
Difficulties are found when filling out the Doppler temperature field in SALOME since now the TH 
mesh (18x18 = 324 values in one plane) is filled out with the number of rods (17x17 = 289 values in 
one plane) corresponding to the Doppler temperature. The fields are initialized to zero, which means 
that the field corresponding to the Doppler will have the “real” temperature for the first 289 values of 
the array, but the remaining thirty five values will have a temperature equal to zero Kelvin. These dif-
ferences are reflected while exchanging the parameters, when the N code encounters very strong tem-
perature discontinuities in radial and axial directions, leading to more iterations for convergence and 
non physical results (e.g. neighboring nodes with temperature differences of hundreds of degrees).  
 
To avoid this, two types of meshes for the TH were developed for pin base simulations: one mesh used 
for the exchange of the moderator density or temperature (fluid mesh), and the other one for the ex-
change of the Doppler temperature (structural mesh). To study in detail the differences that provide 
both meshes, a square mini-core composed of nine FAs with a 17x17 rods configuration was investi-
gated with SCF. Geometrical specifications were taken from the OECD/NEA and US NRC PWR 
MOX/UO2 (simplify the terminology as PWR MOX/UO2) core transient benchmark [Downar06]. For 
this specific case a MOX type of FA and eight UO2 type FAs were implemented with a power distri-
bution related to the enrichment and position of the fuel pins (no CRs were modeled and the MOX FA 
is surrounded by the UO2 FAs). Fig. 15 shows the normalized radial power distribution used in one 
quarter of the two FAs modelled (lower right corner of the assembly). The normalized axial power 
distribution for both types of assemblies followed a cosine shape with a maximum (unity) at half core. 
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Fig. 15. Normalized radial power map for 1/4 of a PBP FA: MOX FA (left), UO2 FA (right). 
 
The only difference between the two mentioned models was the number of sub-channels, the neigh-
boring sub-channels, distance between edge sub-channels and gap widths. All other parameters were 
kept constant and equal for both types of meshes, e.g. thermo physical properties, power distribution, 
operating conditions, geometry, convergence criteria and TH correlations. The meshes generated by 
SCF inside SALOME are shown in Fig. 16. Specifically, Fig. 16 ((a) and (b), coolant centered) and 
((c) and (d), rod centered) illustrate clearly the difference between the two types of radial 
discretizations. 
 
 
Fig. 16. Coolant centered mesh isometric view (a) and top view (b), and rod centered mesh isometric 
view (c) and top view (d). 
 
Bundle or averaged parameters predicted by SCF for the two types of meshes were the same. Differ-
ences were encountered comparing the channel and fuel rod parameters predicted by SCF using the 
coolant and rod centered approach. For example, with the coolant centered approach SCF underesti-
mated the TCL by a maximum of ~7.0 K. On the other hand, SCF needed a simulation time (ttotal) of ttotal 
= 29.0 min 19.0 s using the coolant centered discretization and ttotal = 42.0 min 29.3 s using the rod 
centered discretization. Outputs related to these models are shown in Appendix C, Fig. 75 and Fig. 76.  
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Several mechanisms influence the differences encountered between both solutions, the ones discussed 
hereafter. Even though the gap width ( S  in the right hand side of eq. (3.2)) influences the heat gener-
ation for each sub-channel the temperature difference between consecutive iterations during a conver-
gence loop might be assumed to be small enough to significantly increase the energy for coolant cen-
tered sub-channels, especially at the end of the calculation, when the flow error is reduced as seen in 
Fig. 14. In rod centered sub-channels this difference is bigger due to the radial discretization, where 
strong temperature gradients are encountered leading to more iterations for convergence. Only the 
direct energy release to the coolant and the energy calculated through the linear heat rate are affected 
through the heated perimeter, which differs between coolant centered and rod centered individual sub-
channels, especially when dealing with highly heterogeneous media (presence of CR, instrumentation 
tubes, etc.). A similar analysis is applied to the momentum balance in the axial direction, where mix-
ing is influenced partly by the axial effective velocity between consecutive iterations, as in eq. (3.4). 
Finally, the momentum balance in the lateral direction is sensitive not only to the gap width, but also 
to the distance between neighboring sub-channels as shown in the first term on the right hand side of 
eq. (3.5), where the effect is enlarged especially in sub-channels located at the edges.  
 
Based on these investigations it can be stated that the coolant centered sub-channel model converges 
faster than the rod centered sub-channels model. In addition, the coolant centered mesh underestimates 
the local Doppler temperatures. In conclusion, the analysis of mini-cores based on rod centered 
discretizations does not exhibit strong influence on the final result, especially when modeling relative-
ly homogeneous cores. Consequently the rod centre sub-channels discretizations will be used in the 
frame of this dissertation. 
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5 Extensions of SUBCHANFLOW and COBAYA3 for 
hybrid solutions 
 
The impossibility nowadays to perform PBP whole core simulations based on transport solutions (Sn, 
Pn and MOC) and the knowledge that extreme TH conditions challenge the integrity of the safety bar-
riers during transients (mainly localized in certain core regions) drive the development of hybrid solu-
tions. This hybrid coupling between N and TH allow the prediction of local safety parameters in a 
direct way. As mentioned in Chapter 2.6, the development of hybrid solutions for N and TH aims to 
reduce the computational time of core simulations preserving sufficient accuracy compared to PBP 
solutions. Due to the N limitations, very little research has been done in this area in the past years. 
Since CBY includes a nodal and cell solver based on the improved diffusion approximation, the im-
plementation of hybrid solutions is very attractive. In addition, CBY is based on a “domain decompo-
sition in alternate dissection methodology” (discussed in Chapter 3.3), making it suitable for a hybrid 
“embedded” multi-scale method approach. On the other hand, SCF is usually applied using either a 
sub-channel discretization or a fuel assembly discretization consisting on both nodal and cell based 
meshes. In this connection it is important to modify the SCF source code so that the exchange of mass, 
momentum and energy between the cells of different size in the radial direction are described in an 
appropriate way. 
 
5.1 SUBCHANFLOW: Extensions for hybrid analysis 
 
5.1.1 Description of the methodology 
The main idea of hybrid solutions for the TH domain is the mixing of coarse meshes with refined 
meshes. In terms of sub-channel analysis, this philosophy is extended to multiple neighboring sub-
channels for one equivalent channel. SCF was adapted to perform this type of solutions with a maxi-
mum number of forty neighboring sub-channels. In fact, this number was derived through empirical 
observations since typical PWRs have a 17x17 rod configuration, leading to 17 + 17 = 34 neighbors 
for one nodal based parallel channel (following a rod centered discretization). Fig. 17 illustrates this 
approach. The numbers one, two and three are TH channels representing one FA each. Numbers four 
and onwards represent the sub-channels (“hybrid FA”). 
 
For BWRs the analysis is simplified since each fuel assembly is housed in a canister and hence flows 
between adjacent assemblies are not possible. Due to the monotonic increase of the neighboring sub-
channel indices in SCF while creating its input deck, the maximum numbers of sub-channels encoun-
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tered by a nodal based fuel assembly are the ones provided by two PBP assemblies. This means that 
the cross flow between adjacent sub-channels and channels should be properly handled in the momen-
tum, mass and energy equations, as depicted in Fig. 17, where the arrows indicate the cross flow ex-
change.  For modeling purposes the gap width between nodal base FA (channels) and pin base sub-
channels should be equivalent to the gap width of successive sub-channels since the lateral pressure 
loss coefficient is adapted to this type of geometries in SCF.  
 
The influence of this substantial increase of neighboring sub-channels for one parallel channel is re-
flected directly while calculating of, e.g. the turbulent mixing. The mixing coefficient is a function of 
the gap width and the mass flux, where the sum of the areas of two sub-channels separated by a gap 
“τ” is critical for calculating the average mass flux used. This mixing coefficient is separated between 
boiling and non boiling states, which is later on used to obtain the total mass flow, enthalpy, boron 
concentration and momentum into an axial cell due to mixing. For solving the energy equation, the 
thermal conductivity between consecutive sub-channels is averaged by using the distance between 
sub-channels and gap width between them (applied to PWRs). This distance and gap width are visual-
ized in Fig. 17. 
 
 
Fig. 17. Neighboring sub-channels related to hybrid TH solutions. 
 
For the calculation of the pressure loss coefficient the total linear momentum rate due to mixing for 
each axial node should be considered, implying a strong link between the geometrical parameters de-
fining the neighboring sub-channels and the flow characteristics. Considering the pressure gradient 
solver (either SOR or Gauss elimination procedure) the coefficient matrix [A] and the homogeneous 
vector [B] solving eq. (5.1), are strongly dependent on the total number of gaps (neighboring sub-
channels) and the ratio between gap width and distance between sub-channel centroids. 
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Other influences are considered while specifying the forced cross flow at certain gaps and certain axial 
locations and while calculating the total boron concentration. In this case the convection term (depend-
ing on the calculated turbulent mixing) is specified at the cell boundaries and the boron concentration 
influenced by the flow through the gap enclosing two sub-channels. In addition to the work done in-
side the source of SCF to extend the neighboring sub-channels, substantial work was performed in the 
wrapping of SCF inside the NURESIM platform for this purpose. Special subroutines devoted to the 
mesh creation for hybrid geometries were implemented. Finally the development of a pre-processor to 
facilitate the development of input decks for SCF to handle large problems for hybrid solutions was 
compulsory.  
 
5.1.2 Verification of the thermal-hydraulic hybrid scheme 
The purpose of this study is to verify the validity of the TH hybrid solutions of SCF and to demon-
strate the functionality of the code inside and outside the NURESIM platform. This is done performing 
stand alone simulations using hybrid discretizations for the TH domain. In this connection, is also 
important to show how much computational time can be gained. 
  
For the verification purpose, eight different types of TH test cases were developed. In Table 5 both the 
definition and the SCF results for each test case are presented. In all cases, the problem consists of a 
PWR mini-core of 3x3 FA at hot full power (HFP), where the central FA is a MOX one and the others 
(surrounding the central FA) are UO2 assemblies. The definition of the test cases is based on the PWR 
MOX/UO2 benchmark. The operating conditions and modeling issues are presented in Appendix A, 
being the same for all cases. The core active height is divided in fifteen nodes in the axial direction for 
all models. The normalized power distribution follows a cosine shape in the axial direction with a 
maximal value (unity) at half core height. The radial power distribution is similar as the one indicated 
in Fig. 15. The maximum Doppler temperature predicted by SCF for each test case (located in the 
central FA) and the simulation time needed for each test case are summarized in Table 5. 
 
Table 5. SUBCHANFLOW stand alone hybrid tests of a 3x3 PWR mini-core. 
Test 
case  
Nodal base  
assemblies 
Pin by Pin  
assemblies 
Computation time (s)  
[% reduction] 
Maximum Doppler  
temperature (K) 
8 0 9 599.7 [ref] 866.77 
7 1 8 517.3 [13.7] 866.75 
6 3 6 332.4 [44.5] 866.74 
5 5 4 188.6 [68.5] 866.74 
4 6 3 123.4 [79.4] 866.74 
3 7 2 67.7  [88.7] 866.73 
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Table 5 (continued) 
Test 
case  
Nodal base  
assemblies 
Pin by Pin  
assemblies 
Computation time (s)  
[% reduction] 
Maximum Doppler  
temperature (K) 
2 8 1 22.7  [96.2] 866.73 
1 9 0 0.12  [99.9] 866.00 
 
Based on the conclusions drawn in Chapter 4, all hybrid models have rod centered discretization. The 
reference case is a full PBP solution (test case eight) which is the basis for the comparison of the simu-
lation time gained by the different cases with hybrid solutions in (%). Similarly, the reference tem-
perature is set to the PBP calculation. It is clear that the hybrid solution reduces significantly the com-
putational time while preserving the precision in the results. Fig. 18 shows the eight different types of 
hybrid assemblies (17x17 each) mentioned in Table 5 at half height of the active core (hottest point). 
The Doppler temperature predicted by SCF (top view of the mini-core) is shown in this figure. 
 
 
Fig. 18. Doppler temperature calculated for the hybrid mini-core tests at half core height. 
 
The two extreme hybrid cases (test case two and test case eight) show consistency in the solution. The 
location of the maximum Doppler temperature is the same for both assemblies (central MOX FA) and 
the difference in temperature between the full PBP solution and the one hybrid solution is equivalent 
to T = 0.5 K as seen in the previous table. Further parameters predicted by SCF that support this 
statement are shown in Appendix C, Fig. 77 and Fig. 78. The color scale on Fig. 18 shows a large 
difference of approximately T = 300.0 K. This is to indicate that the water rods (twenty-five in total for 
each FA) have the same temperature as the one of the core inlet and no heat is produced in these rods 
along the core height. Fig. 19 (a) shows the location of the hottest pins and Fig. 19 (b) the temperature 
deviation for all pins in the central MOX FA compared to the maximum Doppler temperature obtained 
by SCF with the full PBP solution. The “x” axis represents the seventeen rods in the “x” direction of 
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the central FA and the “y” axis represents the seventeen rods in the “y” direction of the FA, all of them 
for test cases two to eight. 
 
 
Fig. 19. Hottest pin location (a) and Doppler temperature deviation (b) between the central hybrid FA 
for test case two and the central FA for the full PBP solution test case eight. 
 
5.2 COBAYA3: Extensions for hybrid analysis 
 
5.2.1 Description of the methodology 
The extension of CBY to perform hybrid solutions was done in close cooperation with the code devel-
opers. The main objective is to adapt the domain decomposition methodology of CBY for hybrid 
steady state coupled simulations of LWR cores with CBY/SCF. For this purpose, the following gen-
eral steps were carried out: 
 
1. Adapting the input deck of CBY for the selection of hybrid assembly(ies) (the hybrid assem-
bly corresponds to the PBP discretization). 
2. Correct reading of the XSs at nodal and pin level (two different libraries are needed). 
3. Application of the explicit hybrid scheme between the nodal solver ANDES and cell solver 
COBAYA3k. 
 
The scheme is based on “embedded” type of calculations, where ANDES (FA solver) provides BCs to 
COBAYA3k (PBP solver) and vice versa until convergence (based on the current to flux ratio) is 
achieved between two consecutive PBP solutions. The idea is to obtain a logical sequence between the 
solvers ANDES, COBAYA3k and sub-routines in charge of setting the BCs in the place of interest. 
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The global iteration procedure for the solution approach is shown in Fig. 20, where the solvers interact 
explicitly. 
 
Fig. 20. Calculation scheme for the hybrid treatment of the neutronic code COBAYA3. 
 
First of all, a full core solution at FA level is conducted by the nodal kernel (ANDES). The global 
solution provides the BCs at the domain borders to be calculated at pin level. Hereby the following 
data have to be provided by the FA level solution: nodal average fluxes, neutron sources, currents 
(x,y,z), nodal XSs, precursor’s concentration and interface currents. COBAYA3k performs its calcu-
lation only for the assembly of interest, leading to a N solution only for that specific domain. The BCs 
for the nodal solver are set including the homogenized nodal XSs. As mentioned in Chapter 3.3 (de-
scription of the code CBY), each fuel element is divided in quarters leading to four sub-domains per 
FA. Then, if modeling a 3x3 mini-core (section inside the blue rectangle, Fig. 21 (b)) with reflectors 
(section between the gray and the blue rectangles), the domain arrangement looks as follows. 
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Fig. 21. Mapping (N discretization) scheme for data exchange between ANDES and COBAYA3k. 
 
From Fig. 21, the assembly of interest is the number 13 (red), which is divided in sub-domains 45, 46, 
55 and 56. After an initial full nodal solution, ANDES provides the BCs (subroutine nod2lo) corre-
sponding to faces 84, 86, 102, 106, 123, 126, 127 and 128 which are used by COBAYA3k to solve the 
PBP nodes 45, 46, 55 and 56. Similarly, the BCs provided by the pin solver (subroutine lo2nod) are set 
to faces 19, 27, 28 and 29 for ANDES. For the development of hybrid solutions with CBY, new sub-
routines and modules were implemented in its source code. In addition, three additional issues needed 
to be emphasised: 
1. Input deck reading. 
2. Selection of the hybrid assembly and axial match for the material types. 
3. Convergence between the nodal based and pin based solvers. 
 
The selection of hybrid assemblies is done through a radial map given in the input deck. For this pro-
cedure the array that contains the map KEXYK (NEY, NEX) is later on translated to the nodal “x(i)” 
and “y(j)” positions. For dynamic allocation, the subroutine potandes.F (computes the power distribu-
tion) is in charge of selecting the assemblies with the highest peaking factor and set the coordinates 
“x(j)” and “y(j)”. The correspondence between the radial and axial types for the PBP solution is done 
through MNFTK, leading to the array KNKH (global variable in the hybrid module) that is used to 
give the material composition for the pins. 
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The parameters that rule the convergence criterion are found in the subroutine POSTSWEEP, which is 
also in charge of renormalizing the nodal values. Convergence (necessary to decide if the iteration 
loop between the two solvers reaches an end) is achieved based on the cell flux for steady state or is 
limited by a maximum number of iterations. For the hybrid solution the flux error (difference between 
two calculations) obtained between two consecutive PBP iterations is limited to 10.0-6. The solution 
approach is exhibited in a flow diagram composed by the subroutines needed for the hybrid calcula-
tion (Fig. 22). For more details about the flow of information to perform full ANDES or COBAYA3k 
solutions, refer to [Lozano02] and [Herrero02]. Only the most important subroutines are shown for the 
sake of simplifications, however, the diagram and de condensed description of the subroutines in-
volved give an idea of the sequence and steps needed to perform hybrid solutions. 
 
1. Subroutine init.F: Initialize flags and allocate general arrays based on the input deck. 
 
2. Subroutine postini.F: Creates MED meshes and direct the steady state and transient solutions. 
For the hybrid scheme, it is in charge of creating the sub-domains to be used in each type of 
dissection excluding the reflectors. The sweep is forced to only one type of dissection, e.g. 
central, and therefore each active FA is a sub-domain. PREANDES sets rod cusping parame-
ters from CR positioning in case of transients. PREFBKANDES performs the nodal initializa-
tion of moderator temperature and density, and fuel temperature. 
 
3. Subroutine preLuloop.F: Initializes control variables for the loops over keff, it calls FBKAN-
DES which is in charge of reading the nodal XSs and performs the interpolation according to 
the input variables. It equates nodal parameters saved under the hybrid global variables to al-
ternate between ANDES and COBAYA3k. Calculation of the 3D power distribution is done 
after an ANDES call (also necessary for a dynamic search of the hybrid assembly). NOD2LO 
is needed to pass the nodal values calculated by the nodal solver to the local solver: nodal av-
erage flux, external neutron source, nodal fission source, surface average net currents  zji ,, , 
surface average fluxes over  zji ,, , interface fluxes and current to flux ratios.  
 
    .__ ,,,_,,,_ nodeslocalnodeslocal zjiEparameterNODALzjiEparameterLOCAL   
 
This subroutine also saves the values in auxiliary variables depending on energy and nodes 
 ),(),(),(),( ,,, nEsnEfnEanED   so that in LO2NOD only the nodes that need to be replaced 
with the PBP solution are overlapped and the other nodes are equated with the auxiliary vari-
ables to keep their FA base characteristics. These values include kinetic parameters. 
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4. Subroutine PBPSolver.F: Manages local calculations (SWEEP is in charge of this task) and di-
rects the single or multi-processor solver for full core simulations with sweeping. The 
DRIVER subroutine initializes parameters for convergence and forces the solution to be per-
formed for the first type of domain. It runs the local solver over each box (sub-domain of in-
terest) and convergence is checked at this level. Through ANDESKSOLVER a calculation for 
heterogeneity factors is done and LO2NOD passes the nodal values calculated by the local 
solver to ANDES via related commons. 
 
    nodesnodalnodesnodal zjiEparameterLOCALzjiEparameterNODAL __ ,,,_,,,_   
 
The elements correspond to the pin nodes and the new fluxes are equated to the old fluxes 
previously saved at NOD2LO. The XSs for the specific element (nodal) are updated with the 
homogenized XSs coming from the PBP solution. Finally, a nodal solution is done and con-
vergence between two consecutive local calculations is verified. 
 
 
Fig. 22. Hybrid solution scheme implemented in the neutronic code COBAYA3. 
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5.2.2 Verification of the neutronic hybrid scheme 
To verify the consistency of the N hybrid solution, a 5x5 mini-core (including reflectors) in 2D geom-
etry was modeled based on the specifications of the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark. The advantage of 
this specific benchmark is that XSs at FA and pin level are available. The model assumes similar UO2 
assemblies, where the central assembly (x = 3, y = 3) is to be resolved by the local kernel 
COBAYA3k. Additionally, a search for critical boron was done (amount of boron necessary to 
achieve keff = 1.0), giving rise to a more complex problem due to the internal iterations between ker-
nels needed to obtain the critical boron concentration. The verification was done based purely on the 
CBY solver, where the hybrid solution was compared to a full nodal based solution and a full PBP 
base solution. The Table 6 shows relevant parameters used for the modeling of the mini-core. 
 
Table 6. Model parameters for the hybrid mini-core study. 
5x5 mini-core (nodal based, cell based and hybrid) 
Total power MW 60.0 Nodes per cell 4 
Inlet temperature K 560.0 Radial BC void 
Inlet mass flow rate kg/s 739.0 Axial BC reflective 
Inlet pressure MPa 15.39 Energy groups 8 
 
Comparison of selected parameters obtained by the different solution approaches are given in Table 7. 
 
Table 7. Comparison of the results predicted by ANDES, COBAYA3k and the hybrid scheme. 
Parameter ANDES(nodal) COBAYA3k (cell) HYBRID 
Calculation time (ttotal) 1.6 s 1.0 min 59.0 s 7.3 s 
Deviation from NODAL solution 0.0 s 106.0 s 44.0 s 
System keff 0.99999998 1.00000090 1.00000004 
Final Bppm  concentration (ppm) 881.7 826.7 877.3 
 
The multiplication factor needed a precision of about 0.01 pcm for comparison purposes due to the 
similarity of the numbers. In addition, the 2D normalized radial peaking factors were compared be-
tween the full nodal solutions given by ANDES, the nodal solution given by the hybrid scheme and 
the full local solution given by COBAYA3k as depicted in Fig. 23. The local solution given by the 
hybrid scheme was also compared with the full local solution given by COBAYA3k. 
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Fig. 23. Radial peaking factors (Fxy) calculated by ANDES, COBAYA3k and the hybrid solution. 
 
For safety analysis is important only the highest value of the power (Fxy(local) = 1.690 > Fxy(hybrid) = 
1.688). It can be concluded that the hybrid solution under predicts the pin power compared to the full 
PBP solution, but is more conservative than the one of the nodal based solution (Fxy(nodal) = 1.686 < 
Fxy(hybrid) = 1.688). For the central assembly, Fig. 24 shows the deviation (in %) between pin powers 
(in KW). There, the error represents the accuracy of the hybrid solution with respect to the PBP solu-
tion and is calculated as, 
 
It is noted that higher discrepancies are located at the edge of the FA, where nodal and local BCs are 
applied. The maximum deviations between the hybrid central FA and the central full PBP FA lie in the 
order of 2.5 %. 
 
Fig. 24. Deviation (in %) for the hybrid solution from the PBP reference solution for the central FA. 
 
In addition, a full 3D PWR core based on [Downar06] was analyzed using the hybrid scheme to 
demonstrate the capability of the hybrid scheme for analyzing real cores. The core is assumed to be at 
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a HFP state and the simulation is done for steady state conditions. Details about the modeling and 
operating conditions are given in Appendix A. Three different cases are investigated: 
 
1. Case 1: Full nodal core solution with no hybrid assemblies. 
2. Case 2: Nodal core solution with the central FA as hybrid domain. 
3. Case 3: Nodal core solution with four fuel elements located around the CR ejection position 
based on the hybrid approach. 
 
In Table 8 a comparison of the selected parameters (computational time, keff, Fxy and the axial peaking 
factor (Fz)) predicted by the pure nodal whole core simulation and by the two hybrid cases mentioned 
above is shown. For obvious reasons, a full PBP solution was not performed, so only nodal parameters 
are compared. The nodal base solutions used homogenized XSs with eight energy groups. The same 
number of energy groups in the XSs for the PBP simulation in the hybrid domains.  
 
Table 8. Hybrid results for the 3D PWR MOX/UO2 full core simulation. 
Parameter ANDES(nodal)
Case 1 
1 HYBRID FA 
Case 2 
4 HYBRID FAs 
Case 3 
ttotal 2.0 min 15.0 s 1.0 h 44.0 min 3.0 h 33.0 min 
Iterations(nodal-local) 0  22 49 
System keff 1.14598 1.14615 1.14614 
Fxy 2.255 2.248 2.260 
Fz 1.482 1.481 1.481 
 
 
 
Fig. 25.  Deviation (in %) of the radial power predicted by CBY for the second case (hybrid solution) and 
the one predicted by the first case (full nodal solution). 
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Fig. 26.  Deviation (in %) of the radial power predicted by CBY for the third case (hybrid solution) and 
the one predicted by the first case (full nodal solution). 
 
It can be observed in these figures that the deviation increases with increasing number of hybrid as-
semblies, reaching a maximum value of 2.5 % if the full nodal solution (first case) is considered as 
reference. 
  
To perform a coupled steady state simulation with CBY/SCF using the hybrid solutions in both do-
mains (N (CBY) and TH (SCF)), further developments are needed. Hereafter, the most important areas 
for developments are listed. 
 
1. Integration of new components in SALOME for the generation of hybrid meshes for both SCF 
and CBY. 
2. Extension of the wrapping routines, e.g. CXX and FORTRAN to set the pin powers and obtain 
the feedbacks to and from hybrid fields. 
3. Extension of CBY capability to use the hybrid meshes based on the wrapping of SCF by im-
porting the MED. The mesh generation tool of CBY can be bypassed, where the nodal power 
is assigned to the N nodes (ANDES solution) and the pin power is assigned to the cells 
(COBAYA3k calculation).  
4. The TH feedback is also considered independently for ANDES and COBAYA3k, where a 
specific component called “pasopasath2nk” set the TH sub-channel parameters in the hybrid 
(PBP) FA and the TH channel parameters in the rest of the FA, commons for ANDES.  
 
Details about this process are found in the next chapter. 
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6 Development of a coupling scheme between COBAYA3 
and SUBCHANFLOW  
 
In this chapter the implementation of a coupling scheme between the N code CBY and the TH code 
SCF within the NURESIM platform for nodal based (square and hexagonal geometries) steady state 
and transient simulations is described. In addition, the coupled hybrid scheme involving both codes is 
presented. Finally, the developed coupled solutions are verified using a benchmark exercise. 
6.1 Coupled solutions at nodal level 
 
The philosophy behind the coupling within the NURESIM platform is based on the mesh superposi-
tion and mesh independency between N and TH models. The interpolation tool is fundamental in this 
novel methodology. The coupling approach between CBY and SCF is divided in two groups, coupled 
solutions for steady state simulations and coupled solutions for transients. Even though the actual cou-
pling is similar in nature (e.g. feedback parameters), the interaction between the N and TH follows a 
different scheme. For developing a coupling approach between N and TH special attention should be 
given to the treatment of the feedback parameters and their iteration between the different physical 
phenomena involved.  
 
The flow of information between N and TH domains (and vice versa) is shown in Table 9. 
 
Table 9. Flow of information between N and TH (exchange of parameters). 
Neutronics                                                         Thermal-hydraulics 
1. Mapping for the N and TH domains for transfering 
the power (radial and axial) from one N node/cell 
to another TH fuel rod. 
2. Power is obtained by calculating the energy re-
leased for each node or cell based on the fission 
rate. 
 
3. An update of the XSs is done thanks to their pa-
rameterization in terms of the parameters TDopp, 
Tmod, Dmod,   and Bppm obtained by the TH. 
1. Mapping for the TH and N domains for 
transfering (TDopp, Tmod, Dmod,   and Bppm) from 
one TH channel/sub-channel to another N 
node/cell. 
2. Convergence of the TH solution leading to the 
acquisition of TH parameters (TDopp, Tmod, Dmod, 
  and Bppm) based on a given 3D power distribu-
tion. 
3. Update of the power density is done based on the 
power distribution obtained by the N. 
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6.1.1 COBAYA3/SUBCHANFLOW: Coupling for steady sate simulations 
For steady state analysis, an iterative explicit coupling scheme was developed, where one code pro-
vides the boundary conditions to the other one. In Fig. 27 the general flow diagram of this explicit 
scheme is shown (solution of the N and TH equations independently). Each solver is called inde-
pendently and it runs using its own numerical scheme. This scheme needs additional iterations for the 
different codes to assure the convergence of the coupled system.  
 
In the coupling approach, CBY starts at iteration (it) = 0 with pre-defined operating conditions (the 
initial XS interpolation is done based on a flat distribution of the inlet core temperature which in fact is 
preserved as the reflector temperature along the simulation). The first feedback (power density, where 
Fax represents the axial power and Frad the radial power) is transferred from the N to the TH so that 
SCF can perform its first calculation and obtain the parameters TDopp, Tmod, Dmod, Bppm1 and  (for the 
specific case of BWR, void reactivity feedback plays an important role). Based on these new boundary 
conditions, a TH solution is obtained and TH parameters are passed to the N to perform the XS update 
and calculate the new power densities. The iteration continues until convergence is reached.  
 
 
Fig. 27. Iterative scheme between CBY and SCF for steady state calculations. 
                                                
1 The boron concentration does not depend on the N feedback; however, this concentration is calculated for each 
TH sub-channel (axially) during boron dilution transients. The N solution does depend on this boron concentra-
tion. 
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In order to accelerate the convergence of the solution between the N and TH and to avoid oscillations, 
a relaxation factor of λ = 0.7 was applied to all the feedback parameters inside the N code (XS feed-
back interpolation was done using a damped value which takes 0.7 of the value at it = n and 0.3 of the 
value at it = n - 1). This damping factor has shown very good performance in other implementations of 
coupled N/TH codes, e.g. (CBY/COBRA-III/TF). The iterative process ends when predefined conver-
gence criteria are fulfilled.  
 
The modeling of the coupled steady state system in SALOME as illustrated in Fig. 28. The feedback 
exchange between SCF and CBY is done through MED fields inside SALOME. Each field (power, 
TDopp, Tmod, Dmod, Bppm and ) is created and filled out through the MED interaction (memory structure 
AB). Through this memory structure data is interpolated (accounting for flexible mesh structures) so 
that the correct feedback spatially speaking can be exchanged between the N and TH domains. For 
other coupling schemes that do not involve the usage of the MED, an average must be done for the 
feedback purpose. This step is avoided while coupling inside the SALOME platform. Here, the feed-
back or exchange of information is done automatically through the mesh superposition technique, 
which allows having different meshes with different radial and axial discretizations. In this case the 
use of an interpolation tool (Chapter 3.1.1) is compulsory. 
 
 
Fig. 28. Coupling inside SALOME (CBY/SCF) based on the MED structure for feedback exchange. 
 
For the spatial discretization in the radial direction concerning nodal (FA) level solutions, one N node 
corresponds to exactly one TH channel (with one equivalent pin for the total number of pins in the fuel 
assembly with similar dimensions and thermo-physical material properties). This philosophy will be of 
great use specially when dealing with hexagonal geometries. Fig. 29 shows this matching between 
both domains for a simple case of nine fuel assemblies and nine equivalent pins. In this figure, 264 
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heated pins are condensed in one pin with equivalent power (Fig. 29 (a)), and which releases this pow-
er to the FA or channel (Fig. 29 (b)).  
 
 
Fig. 29. Radial mapping between the N (left-blue) and TH (right-cadmium orange) domains for nodal 
base solutions. 
 
In equations (6.1) and (6.2) the feedbacks obtained by the N ( NnodeT mod1 , NnodeD mod1 ) are equivalent 
to the TH parameters calculated ( THchanT mod1 , THchanD mod1 ), e.g. for the first channel. In the same 
way the power density obtained by the TH for rod one ( THrodPower 1 ), is the same as the power calcu-
lated by the N for this rod ( NrodPower 1 ), as in eq. (6.3)). A similar process is done for the Doppler 
temperature, exemplified in eq. (6.4).  
 
TH
chan
N
node TT   mod1mod1 . (6.1) 
TH
chan
N
node DD   mod1mod1 . (6.2) 
TH
rod
N
rod PowerPower 11   (6.3) 
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NDopp
rod TT   11  (6.4) 
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Even though the spatial mapping for nodal base solution facilitates the exchange of information be-
tween codes, there are still issues to consider due to the possible differences in the axial discretization.  
For hexagonal geometries, some bugs were found in the interpolation tool. First of all an error in the 
exchange of the feedback parameters between the N and TH domain was identified leading to an error 
in the order of 50.0% of the interpolated value (e.g. total power (Ptot) calculation by the N is Ptot = 
100.0 W and the power obtained by SCF to perform its TH solution is Ptot = 150.0 W). Consequently, 
an alternative solution was envisaged and implemented based on a one-to-one mapping between the 
CBY and SCF domains. For this purpose, the hexagonal FAs were divided in six triangular nodes for 
the N domain while the TH domain was kept as hexagonal channels. To assure consistent information 
exchange between the two domains, care must be taken for the feedback parameters. The nodal nor-
malized power is averaged on the six nodes so that it corresponds to one TH channel (a fuel rod) and 
the parameters (TDopp, Tmod, Dmod, Bppm and ) are passed directly to the six N nodes without averaging. 
The validation of this implemented one to one mapping is presented in Chapter 7.1.2. There, a coupled 
solution that includes the use of the interpolation tool and the use of the one-to-one mapping scheme is 
presented. 
 
Convergence criteria for steady state 
 
Since the coupling of the N and TH domains is realized in an iterative process solving separately both 
problems, criteria for the convergence were defined for the coupled simulation. The steady state itera-
tion loop between CBY and SCF is presented in Fig. 27, where the convergence criteria are based on 
both the N and TH parameters (as discussed in Chapter 2.4.2). The convergence criteria are set by the 
user as needed. For the validation process of the coupling, the following convergence criteria were 
defined: 
1. εN = 10.0-6 for the multiplication factor and total power. 
2. εT = 10.0-4  for the fuel Doppler temperature, moderator temperature and moderator density. 
 
These relative variations are derived from the difference of the selected parameters between two con-
secutive iterations, e.g. if the variation of keff is less than a defined criterion; eq. (6.5), convergence is 
assumed to be achieved. A diagram of this iterative process is shown in Fig. 30. Is important to men-
tion that N parameters account for global effects (keff and Ptot) while TH parameters account for local 
effects, e.g. a maximum Doppler temperature is established after comparing the Doppler temperature 
for each rod and axial level. A similar approach applies for Tmod and Dmod. 
Xn
nn
X
XX 
1
, where X = Ptot, keff, TDopp, Tmod and Dmod. (6.5) 
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Fig. 30. Steady state convergence loop for the CBY/SCF coupling scheme. 
 
6.1.2 COBAYA3/SUBCHANFLOW: Coupling for transient simulations 
 
The coupling CBY/SCF approach for transient analysis is similar to the one developed for steady state 
simulations in the sense that the spatial mapping between the two domains (N and TH) is done through 
a mesh superposition inside SALOME together with the use of in-built interpolation routines of the 
platform. The treatment of the “feedback” is also similar (in terms of the exchanged parameters) but 
the main difference is the temporal coupling approach implemented to advance the solution of each 
code and the synchronization of the time step between the involved codes. 
  
Although transient solutions (for different coupled codes, Chapter 2.4, Table 2) follow different cou-
pling schemes for the time advancement, the scheme used for CBY/SCF was selected based on the 
capabilities of the involved codes. The XS update in CBY to solve the neutron balance equation is 
done after the TH feedback is taken into account at each time step, see Fig. 31. 
 
 
Fig. 31. Feedback interaction at every time step  n. 
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The coupling approach follows an OS type of scheme by considering the PMs implemented in SCF. A 
more detailed description of this method is shown in Fig. 32. The CBY transient solution starts from a 
restart file saved at the end of the coupled steady state simulation in order to save time in the initializa-
tion of the transient. Steps 2b and 6b represent only the change of solution (the N code ended its simu-
lation and the TH is ready to start its simulation).The predicted axial and radial normalized PMs at t = 
t1 s are transferred into SCF, which in turn performs a transient solution from t = 0.0 s to t = t1 s. The 
new calculated TH parameters (TDopp, Tmod, Dmod, Bppm and ) are then passed to CBY and used to 
update the XSs at time t = t1 s. At this point CBY performs a transient solution from t = t1 s to t = t2 s. 
Based on this iterative process, a computational route was developed in SALOME for the YACS su-
pervision module. The coupled scheme ends when the total time reaches the maximum time chosen by 
the user in SALOME. As the scheme is an OS in time, parametric studies where performed to identify 
the optimal selection of the time step size for typical transients, discussed in Chapter 7. 
 
Fig. 32. Operator splitting approach for the coupled scheme CBY/SCF. 
 
The Table 10 describes the steps followed during the time advancement, related to Fig. 32.  
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Table 10. Temporal coupling scheme between CBY and SCF. 
Step Running  
code 
Starting 
 time (s) 
End  
time (s) 
Used parameters for predicting the N or 
TH solution 
1 CBY(N) t = 0.0 t1 Input parameters from converged steady state 
2a Power distribution at t1, passed to SCF 
3 SCF(TH) t = 0.0 t1 Input parameters and PM at t1 
4 TH feedback to CBY from the results of SCF obtained at t1 
5a XS update 
5b CBY(N) t1 t2 Parameters at t1 
6a Power distribution at t2, passed to SCF 
7 SCF(TH) t1 t2 PM at t1 and PM at t2 
8 TH feedback to CBY from the results of SCF obtained at t2 
 
The use of PMs is very important for performing time dependent solutions with SCF. The philosophy 
consists of using two different power distributions between two consecutive time steps, so that the 
shape of the power density follows a more accurate pattern between those two steps. If no power maps 
are used, the power shape remained constant between time steps, leading to an under prediction of 
local parameters. This issue was discussed in detail in [Gomez01]. 
 
For instance, four nodes (each with rod power of Prod = 1.0 W) represent a total power of Ptot = 4.0 W 
at time t = 0.0 s. At this time a local perturbation of the flux is encountered, e.g. due to a rod ejection 
transient, leading to a total power increase of 10.0%. Even tough the total power is preserved at t = t1 s 
(Ptot = 4.4 W for both cases), the local parameter at some regions could be underestimated by not using 
the PMs. This could be critical for analyzing rod ejection transients to calculate local safety parame-
ters.  
 
To obtain properly converged steady states results; an automatic adjustment of the maximum number 
of axial flow error iterations was implemented. This option is selected only during the first steady state 
step (t = 0.0 s) for the TH while performing a transient solution, leading to a convergence up to the 
level of 10.0-8 for the flow error and an increase of axial flow iterations of 500. After this initial step, 
the convergence parameters (SOR convergence, axial flow error and steady sate flow error criteria) 
return to the pre-defined values set in the input deck of SCF. The initial attempt for the coupling was 
established to follow a fully implicit approach (ideal for fast transients due to the freedom while deal-
ing with small time steps). However, the N code CBY is not able to perform these types of calcula-
tions, namely, continuous iterations at one specific time step. Therefore, the OS scheme was selected 
as the temporal coupling methodology. The coupled solution methodology is illustrated in Fig. 33. 
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Fig. 33. CBY/SCF solution methodology for an OS coupling approach in SALOME. 
 
At pin level, steady state and transient coupling schemes between both the N and TH domains follow a 
similar approach as for nodal base calculations (iterative and OS schemes respectively). Therefore, the 
only difference between both geometrical scales is the spatial mapping in the radial direction and the 
feedback management.  
 
6.2 Coupling scheme for steady state hybrid core analysis 
 
For hybrid core simulations special algorithms were developed for the wrapping (SALOME integra-
tion) of SCF and CBY into the NURESIM platform. The main difficulty encountered was the feed-
back handling between N and TH due to the absence of a hybrid mesh generator tool for CBY. To 
solve this, a substantial programming effort was done to bypass the interpolation tool and the mesh 
generation tool of CBY and to import the TH mesh from SCF to CBY, as a N mesh. In this case the 
two meshes, structures and fields have the same number of elements and therefore a one to one map-
ping was adopted. 
  
The coupling methodology follows the diagram shown in Fig. 27, where the hybrid N solver starts the 
iteration process. After convergence (see Chapter 6.1.1) the power field is filled up with the new 3D 
normalized power distribution. At this time it is important to place into the nodal fuel elements the 
nodal power and into the local elements the cell power calculated by CBY for the hybrid FA. For this 
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purpose, two important arrays are critical for the correct management of the fields. Their name, how-
ever, is arbitrary. 
  
1. PINPOW2SCF (axial levels, [FA pins] X [hybrid FAs]): Contains the pin power values for 
each axial level and each cell of the total number of hybrid FAs. 
2. NODPOW2SCF (axial levels, total no. of active nodal FA): Contains the nodal power values 
for each axial level and each node of the total number of FA. 
 
Additional information was required in the input deck of CBY, where the TH channels (first and last) 
of each hybrid FA needed to be specified for the coupling. With this, the power field based on the SCF 
mesh is filled out (data are placed in each of the nodes for the field) with the power distribution. For 
the power feedback, SCF reads this field and place, element by element, the N power for each fuel rod. 
SCF does not distinguish between PBP and nodal FA due to its sub-channel philosophy and hence, it 
provides a one to one feedback flow between the field and the rods, as shown in eq. (6.6) and eq. (6.7). 
 
 
After a converged TH solution performed with the new power distribution, the hybrid TH fields con-
taining the new TH variables (Tmod, Dmod, TDopp and Bppm) are then set into auxiliary arrays of CBY. 
This step is necessary to organize the data obtained from the TH fields (SALOME interface). Table 11 
illustrates the arrays that the N code uses to perform the XS interpolation. 
 
Table 11. Parameters (arrays) needed by ANDES and COBAYA3k for the XS update. 
ANDES (nodal solver) COBAYA3k (pin solver) 
Auxiliary  
array 
Step 
 
For XS 
interpolation 
Auxiliary  
array 
Step 
 
For XS 
interpolation 
U(kg/m3)  
paso_th2nk 
RHONOD UCT  
pasa_th2nk 
BU2 
TAG (K) TMODNOD TAGCT BTAG2 
TEFDOPLER(K) TFNOD TEFDOCT BTEFD2 
BOROTH(ppm) BORO3D BOROTHCT BBOROP2 
 
The TH parameters are set into the auxiliary arrays for both the nodal and pin solver through a special 
black box of CBY (setFeedback). The subroutines paso_th2nk and pasa_th2nk are called consecutive-
ly to update the global arrays used for the XS interpolation. Due to the nature of the coupling, a hybrid 
N
ncell
TH
subchannelnrod PowerPower )()(  . (6.6) 
N
nnode
TH
channelnrod PowerPower )()(  . (6.7) 
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solution is performed considering an initial state and therefore, logical variables related to the first 
hybrid calculation are set to value after the update. The TH feedback is a critical step for the hybrid 
coupled solution, nodal and pin arrangements should be considered as in equations (6.8), (6.9) and 
(6.10), where PARAM could be the Dmod, Tmod or Bppm. 
 
 
 
For coolant and pin parameters the information is set directly from channels/sub-channels to 
nodes/cells. For the hybrid assembly however, an average is done considering (Fig. 34); 
 
1. The total number of heated pins for the Doppler temperature. 
2. The total number of sub-channels for the Tmod, Dmod and Bppm. 
 
 
Fig. 34. Steady state convergence loop for the coupled hybrid scheme (CBY/SCF). 
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6.3 Verification of the developed nodal coupling scheme in SALOME 
 
In addition to the validation of the coupled scheme CBY/SCF described in Chapter 7, verification of 
the correct implementation of the TH code SCF and its coupling with CBY was performed. For this 
purpose, the first case of the LWR core transient benchmarks was chosen. The objective of this section 
is only to verify the integration of SCF inside SALOME, its coupling with CBY and study the behav-
ior of the code in the platform. Stand alone calculations were also performed; however, it was decided 
to use a problem which involve the coupling with N for the purpose of validation. Detailed analysis of 
the results will not be commented, this analysis will be done in Chapter 7.1.1, where a more recent 
benchmark with similar characteristics to the LWR core transient benchmark will be described and 
discussed (the OCDE/NEA and US NRC PWR MOX/UO2 core transient benchmark). 
 
6.3.1 NEABEN - LWR transient, case A1 (description and modeling) 
The NEABEN LWR core transient benchmark [Franklin01] comprises a wide series of cases involv-
ing steady state and transient solutions, in addition to conditions at HZP and HFP of a LWR core. For 
the verification purpose, only the case A1 was modeled, which involves a steady state and a transient 
scenario. This benchmark is characterized by the extraction of the central CR of a PWR core (the 
modeling is done at FA level). The simulation is done from t = 0.0 s to t = 1.0 s and the CR ejection 
occurs within t = 100.0 milliseconds (ms) (departing from a converged steady state). During the full 
transient period, the boron concentration and position of the non-active CRs remained constant. Fig. 
35 represents the top view of the core where the 157 FA (parallel channels and nodes for the TH and 
N) are shown. The Fig. 35 also shows the location of the CRs in one eighth of the core. The central CR 
is to be extracted; the other two types of CRs are positioned at 0 steps (X) and 228 steps (C) from the 
bottom reflector.  
 
 
Fig. 35. Location of control assemblies in 1/8 of the core, NEABEN benchmark. 
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Parameters such as Doppler temperature and total power predicted by CBY/SCF will be compared 
with the reference solution obtained by the PANTHER code and the coupled solution CBY/COBRA 
(III and TF). In addition, the meshing, field management, coupled scheme N/TH and post-processing 
capabilities of SCF and SALOME will be discussed. The initial steady state is characterized by a HZP 
at Ptot = 2775.0 W, inlet temperature fixed at Tin = 559.15 K, exit pressure (Pout) Pout = 15.5 MPa and 
total core mass flow rate ( inm ) of inm  = 12839.0 kg/s. More details about the benchmark such as ge-
ometrical configuration, thermo-physical properties and additional operating conditions can be found 
in [Fraikin01].   
 
The case A1 was modeled with conditions similar to the reference and CBY/COBRA (III and TF), 
where eighteen axial levels and four nodes per FA in the radial direction (this radial discretization will 
play an important role in the benchmark, as discussed in the next section). The steady state and transi-
ent coupling schemes follow the strategy discussed in Chapter 2, which will be used also for the vali-
dation process. A convergence criterion of the steady state was achieved based on εN = 1.0-5 and TH 
parameters equal to εT = 1.0-4). 
 
6.3.1.1 Selected results for the NEABEN benchmark 
Steady state CBY/SCF convergence was reached after the first iteration, which is typical for HZP con-
ditions. On the contrary for HFP (Ptot = 2775.0 MW) convergence is a more challenging issues (refer 
to Chapter 7.1.2, the TMI-1 MSLB benchmark). The Table 12 illustrates the steady state results ob-
tained with CBY/SCF compared to the reference solution (PANTHER) and to other coupled solutions 
obtained with CBY/COBRA (III-TF). Here the critical boron concentration, radial peaking factor, 
nodal peaking factor (Fq) and Doppler temperature are compared. 
 
Table 12. Steady state results for the NEABEN LWR transient benchmark at HZP. 
Code Critical boron (ppm) Fxy Fq TDopp (K) 
PANTHER (ref) 567.7 1.909 2.874 559.15 
CBY/SCF 561.6 1.911 2.892 559.05 
CBY /COBRA-III 561.6 1.909 3.007 559.15 
CBY /COBRA-TF 562.6 1.909 3.007 559.15 
 
Table 12 shows good agreement between the predictions using CBY/SCF and the reference. The rela-
tive error lies in the range of 0.62% and the Doppler temperature changes by T = 0.1 K. Based on the 
steady state converged solution, the transient problem was performed. The relative total power evolu-
tion (Fig. 36 (a)) and the corresponding core average Doppler temperature (Fig. 36 (b)) predicted by 
CBY/SCF are compared to the predictions of other coupled codes. There it can be observed that the 
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global power trend predicted by CBY/SCF inside the NURESIM platform is quite similar to the one of 
the reference solution but it is reached with some delay. The Doppler temperature predicted starts to 
increase slower than the other predictions and is underestimated through the whole transient time. 
 
 
Fig. 36. Normalized power (a) and avg. Doppler temperature (b) vs. time, NEABEN benchmark. 
 
It must be noted that the radial nodalization of the neutronic domain influences considerably the re-
sults. If only one radial neutronic node per FA is considered in the CBY/SCF simulation, the predicted 
power peak is lower than the one of the reference solution. Furthermore the structure of the mesh and 
fields management were verified using the post-processing capabilities of SALOME since the cou-
pling is based on the mesh superposition concept. 
 
The next Fig. 37 shows the structured mesh of CBY and SCF. This mesh is composed of non equidis-
tant axial levels, in addition to the 157 FAs (radial) of the problem. For the coupled solution, the mesh 
superposition between CBY and SCF needed to be verified in order to assure that the passing of varia-
bles between the domains is correct. After using the interpolation tool (INTERP_2_5D) between both 
meshes, the final results are promising. The correspondence between them is almost 100.0%. This 
means that the feedback (N or TH) will pass from one field to another (e.g. from node to channel and 
vice versa) with almost no error. Fig. 37 (a) shows the correspondence of the N code mapping to the 
TH mapping. The matching between the axial and radial nodes is almost unity (red color on the scale) 
and the greatest difference is located at the top edge (dark blue). This difference is attributed to the 
numerical error encountered while positioning the edges (vertex) of each square element in space. In 
other words, the location of those nodes on the edge is not exact, superposition is not 100.0% and 
therefore there is a very small mismatch. The Fig. 37 (b) represents the correspondence of the TH code 
mapping to the N. In this case the correspondence is similar and almost perfect. At the end, the N to 
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TH and the TH to N feedback is multiplied by this correspondence. Is also seen that the N domain 
(Fig. 37 (a)) implement four nodes per FA to perform its N solution, and the TH domain one channel 
per FA. 
 
Fig. 37. MED philosophy: Mesh superposition and correspondence between the N and TH domains. 
 
Once verified that the interpolation tool performs as required, the TH and N fields are verified. These 
fields representing the normalized power, Doppler temperature, moderator temperature, and moderator 
density are fixed picture frames at the power peak time (Ptot = 1.21 relative to nominal at t = 0.58 s) 
taken from the post-processor of SALOME. The t = 0.0 s condition is not relevant since the transient 
departs from a HZP where no local disturbances are expected. Fig. 38 (a) shows a cosine shape of the 
power in the axial direction. The mesh refinement at the bottom and top of the core exhibits a more 
accurate solution and therefore, a shape change of the power distribution when moving from fine to 
coarse meshing elements. The 3D radial power (Fig. 38, (b)) shows a peak in the central region con-
sistent to the predictions derived from the fact that the rod located in the centre is fully extracted.  
 
Fig. 38. Axial (a) and radial (b) power distribution making use of the SALOME post-processing capabilities. 
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In Fig. 39 (a) the radial distribution of the moderator temperature is shown, which agree with the radi-
al density distribution, Fig. 39 (b). The Doppler temperature (Fig. 39 (c)) also shows consistent corre-
spondence with the radial power (Fig. 39 (d)), where energy is concentrated in the centre of the core. 
Consequently, it can be concluded that the fields are properly used in SALOME, which is an important 
prerequisite for the correct coupling between CBY and SCF. 
 
Fig. 39. Coolant temperature (a), coolant density (b), Doppler temperature (c) and total power (d) of 
the NEABEN benchmark at the core center and power peak time. 
 
It is recommended to analyze the results of this benchmark together with Fig. 84 (in Appendix D). 
There, the online visualization capability of the NURESIM platform to simulate the transient of the 
NEABEN benchmark is shown. 
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7 Validation of the COBAYA3/SUBCHANFLOW cou-
pling 
 
Before the validation process, the verification of the implementation of SCF inside the platform was 
performed in Chapter 4. In addition, the coupling between the integrated codes CBY and SCF for 
steady state and transient scenarios was verified in Chapter 6.3. The verification and validation of the 
N code (CBY) inside SALOME has been realized by [Jimenez01] using benchmark problems. For the 
validation process of the coupled scheme CBY/SCF at nodal level, four transient benchmarks for 
square geometries are studied. In addition, one benchmark problem for hexagonal geometries is also 
investigated. Lastly, a 3D hybrid model for a PWR core is developed for the validation of the coupled 
N/TH hybrid scheme implemented in CBY/SCF inside the NURESIM platform. All the results pre-
sented in the following subsections were obtained with the coupled CBY/SCF code inside SALOME. 
Table 13 lists the international benchmarks selected for the validation purpose. 
 
Table 13. Benchmarks used for the validation process of the coupling CBY/SCF. 
 Benchmark – Nodal Square Case Type Condition 
1 NEABN LWR core transient benchmark 
[Fraikin01] (Chapter 6.3) 
A1 Steady State HZP 
 A1 Transient From HZP 
2 OECD/NEA and US NRC PWR MOX/UO2 
core transient benchmark [Downar06] 
2a Steady State HZP/HFP 
 4a Transient From HZP 
3 PWR Main Steam Line Break Benchmark 
(MSLB) [Ivanov02] 
2 Steady State HFP 
 2a Transient From HFP 
4 PWR MOX/UO2 boron dilution transient [Kli-
em01/02] 
Steady State HZP 
 Transient From HZP 
 Benchmark – Nodal Hexagonal Case Type Condition 
 KALININ-3 Coolant Transient Benchmark 
[Ivanov03] 
3a Steady State HZP 
5 3b Steady State HFP 
 3b Transient From HFP 
 Hybrid coupling Type Condition 
6 PWR MOX/UO2 - one hybrid FA 
(base on [Downar06]) 
Steady State Ptot at 16.2 % 
from nominal 
 
The first three benchmarks are focused on the analysis of PWR steady states and transients. The fourth 
benchmark represents a typical boron dilution transient, departing from a HZP state and being an ap-
propriate test to validate the boron dilution model implemented in SCF and the transfer of boron in the 
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boron fields (feedback) using the peculiarities of the NURESIM platform. The fifth benchmark pro-
vides unique plant data obtained in a VVER-1000 reactor type that is very much appropriate for the 
validation of CBY/SCF. The last one depicts the innovative part of the coupling, where hybrid solu-
tions are studied for a full PWR core.  
 
In the following sections, the specifications of the benchmarks and the description of the scenarios are 
presented first. Based on this information, core models for CBY and SCF were developed. Subse-
quently the CBY/SCF coupled solutions were performed inside SALOME for square (nodal and pin 
base solutions) and hexagonal (nodal) geometries under steady state and/or transient conditions. 
 
7.1 3D nodal simulations of PWR cores 
 
7.1.1 Validation of CBY/SCF using the OECD/NEA and US NRC PWR MOX/UO2 core tran-
sient benchmark 
For the validation of CBY/SCF three of the four cases problems defined in the OECD/NEA PWR 
MOX/UO2 benchmark were selected (the reactor core is based on the four-loop Westinghouse PWR 
power plant). Two cases are related to a steady state and one to a transient scenario. The benchmark is 
suitable for testing the coupling’s predictions for a simulation which involves fast transients (rod ejec-
tion accidents, REAs) for nodal based cartesian geometries. These types of reactivity accidents lead to 
a sudden power excursion which could damage the integrity of a fuel rod. A sensitivity study was con-
ducted for the temporal discretization of CBY/SCF.  
 
This benchmark was selected for three main reasons. Firstly, after the transient the core ends in an 
asymmetrical radial configuration, giving rise to challenges on feedback handling. Secondly, the small 
neutron fraction provided by the MOX fuel elements lead to stronger transients in terms of local dis-
turbances (challenges due to the heterogeneity of its FAs). Finally, the good agreement in the results 
between all the participants of the benchmark provides confidence for the error margins. 
 
7.1.1.1 Description of the cases and boundary conditions 
 
The benchmark selected cases for the code validation are shortly described below.  
 
1. Case 1: The first one corresponds to a HFP steady state at nominal conditions. The TH parame-
ters for this case are: core inlet temperature Tin = 560.0 K, upper plenum pressure Pout = 15.5 
MPa, core thermal power Ptot = 3565.0 MW and total core mass flow rate inm  = 15849.4 kg/s. 
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A critical boron concentration of Bppm = 1683.6 ppm and Bppm = 1675.70 ppm was used for the 
simulation using two energy and eight energy groups respectively. 
2. Case 2: The second case corresponds to a HZP steady state condition characterized by a core 
thermal power of Ptot = 3565.0 W, and coolant inlet temperature, upper plenum pressure and 
mass flow rate are the same as in the first case. A critical boron concentration of Bppm = 1344.0 
ppm and Bppm = 1336.4 ppm was used for the simulation using two energy and eight energy 
groups respectively. 
3. Case 3: The third case corresponds to a transient scenario (REA) defined by the following as-
sumptions. 
a. Initial steady state (departing case) corresponds to the HZP condition. 
b. Ejection of a control rod located in a UO2 FA (see Fig. 40, position forty-two) within 
t = 0.1 s occurs due to the failure of the CR driven mechanism. 
c. The whole transient last ttotal = 1.0 s. 
d. Different time steps were used at different periods during the transient.  
e. The transient is guided purely by N BCs, the TH domain calculates its solution based 
on the N feedback (no time dependent BCs are given for SCF). 
 
In the Fig. 40 one quarter of the PWR MOX/UO2 core with the location of the control assemblies 
(green triangles) can be seen. The numbers in this figure represent the identification index provided to 
each FA for modeling purposes. The FAs have different enrichments and burn-up states as specified in 
[Downar06]. The reactor core is loaded partially with weapon grade MOX fuel. For this heterogeneous 
core the delayed neutron fraction (β) is greater due to the presence of MOX assemblies (the weapons-
grade plutonium vector has a high 239Pu component, which has a large resonance in the thermal energy 
range and therefore, such plutonium is potentially more sensitive to the thermal spectrum than normal 
UO2 fuel types).  
 
        
Fig. 40. Top view of the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark (1/4 core). 
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7.1.1.2 Description of the models used and simulations 
 
For the CBY/SCF simulations of the three cases the same spatial discretization of the core for both N 
and TH codes was used. The core radial discretization in CBY considers one N node per fuel assem-
bly. In SCF, each FA is represented by one TH node (channel) but considering cross flow along all the 
borders to the four neighboring channels. In total 193 N and TH radial nodes are considered for the 
simulation. In the axial direction, the active core (z = 3.657 m) is subdivided in twenty similar nodes in 
both the N and TH domains (even though the interpolation tool (INTERP_2_5D) was used). More 
details about the modeling of this benchmark are given in Appendix A. The first and second cases 
were simulated using nodal XSs for both two and eight energy groups. For the third case only two 
energy groups XSs were used. In CBY/SCF, the Doppler temperature is calculated according to eq. 
(7.1), as specified in the benchmark. 
By calculating the Doppler temperature through this approach, more weight is given to the pellet sur-
face temperature (Ts) compared to the pellet center line temperature to account for self-shielding, in 
addition to reduce statistical errors provided by the benchmarks participants. The convergence criteria 
used for CBY/SCF is the following: εN = 1.0-5 for keff and total power, and εT = 1.0-4 for the Doppler 
temperature, moderator density and moderator temperature. The first case (HFP) converged in seven 
iterations for the two energy groups simulation, and nine iterations for the eight energy groups simula-
tion. For the second case (HZP), convergence was achieved within the first iteration using two and 
eight energy groups. The convergence of steady state solutions are discussed in more detail in the sec-
tion which describes the TMI-1 MSLB benchmark (Chapter 7.1.2). Moreover, since specific tempera-
ture dependent thermo-physical properties for the fuel and cladding were specified in the benchmark, 
effort for coding these correlations was done inside SCF. 
The transient CBY/SCF simulation was performed using the following time steps in CBY (master 
code). 
1. From t = 0.00 s to t = 0.25 s: tstep = 0.005 s. 
2. From t = 0.25 s to t = 0.50 s: tstep = 0.001 s. 
3. From t = 0.50 s to t = 1.00 s: tstep = 0.020 s. 
 
The time step discretization is refined during the period of the power peak to avoid loosing infor-
mation due to the strong feedbacks present between two consecutive time intervals. 
 
sCLDopp TTT 7.03.0  . 
 
(7.1)
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7.1.1.3 Selected results for the steady states and transient case 
 
In the Table 14 the main results describing the core neutronic characteristics calculated by CB/SCF are 
compared with the ones of other codes. These results include the parameters obtained for the first case 
using two and eight energy groups.  
 
Table 14. Comparison of the results for the HFP scenario of the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark. 
Codes involved Energy groups  Fxy Fz A.O. % TDopp (K) Boron (ppm) TCL (K) 
PARCS (ref) 2 1.370 1.417 -10.0 835.9 1679.3 - 
CBY/SCF 2 1.376 1.415 -10.14 833.4 1683.6 1811.4 
CBY/COBRA-III 2 1.374 1.415 -9.62 835.1 1685.4 1814.1 
CBY/COBRA-TF 2 1.378 1.416 -9.94 835.4 1682.3 1811.4 
SKETCH 2 1.355 1.422 -12.2 836.4 1675.4 - 
NUREC 2 1.380 1.424 -10.0 827.7 1683.3 - 
PARCS (ref) 8 1.386 1.424 -9.90 836.1 1672.0 - 
CBY/SCF 8 1.388 1.421 -10.04 833.5 1675.7 1833.4 
CBY/COBRA-III 8 1.386 1.421 -9.54 835.3 1677.4 1836.3 
CBY/COBRA-TF 8 1.391 1.422 -9.84 835.6 1674.9 1832.6 
 
It can be stated that the neutronic parameters predicted by CBY/SCF for two and eight energy groups 
are close to the reference values (calculated with the code PARCS) and to the other CBY solutions 
coupled with COBRA-III and COBRA-TF. The maximal fuel temperature obtained by CBY/SCF 
differs by 2.7 K (for two energy groups) and by 2.9 K (for eight energy groups), both compared to 
CBY/COBRA-III. The maximum difference found in the critical boron concentration lies in the order 
of 4.3 ppm compared to the reference value. 
 
In Table 15 the peaking factors predicted by CBY/SCF for the second case are compared with simula-
tions done with PARCS for two and eight energy groups. It can be noted that CBY/SCF predicts 
slightly smaller values than the other solution. 
Table 15. Comparison of the results for the HZP scenario of the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark. 
Codes involved Fxy Fz 
PARCS 2EG 1.748 1.490 
CBY/SCF 2EG 1.740 1.489 
PARCS 8EG 1.756 1.498 
CBY/SCF 8EG 1.748 1.496 
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The results predicted by CBY/SCF for the third case (transient simulation) are compared to the results 
of other codes in Table 16. For this comparison, the results obtained by PARCS are the reference. 
Table 16. Comparison of the results for the transient scenario of the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark. 
Parameter (reference) 
PARCS 
CBY 
SCF        COBRA-III     COBRA-TF 
 
CORETRAN
Power peak % 142.2 150.8 141.7 143.3 166.2 
Peak time s 0.342 0.350 0.340 0.340 0.33 
Max. Reactivity $ 1.122 1.092 1.093 1.093 1.079 
TDopp (t = 1.0 s) K 581.95 582.45 582.25 583.35 585.85 
 
It can be seen that the CBY/SCF results are in good agreement with the ones of the reference solution 
and other codes. In Fig. 41 the evolution of selected parameters predicted by CBY/SCF and other 
codes for the REA are compared to each other. In addition, for illustrating purpose the position of the 
bottom part of the CR to be extracted is plotted in Fig. 41 (a). An additional graph plotting the core 
average coolant temperature evolution is given in Appendix C (Fig. 79). 
 
Fig. 41. Reactivity and CR position (a), total power (b), Doppler temperature (c) and moderator density 
(d) vs. time. 
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The ejection of the CR (at t = 0.1 s) introduces a positive reactivity above ρ = $1.0 as illustrated in Fig. 
41 (a), making the reactor critical during the beginning of the transient. A significant power increase 
(peak) is expected after the rod ejection with some delay after the full extraction. Strong feedbacks are 
expected during the peak (the increase in the 238U absorption XS when moving from the HZP to a 
higher power level). This super prompt-critical transient reaches a power peak of 150.8% with respect 
to nominal power of Ptot = 3565.0 MW at t = 0.35 s as seen in Fig. 41 (b). Later on the power decreas-
es rapidly for a short period of time thanks to the neutron capture in 238U (Doppler effect). From t = 
0.35 s onwards, the power evolution is determined by both the evolution of the Doppler temperature 
(Fig. 41 (c)) and coolant density (Fig. 41 (d)), which its decrease at t = 0.35 s contributes also to the 
power reduction. The asymptotic power decay after the burst (Pab) is produced by the source multipli-
cation of delayed neutrons. This Pab is larger than the initial power, causing a further increase in the 
fuel Doppler temperature and a corresponding decrease in the reactivity due to the negative tempera-
ture coefficient. 
The temporal scheme applied has been optimal for the coupling inside the NURESIM platform; how-
ever, a high sensitivity of the OS scheme for different time steps is noticed. Due to this, a parametric 
study was performed with CBY/SCF to investigate the dependency of the REA simulation from dif-
ferent time steps in CBY. For this study six time steps have been analyzed, from tstep = 0.001 s to tstep = 
0.007 s.  The simulation time for these models was reduced from t = 1.0 s to t = 0.4 s since the investi-
gation was limited to observe the evolution of the power peak in the range of t = 0.345 s. In Fig. 42, 
the CBY predictions of the power peak using different time steps is compared to the solution of other 
codes for the REA. 
 
Fig. 42. Time step sensitivity analysis for the PWR MOX/UO2 REA benchmark. 
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Based on this investigation it can be concluded that simulations done with a time step of t = 0.001 s 
predicts the closest peak power to the reference solution. By implementing a time step of t = 0.005 s in 
the CBY/SCF simulation, the predicted power peak deviates from the reference by 18.6%. 
 
In Table 17 the predicted power peak magnitude (in % relative to the nominal power), the time at 
which the power peak appears, as well as the total computational time to reach t = 0.4 s of the simula-
tion, are shown for the six different time steps used. 
 
Table 17. Sensitivity related to different time steps for the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark. 
Time step (s) 
Power peak 
(% relative to nominal) 
Peak time (s) 
Simulation time 
(to t = 0.4 s of transient) 
0.0070 171.2 0.341 6.0  min 58.0 s 
0.0050 168.3 0.340 7.0  min 34.0 s 
0.0030 163.6 0.342 9.0  min 23.0 s 
0.0020 159.8 0.344 12.0 min 07.0 s 
0.0015 156.6 0.346 14.0 min 38.0 s 
0.0010 150.8 0.350 16.0 min 32.0 s 
 
Based on these studies, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
 
1. A time step reduction leads to a reduction of the power peak and, 
2. a time step reduction leads to a delay of the power peak (the maximum power comes later dur-
ing the transient). 
 
It has to be noted that the fact of delayed neutrons emission ranging from few milliseconds to minutes 
is important for the core behavior. In addition, the time for the rod ejection is also critical for this 
analysis. A fast ejection requires extra refinement of the time step during the peak time. The Doppler 
feedback comes faster for small time steps since the reactivity decreases a couple milliseconds before 
(compared to larger time steps) due to the fact that the full CR extraction is accurately managed. 
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7.1.2 Validation of CBY/SCF using the PWR Main Steam Line Break benchmark 
The OECD/NEA-US/NRC PWR Main Steam-Line Break (MSLB) benchmark was chosen not only 
for the purpose of validating the CBY/SCF coupling scheme inside the NURESIM platform, but also 
for the purpose of demonstration (corroboration of the proper implementation and programming of 
SALOME’s online visualization capabilities). In addition, the benchmark provides a heterogeneous 
scenario in terms of feedback handling for testing the interpolation tool of SALOME. From the MSLB 
benchmark, a code-to-code comparison of results is done for steady state and transient scenarios. 
 
7.1.2.1 Description of the scenario and boundary conditions 
 
This PWR reactor is a two loop plant with one-through steam generator. It is assumed that the main 
steam line of loop-A breaks upstream of the main steam isolation valve (MSIV). After the break, a 
sudden depressurization of the secondary side of the affected loop takes place, leading to a flashing 
and boil-off of the water inventory. Under these conditions, an increased heat transfer over the affect-
ed steam generator is established leading to the under-cooling of the corresponding primary coolant of 
loop-A. As a consequence of it, half of the core experiences a stronger under-cooling than the other 
half, resulting in a strong positive reactivity insertion despite SCRAM. This benchmark is very much 
appropriate to test the 3D modeling with respect to a homogeneous axial discretization. The MSLB 
scenario consists on the following main events. 
 
1. Break in the main steam line of loop-A. This causes a release of vapor through the break lead-
ing to a strong depressurization of the secondary side and cool down of the water in the prima-
ry loop. 
2. Reactor SCRAM. 
3. Emptying of the affected steam generator in the secondary side. 
 
It is assumed that the MSLB occurs when the TMI-1 core is being operated at HFP, end of cycle 
(EOC) conditions and the equilibrium of the Xe and Sm concentrations. In addition, it is assumed that 
the most reactivity worth it CR stuck-out when SCRAM initiates and stays in the fully extracted posi-
tion, leaving the core in all rods in (ARI) -1 state. The configuration of the reactor core with the eight 
CR groups and indication of loop-A and B are shown in Fig. 43. For the critical steady state reactor 
conditions, the CR banks one to six are completely withdrawn (wd) while the bank group number 
seven is 90.0% wd from the bottom of the lower reflector. The CR bank number eight (encircled in 
red) is extracted 100.0% and corresponds to the one which will remain in the stuck position when 
SCRAM is activated.  
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Fig. 43. Control rod position (localization) in the core corresponding to the MSLB benchmark. 
 
In Table 18 the operating conditions used in CBY/SCF for the analysis of the HFP steady state of the 
TMI-1 core are summarized.  
 
Table 18. Initial operating conditions corresponding to the HFP state of the MSLB benchmark. 
Parameter Value 
Inlet temperature K 562.9 
Core nominal power MW 2772.0 
Outlet pressure MPa 15.72 
Core mass flow rate kg/s 16052.4 
Boron concentration ppm 5.0 
 
The simulation, which consists in a ttotal = 100.0 s lasting transient, departs from a HFP state and is 
guided by time dependent heterogeneous TH BCs (mass flow rate, coolant temperature and core pres-
sure) at the core inlet and outlet (provided by the benchmark team and calculated from an integral 
TMI-1 plant simulation performed with TRAC-PF1/NEM). The core is divided in eighteen sections 
(each with specific TH inlet BCs) that map to the channels modeled in SCF and therefore, specific 
inlet conditions are obtained for each channel (FA) at each time interval. In Fig. 44 the time dependent 
BCs are shown, where in Fig. 44 (a) and (c) the resulting evolution of the mass flow rate and the cool-
ant temperature connected to the two core halves are exhibited. 
 
The asymmetrical core behavior which occurs during the MSLB evolution can be clearly observed 
(strong space-time effects). The curves in Fig. 44 (a) and (c) build two groups of lines, one represent-
ing the affected loop and the other the intact loop. The depressurization of the primary side caused by 
the cool-down can be seen in Fig. 44 (d). As a consequence of the break, the steam flow rate in the 
broken steam generator increases, improving the heat transfer and lowering the core average coolant 
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temperature as shown in Fig. 44 (b). In fact, this figure is the result of the transient simulation, where 
the core average coolant temperature is calculated by CBY/SCF. It is seen that the calculated core 
average coolant temperature lies between the BCs imposed for the affected and intact loops. Because 
of the difference in temperature between the two loops (affected and intact) a power tilt is expected 
(attributed to the negative moderator temperature coefficient). 
 
 
Fig. 44. TH BCs associated to the TMI-1 MSLB benchmark: inlet temperature (a), calculated core avg. coolant tem-
perature (b), inlet mass flow rate (c) and core outlet pressure (d). 
 
7.1.2.2 Description of the models used and simulations 
 
For the simulation of the MSLB, a N core model for CBY and a TH core model for SCF were devel-
oped. The N model consist of 177 computational nodes i.e. one node per fuel assembly and two axial 
reflector nodes (bottom and top). The core is subdivided in twenty-four non equidistant axial levels. 
The importance of this non equidistant axial discretization is crucial for the N and TH models since 
the core is highly heterogeneous along its active height. Special emphasis has been directed towards 
different axial compositions which could yield to misleading results in case of neglection. The nodal 
XSs corresponding to two energy groups are collected in two libraries: one rodded (FA with absorber 
rods) and one unrodded (FA without absorber rod) in the NEMTAB format. The NEMTAB files were 
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provided by the benchmark team and they include the homogenized nodal XSs in dependence of the 
state variables e.g. fuel temperature and coolant density. The XSs of the radial and axial reflectors are 
also provided in the look-up tables. The Doppler temperature is calculated according to eq. (7.1). 
 
The TH core model consists of 177 channels subdivided in twenty-four non equidistant axial levels. 
The important aspect while modeling a reactor core with a sub-channel code is the fact that the cross 
flow between the fuel assemblies can be taken into account based on the physical models implemented 
in the code, leading to a more realistic description of the TH phenomena in the within the core. A 
cross flow resistance factor of 0.7 was used in the SCF model. The fuel rod was discretized employing 
eight radial nodes, two for the cladding and six for the pellet. Moreover, since specific temperature 
dependent thermo-physical properties for the fuel and cladding were specified in the benchmark, effort 
for coding these correlations was done inside SCF, which are different from the ones used for the 
PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark. 
 
First, a steady state simulation of the core is performed just before the postulated transient. After the 
successful prediction of the stationary core parameters with CBY/SCF, the transient phase is analyzed 
using the time dependent BCs derived from the benchmark’s specifications for the second exercise. 
Two steady state cases were analyzed and defined as follows: 
 
1. Case 1: A HFP steady state condition with heterogeneous inlet BCs for the TH domain which 
are based on the transient BCs at t = 0.0 s. This means that each TH channel is provided with 
a corresponding coolant temperature, pressure and mass flow rate. This steady state is the de-
parting condition for the transient simulation. Its operating conditions correspond to the ones 
mentioned in Table 18. 
2. Case 2: A HFP steady state condition based on Table 18 with homogeneous inlet BCs. 
 
The convergence criteria used for CBY/SCF is the following: εN = 1.0-5 for keff and total power, and εT 
= 1.0-5 for the Doppler temperature, moderator density and moderator temperature. The heterogeneous 
case converged in ten iterations, differently from the eight iterations needed by the homogeneous case.  
The transient CBY/SCF simulation was performed using the following time steps in the CBY code 
(the third period corresponds to the one where SCRAM is expected to occur). 
 
1) From t = 0.00 s to  t = 6.65 s    : tstep = 0.05 s 4) From t = 8.91 s to  t = 15.00 s  : tstep = 0.05 s 
2) From t = 6.65 s to  t =  8.68  s  : tstep = 0.04 s 5) From t = 15.0 s to  t = 50.00 s  : tstep = 0.20 s 
3) From t = 8.68 s to  t = 8.91 s    : tstep = 0.02 s 6) From t = 50.0 s to  t = 100.0 s  : tstep = 0.50 s 
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7.1.2.3 Selected results for the steady states and transient cases 
 
In Fig. 45 the evolution of different convergence parameters as a function of iteration number is 
shown. This convergence evolution corresponds to the state with heterogeneous BCs (first case). It 
must be noted that even when the N parameter (keff) has converged in eight iterations, the TH parame-
ter (TDopp) requires two more iteration to converge. Strict verification of the TH parameters is as im-
portant as the verification of the N parameters for convergence check and consequently, for the TMI-1 
benchmark the criteria satisfies εN = εT. The Fig. 45 also shows the typical graphical interface of 
SALOME when doing an online study of convergence applied to the heterogeneous steady state. As 
mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 7.1.2, an important point to verify is the proper programming 
of the sub-routines in charge of the online visualization capability of SALOME. The screen shot ex-
emplified through Fig. 45 has two objectives: 
 
1. Prove that the online visualization of parameters could be properly handle and observed on the 
computer screen (extensive programming work done for this purpose). 
2. Show the convergence evolution of selected parameters as a function of iteration number. 
 
 
Fig. 45. Steady state convergence for the heterogeneous case of the MSLB benchmark. 
 
Selected results of the converged CBY/SCF solution of the first case (heterogeneous inlet BCs) are 
given in Table 19. There, selected core parameters such as keff, Fxy, Fz, A.O., TDopp and TCL predicted 
by CBY/SCF are compared to the predictions of other codes. The reference solution represents the 
avg. value of the predictions of three benchmark participants (CEA, HZDR (former FZR) and 
KAERI). It can be observed there that the keff deviation (calculated by CBY/SCF) from the reference 
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solution amounts for 28.0 pcm while for Fxy and Fz it is about 0.25% and 0.56% respectively.  The 
CBY/SCF solution marked with * (‘star’) was obtained using the interpolation tool. The other 
CBY/SCF solution is based on the direct mapping between the N and TH domains using external files. 
For this purpose, substantial work has been done to allow the user to select either the use of the inter-
polation tool or not. Even though the coupling is still based on the feedback exchange through fields 
(meshes and supports) the nodal/channel values are passed directly from one field array (e.g. N) to 
another (e.g. TH). This fact will be especially important for modeling the hexagonal core benchmark 
presented in Chapter 7.2. By using this direct mapping procedure spatial discrepancies are avoided. 
The solutions are very similar to each other and the usage of the interpolation tool for square geome-
tries provides consistent results. 
 
Table 19. Steady state HFP results for the heterogeneous case of the MSLB benchmark. 
Parameter Reference CBY /SCF CBY /SCF (*) CBY /COBRA-III 
keff 
Fz 
Fxy 
A.O.  
TDopp   
TCL 
 1.00476  1.00504  1.00504 1.00569  
 1.0660 1.072  1.072 1.065  
 1.3334  1.330  1.330 1.3312  
% -1.356  -1. 906  -1.904 -1.460  
K ------- 803.4 803.4 803.3 
K ------- 1407.8 1408.0 1421.3 
 
In Table 20 the CBY/SCF results calculated for the second case (homogeneous inlet BCs) are com-
pared to the solution of the reference simulation and to the CBY/COBRA-III solution.  The CBY/SCF 
predictions are close to the values obtained by the other codes.  Differences compared to 
CBY/COBRA-III may be caused by the use of different water properties tables and different modeling 
of the TH domains. The type of coupling scheme implemented between the codes could also affect the 
solutions. 
 
Table 20. Steady state HFP results for the homogeneous case of the MSLB benchmark. 
Parameter Reference CBY/SCF CBY /COBRA-III 
keff  1.00463  1.00483  1.00474  
Fz  1.0696  1.080  1.081  
Fxy  1.32903 1.323 1.327  
A.O. % -1.99  -2.40  -2.51  
TDopp K ------- 803.6 804.15 
TCL K ------- 1411.4 1414.5 
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The simulation of the MSLB transient phase using the time dependent BCs given in Fig. 44 (a), (c) 
and (d) was performed with CBY/SCF after a converged steady state solution for the first case was 
achieved. The plots in Fig. 46 show the predictions of CBY/SCF for the transient. The plots in Fig. 46 
(a), (c) and (e) illustrate the comparison of the total power (MW), core average TDopp (K)  and core 
average Dmod (kg/m3) calculated by CBY/SCF with the results of other codes. The plot in Fig. 46 (f) 
represents the total power as it is shown by the online visualization capability of SALOME. At a first 
glance it can be seen that the simulation done with CBY/SCF is qualitatively following very well the 
trend of the reference solution and of the other codes. Merely, the Doppler temperature is slightly un-
der predicted by CBY/SCF, as seen in Fig. 46 (d).  
 
Due to the break in the steam line the secondary side of the affected steam generator depressurizes and 
boil-off, improving the heat transfer from the primary to the secondary side and hence lowering the 
average coolant inlet temperature of this loop (effect reflected in the increase of the core average mod-
erator density, Fig. 46 (e). As the coolant temperature decreases the power increases due to the nega-
tive moderator temperature coefficient (~50.0 pcm/°C). The core average Doppler temperature then 
evolves as expected with an initial difference of ΔT = 23.4 K with respect to the reference and proba-
bly due to the discrepancies in the modeling of the initial heterogeneous steady state. Once the 
SCRAM set point is reached (point encircled in Fig. 46 (f)), the reactor is shutdown as consequence of 
the SCRAM. Afterwards, the core inlet temperature decrease until the steam generator in the second-
ary side is empty (t = 60.0 s). From that point on the primary coolant average temperature starts to 
increase due to deteriorated heat transfer to the secondary side (empty steam generator). During this 
period a positive reactivity is inserted in the core. The core reactivity increases continuously, reaching 
a maximum value when the affected steam generator in the secondary side is empty.  
 
The maximum reactivity predicted by CBY/SCF at the power peak (Ptot = 3260.0 MW) is ρ = $0.276 
at around t = 6.65 s. Even though the reactor was shutdown, the total power starts to slowly increase 
reaching a maximum value at around t = 60.0 s. At this point the total power decreases continuously, 
leaving as the only energy source the decay heat. This effect is seen in Fig. 80 (in the Appendix C), 
where additional graphs are shown for supporting the presented statements. 
 
The only point where the coupled solution shows deviation from the mean is observed at t = 60.0 s. At 
this point return to power condition is almost established, however, it vanishes with time. CBY/SCF 
underestimates at this point the core Doppler temperature, reflected in the power evolution. As seen, 
the only means to limit the consequences of a possible accident are through the automatic stop of the 
reactor (SCRAM), boron injection into the primary circuit and by isolating the steam generators to 
avoid extra cooling of the moderator (only the affected line contribute to this cooling phenomenon). It 
is worth it to mention that the differences found in the Doppler temperature and therefore total power 
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during the beginning of the transient (t = 0.0 s) as seen in Fig. 46 (b) and (d), are attributed to the 
models used for each coupled code for the transient scenario, to the temporal scheme followed by each 
of them, but mostly, to the N and TH characteristics of the departing steady state affected by e.g. the 
level of convergence used. 
 
 
Fig. 46. Total power evolution (a), total power detail at SCRAM (b), core avg. Doppler temperature (c), core avg. 
Doppler temperature detail (d), core avg. moderator density (e) and online visualization of the total power evolu-
tion (f) for the MSLB benchmark. 
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7.1.3 Validation of CBY/SCF by using PWR MOX/UO2 boron dilution problems 
The objective of the analysis of a boron dilution scenario in a PWR is to check the capability of the 
boron transport model implemented in SCF to simulate these types of transients and to verify the ex-
change of information regarding the boron concentration between CBY and SCF during coupled 
CBY/SCF simulations. Additional effort has been dedicated to a proper handling of the boron concen-
tration fields inside SALOME (use of the fields and their feedback) leading to additional challenges 
for the coupling scheme.  
Two boron dilution problems were selected to be analyzed with CBY/SCF [Calleja02]: 
Problem 1: Consists on a homogeneous boron dilution in a 3x3 mini-core.  
Problem 2: Consists on a heterogeneous boron dilution in a whole PWR MOX/UO2 core. 
 
The geometrical parameters, material data, operating conditions and main TH parameters for the two 
born dilution problems to be investigated are based on the PWR MOX/UO2 core described in the 
Chapter 7.1.1 (where the only difference lies on the variation of the boron concentration as a function 
of time on the TH side). The travelling of a boron-free slug of variable size through the core lead to an 
insertion of positive reactivity followed by sharp local power peaks accompanied by significant power 
asymmetries. Hence the power distribution shows significant power distortions. From the safety point 
of view, it is important to evaluate if the local power peaks may cause local boiling of the coolant 
leading to DNB. Hereafter, the two boron dilution problems are presented and analyzed. 
 
7.1.3.1 Problem 1: Homogeneous boron dilution in a 3x3 mini-core 
 
For the homogeneous boron dilution problem, it is assumed that the mini-core is at critical HZP condi-
tions and a boron-free slug has been accumulated in the primary piping system before the main coolant 
pump. At certain time, the main coolant pumps are switched on and the nominal mass flow rate is 
reached within few seconds. Under these conditions, the boron-free slug is transported to the down-
comer and from there to the core entrances. As consequence of the mixing, a coolant volume with 
reduced boron concentration will reach the core inlet homogeneously within the FAs. 
 
7.1.3.1.1 Description of the first problem and boundary conditions 
 
The homogeneous boron dilution simulations selected (steady state and transient) for the validation of 
the boron transport model implemented in SCF are shortly described below. 
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1. Steady state: This first simulation is characterized by a HZP state. The TH parameters and CR 
position are mentioned in Table 21. 
 
Table 21. Initial conditions (HZP) applied to the 3x3 mini-core boron dilution problem. 
Parameter  Value Parameter  Value 
Inlet temperature K 560.0 Core mass flow rate kg/s 739.08 
Core power W 1.0 Initial boron concentration ppm 639.2 
Outlet pressure MPa 15.4 Initial CR position   ARO 
 
2. Transient: This second simulation departs from the previously converge steady state, and its 
initial operating conditions are the same as the ones mentioned in Table 21. 
 
For the temporal analysis of the mini-core, the main TH parameters characterizing a whole core were 
scaled down (based on [Kliem02], where an in-depth study of a boron dilution is analyzed) e.g. the 
volume of the boron-free slug to get prompt criticality is estimated to be V = 0.932 m3. The total tran-
sient time is establish to be ttotal = 25.0 s and the mini-core departs from a critical condition at HZP (keff 
= 1.0). The BCs that guide the transient are given in the TH domain. In Table 22 is shown that the 
boron concentration is defined for each FA at selected times during the transient. It is also concluded 
though the analysis of the information given in this table that since all the FAs have the same boron 
concentration, a homogeneous boron dilution is expected. For the transient analysis it is assumed that 
the calculation starts just before the deborated coolant reaches the core inlet. At this point the pump 
flow rate is already at quasi steady sate conditions, leading to the assumption of stationary flow. Dur-
ing the transient the core inlet flow rate, coolant temperature and pressure remain constant.  
 
Table 22. Boron concentration defined for each FA at selected times during the transient for the boron 
dilution mini-core scenario. 
Fuel assembly Time (s) Boron concentration (ppm) 
1 – 9 0.0 639.25 
1 – 9. 1.0 639.25 
1 – 9 11.0 435.84 
1 – 9 23.0 639.25 
1 – 9 25.0 639.25 
 
Is advisable to analyze Table 22 together with Fig. 48 (a), where the core average boron concentration 
predicted with CBY/SCF and CBY/FLICA4 is shown. 
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7.1.3.1.2 Description of the models and simulations 
 
For the simulation of this problem, N and TH models of the mini-core were developed for CBY and 
SCF. These models are shortly described hereafter. 
 
The N domain is divided in twenty equidistant nodes in the axial direction, in addition to one node per 
FA radially. The XSs used by CBY correspond to a two energy groups library generated with the lat-
tice code HELIOS [Beckert01]. Zero flux BCs were applied in the radial and axial direction. In the N 
side, no CR movement is expected and therefore, the transient is guided purely by TH BCs. The Dop-
pler temperature is calculated according to eq. (7.1). 
 
For the TH, the radial and axial discretization is similar to the N one described in the previous para-
graph. The time dependent boron concentration is defined for each FA, which is fixed in the TH input 
by the use of tables. Moreover, a factor of 0.7 was used for the cross flow between FAs, in addition to 
a discretization of the fuel rod in eight nodes (two for the cladding and six for the fuel pellet). Specific 
temperature dependent thermo-physical properties for the fuel and cladding were specified in the 
benchmark. 
 
Using the models for CBY and SCF described above, the homogeneous boron dilution problem was 
investigated with CBY/SCF. First of all a steady state simulation is performed. Later on, the transient 
is calculated with the BCs given in Table 22. The convergence criteria used for the CBY/SCF steady 
state investigation is the following: εN = 1.0-5 for keff and total power, and εT = 1.0-4 for the Doppler 
temperature, moderator density and moderator temperature. The CBY/SCF steady state simulation of 
the critical HZP core state converged after the first iteration. 
 
The description of the boron transport in a reactor core is very challenging for TH codes and hence an 
appropriate time steps needs to be selected to get physical results and to minimize numerical diffusion. 
Exploring investigations have shown that even large time steps of tsetp = 0.01 s respect the Courant 
limit (CFL = 0.046). Different axial discretizations for an inlet velocity per channel of vin = 4.61 m/s 
were studied to find out the optimal cell size. Based on these studies an axial mesh size of 0.182 cm 
width was identified as the most suitable for the analysis of boron dilution transients. For the transient 
CBY/SCF analysis of the mini-core a fixed tstep = 0.005 s was used in both domains. 
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7.1.3.1.3 Selected results for the steady state and transient cases 
 
The CBY/SCF results for the boron dilution mini-core problem are compared to the reference solution, 
which was obtained with CBY/FLICA4 (the models for this reference solution were created as part of 
this dissertation; in addition, the simulation was done inside SALOME). In Table 23 selected parame-
ters predicted by CBY/SCF are compared to the ones calculated by CBY/FLICA4. The core parame-
ters predicted by both coupled codes are very close to each other.  
 
Table 23. Selected parameters of the HZP steady state boron dilution mini-core exercise. 
Code Fz Fxy A.O. % 
CBY/SCF 1.493 1.713 -0.079 
CBY/FLICA4 1.497 1.713 -0.089 
 
The transient CBY/SCF simulation was performed after the converged steady state calculation. In Fig. 
47 and Fig. 48 selected parameters predicted for the mini-core during the boron dilution transient sce-
nario are plotted. The total power (Fig. 47 (a)), fuel temperature and reactivity (Fig. 47 (b)), boron 
concentration evolution (Fig. 48 (a)) and moderator temperature and density (Fig. 48 (b)) are shown 
there. The relatively fast decrease of the core average boron concentration causes a power increase 
leading to a super-prompt critical state few seconds after the transient started. At around 6.59 s the 
highest reactivity of ρ = $1.081 is reached. The energy deposited in the fuel initiates a sharp increase 
of the fuel temperature. The rapid power increase (maximal power of Ptot = 329.0 MW at t = 6.69 s) is 
stopped by the negative Doppler and coolant temperature reactivity coefficients (at this stage (396.5 
pcm) > 0.9   > (0.9)(417.26)). The maximum cladding temperature is consistent to the Doppler, 
reaching a value of 604.8 K and well below its safety limit of 1477.15 K. When the boron concentra-
tion reaches its minimal value at around t = 11.4 s, the power reaches a second moderate peak. After-
wards it starts continuously to decrease like the reactivity. 
Fig. 47. Total power (a), and Doppler temperature and reactivity (b) evolution for the mini-core. 
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Fig. 48. Boron concentration (a), and moderator density and temperature (b) evolution for the mini-core. 
 
Sensitivity studies were carried out to investigate the influence of the time step on the global parame-
ters related to the mini-core. The predicted power peak difference is about 5.6 MW (1.7%) bigger be-
tween two CBY/SCF simulations using a time step of tstep = 0.005 s, instead of tstep = 0.001 s.  But it 
must be kept in mind that a CBY/SCF simulation using a tstep = 0.005 s lasts 7.1 hours while using a 
tstep = 0.001 s lasts 8.4 hours. As the time step decreases the power peak is reduced (in magnitude) and 
shifted to the right relative to a power vs. time plot.  Nevertheless a stability region is found for values 
of the time step in the region of tstep = 0.002 s. For this issue the N time scale plays a stronger effect 
compared to the one of the TH scale since delay neutrons are emitted with a wide range of time scales 
(as mentioned in Chapter 7.1.1.3). The time for the super-prompt criticality is also crucial for this 
analysis; it is a fast power burst that requires extra temporal refinement during the peak time.  
 
Based on these exploring studies, the time step was frozen to tstep = 0.005 s for both CBY/SCF and 
CBY/FLICA simulations. Using this time step, another parametric study was performed regarding the 
axial nodalization. This axial discretization was varied from twenty to thirty-four axial nodes. In Table 
24 a comparison of the peak power and peak time predicted with CBY/SCF for this scenario is given. 
It can be seen that an increase of the number of axial nodes leads to an increase of the power peak. It 
can be also observed that CBY/SCF and CBY/FLICA4 did not predict the same power peak and peak 
time since the boron transport model of both TH codes are different. Also the basic balance equations 
of SCF and FLICA4 are not the same: FLICA4 is based on a four equation approximation while SCF 
is based on a three mixture equation approximation. FLICA4 allows also to fix either the CFL for the 
boron model or to fix the time step. Regarding the coupled scheme CBY/FLICA4, it is important to 
mention that both codes follow independent time steps, different from CBY/SCF, where the N time 
step is also used for the TH. In this matter, extensive studies were done within the frame of the 
NURISP project that helped to chose the correct values, e.g. for the CFL. 
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Table 24. Boron dilution sensitivity analysis, results with different axial discretization. 
Axial nodes Power peak (MW) Peak time (s) TH code 
20 325.50 6.46 FLICA4 
20 327.45 6.74 SCF 
25 327.47 6.74 SCF 
29 328.12 6.74 SCF 
34 328.05 6.74 SCF 
 
7.1.3.2 Problem 2: Heterogeneous boron dilution in a whole PWR MOX/UO2 core 
 
In case of the heterogeneous boron dilution problem, it is assumed that a slug of deborated water has 
been accumulated in one of the cold legs of the reactor during outage. The slug has not been recog-
nized by the operator and the normal start-up procedure has been initiated. The main coolant pump is 
switched on in the loop with the slug reaching full flow rate within t = 14.0 s. Consequently, the slug 
is transported into the reactor pressure vessel. The mixing of the borated coolant with the coolant of 
the other loops takes place already in the downcomer region. Due to this mixing, a heterogeneous bo-
ron concentration is observed at the core inlet. This problem presents a challenge to test the robustness 
of the coupling due to the production of vapour in a single FA or localized areas. The time dependent 
BCs for each FA at the inlet of the reactor core were obtained from calculations with ANSYS-CFX. A 
core model was done at 1:5 scaled of the mixing text facility ROCOM [Kliem01]. These boron dilu-
tion benchmarks were defined within the subproject SP3 of NURISP. The scenario was analysed with 
DYN3D/FLICA4 and DYN3D/FLOCAL. 
 
7.1.3.2.1 Description of the scenarios and boundary conditions 
Three scenarios are investigated for the heterogeneous boron dilution simulation. For the three of 
them, the transient simulation departs from a steady state characterized by a HZP condition. 
 
First scenario (slug 1):   Involves a diluted boron slug entering the core with a volume of 18.0 m3. 
Second scenario (slug 2):  Involves a diluted boron slug entering the core with a volume of 20.0 m3. 
Third scenario (slug 3):   Involves a diluted boron slug entering the core with a volume of 26.0 m3. 
 
In Table 25 the operating conditions for these scenarios are presented (the initial HZP state of the tran-
sient). The core inlet, flow rate and coolant inlet temperature remained constant during the transient 
phase. 
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Table 25. Operating conditions at HZP of the PWR MOX/UO2 full core boron dilution benchmark. 
Parameter Value              Parameter Value 
Inlet temperature K 473.1 Core mass flow rate kg/s 4585.68 
Core thermal power W 1.0 Initial boron concentration ppm 2000.0 
Outlet pressure MPa 3.0 CR position  ARI 
 
It is worth it to mention that an additional simulation was performed with CBY/SCF and which con-
sists on a HFP steady state. In this case, the only parameter that changes for the operating conditions 
described in Table 25 is the core power, which rises up to it’s nominal Ptot = 3565.0 MW. 
 
7.1.3.2.2 Description of the models and simulations 
The neutron physical models for the scenarios described above uses nodal XSs libraries for two energy 
groups generated with the lattice code HELIOS that includes the boron concentration and the form 
functions in addition to the moderator density and Doppler temperature. The feedback parameter range 
considered in the XSs libraries is the following: Moderator density: 13.5 kg/m3 to 865.8 kg/m3, Boron 
concentration: 0.0 ppm to 2500.0 ppm and Doppler temperature: 473.1 K to 1773.1 K. The core is 
radially discretized in 193 neutronic nodes; each one representing one FA. In the axial direction, the 
active core part is subdivided in twenty equidistant nodes. Axial and radial reflectors are also consid-
ered in the neutronic model. Zero flux boundary conditions are used in the axial and radial direction. 
 
The TH model of the whole PWR core consists of one TH node per FA, where cross flow between FA 
borders is permitted (with a factor of 0.7). Axially, the TH domain follows the same discretization as 
the N model and radially, SCF comprises 193 parallel channels. In addition, the fuel rod discretization 
in the radial direction is divided in ten nodes (two for the cladding and eight for the fuel pellet). The 
temperature dependent thermo-physical properties for the fuel and cladding are the same as the once 
used for the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark.  
 
For the analysis of the heterogeneous boron transport problem, a steady state coupled run with 
CBY/SCF is done first. The steady state follows a convergence criteria of εN = 1.0-6 and εT = 1.0-5, 
leading to total number of two iterations to achieve convergence (recall that the core is characterized 
by a HZP condition). For the transient simulation, the time step for both CBY and SCF was selected 
based on the experience gained through the analysis of the homogeneous boron transport mini-core 
problem. During the transient a variable time step was selected, from t = 0.00 s to t = 2.00 s: tstep = 
0.010 s,  from t = 2.00 s to  t = 2.50 s: tstep = 0.005 s, from t = 2.50 s to  t = 8.00 s: tstep = 0.001 s and 
from t = 8.00 s to  t = 10.0 s: tstep = 0.005 s. 
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The variation of this temporal discretization is not arbitrary. At the beginning of the transient no per-
turbation are expected and therefore a bigger time step (tstep = 0.01 s) compared to the others is used in 
order to accelerate the time advancement. At approximately t = 3.0 s a decrease of the core avg. boron 
concentration is foreseen. The TH code needs a more refined time step to predict accurately the boron 
transport within the core. Therefore, at t = 2.0 s it was decided to reduce the time step to tstep = 0.005 s. 
For analyzing the power peak region, the time step was even reduced to tstep = 0.001 s from t = 2.5 s to 
t = 8.0 s. In this period the maximum reactivity is expected, in addition to the power peak and the min-
imum boron concentration in the reactor core. 
7.1.3.2.3 Selected results for the steady states and transient cases 
 
First of all, the stationary core conditions just before the boron transient were predicted with 
CBY/SCF and compared to the ones of other coupled codes (CBY/SCF, DYN3D/SCF, 
DYN3D/FLICA4 and DYN3D/FLOCAL). In Table 26 selected results obtained for HZP and HFP 
conditions by the coupled codes for the stationary core are shown. It is worth to mention that the cou-
pling between DYN3D and SCF was done inside the NURESIM platform making use of the SCF 
wrapping and coupling scheme developed for CBY/SCF in the frame of this dissertation. 
 
Table 26. HFP and HZP results for the full core boron dilution benchmark. 
Parameter 
 Core 
State 
CBY 
SCF 
DYN3D 
SCF 
DYN3D 
FLICA4 
DYN3D 
FLOCAL 
keff  HFP 1.00824 1.008463 1.007172 1.007963 
Fz  HFP 1.431 1.423 1.466 1.460 
Fxy  HFP 1.4175 1.4082 1.401 1.417 
TDopp (max.) K HFP 1136.9 1129.5 - - 
TCL  K HFP 1877.5 1858.6 - - 
Convergence (iterations)  HFP 8 35 37 27 
keff  HZP 0.92419 0.92425 0.92474 0.9241 
Fz  HZP 1.498 1.470 1.489 1.467 
Fxy  HZP 2.417 2.410 2.415 2.380 
 
As can be seen, the predicted N parameters are close to each other considering that the TH codes have 
different solution models. The transient calculations started from a converged steady state simulation 
where the core was critical. The evolution of the core average boron concentration in time for the slug 
volumes defining the three scenarios is shown in the Fig. 49 (calculated with SCF). The transient 
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simulations are performed taking into account the time dependent boron concentration change shown 
in this figure. 
 
Fig. 49. Core average boron concentration evolution for slugs 1, 2 and 3. 
 
In Fig. 50 is illustrated that a power peak is expected due to the decrease of the boron concentration 
(leading to a reactivity increase). 
 
 
Fig. 50. Detail at around t = 5.0 s for the total power (a) and the total reactivity (b) evolution for slugs 1, 2 
and 3. 
 
In Table 27 the comparison of the main results obtained by different coupled codes and the CBY/SCF 
results with and without using power maps (PMs) for the three scenarios is exhibited. 
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Table 27. Results obtained for the full core boron dilution transients (slugs 1, 2 and 3). 
 
Coupled codes 
Slug 
Number 
Power  
peak (MW) 
Peak  
time (s) 
Maximum  
reactivity ($) 
Minimum 
boron (ppm) 
CBY/SCF (without PMs) 1 15320 5.31 1.521 1298.9 
CBY/SCF (with PMs) 1 12243 5.42 1.468 1300.5 
DYN3D/SCF 1 12466 5.55 1.321 1309.5 
DYN3D/FLICA4 1 11004 6.01 1.167 1343.4 
DYN3D/FLOCAL 1 14888 5.65 1.365 1296.5 
CBY/SCF(without PMs) 2 37261 5.09 1.780 1237.8 
CBY/SCF (with PMs) 2 34177 5.02 1.695 1235.1 
DYN3D/SCF 2 49077 5.10 1.641 1238.5 
DYN3D/FLICA4 2 31964 5.54 1.569 1259.9 
DYN3D/FLOCAL 2 44900 5.31 1.623 1227.0 
CBY/SCF(without PMs) 3 48570 5.41 1.866 1201.3 
CBY/SCF (with PMs) 3 44533 5.34 1.847 1198.9 
DYN3D/SCF 3 62936 5.42 1.731 1200.8 
DYN3D/FLICA4 3 56240 5.84 1.747 1205.8 
DYN3D/FLOCAL 3 50881 5.68 1.710 1177.7 
 
As can be seen in this table, two CBY/SCF simulations were performed to demonstrate the importance 
of the time interpolation using the PMs in SCF. As discussed in Chapter 6.1.2, SCF is able use PMs 
between two consecutive time steps, leading to a smoother transition of the 3D power distribution 
between time intervals during a transient with a power change. The solution without PMs is based on 
the power distribution at the current time step, which over predicts the total power compared to the 
CBY/SCF solution with PMs. The use of these PMs promotes a type of damping for a time frame tak-
ing as the power distribution half of the power density at a previous time step (old time) and half at the 
current time step (actual time). 
 
From the performed simulations corresponding to the first simulation, the following observations can 
be made: 
 
1. The code predicts an insertion of positive reactivity in the range of ρ = $1.46 as illustrated in 
Fig. 51 (c). This value is consistent with the reactivity added during the dilution process (~ -
10.0 pcm per ppm).  
2. The calculated core average boron concentration is illustrated in Fig. 51 (d). 
3. As the reactor becomes supercritical during the transient the reactivity is enough to produce a 
power excursion, Fig. 51 (a, b). 
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4. The difference in the total power and power peak time predicted by the different codes is 
mainly due to the boron transport models (as seen in Fig. 51 (d), Fig. 53 (d) and Fig. 54 (d). 
5. The numerical diffusivity of the codes plays greatly influence in the simulation results. 
6. For this heterogeneous boron transport scenario, the predicted boron concentration from 
FLICA4 shows large deviations from the predictions of the other coupled codes; FLICA4 also 
underestimates the boron concentration. 
7. The minimum boron concentration predicted by FLICA4 (Bppm = 1343.4 ppm) appears ap-
proximately ~ 1.5 s after the minimum boron concentration predicted by SCF (Bppm = 1298.9 
ppm), leading to additional positive reactivity for SCF in the order of 440.0 pcm. This fact is 
reflected on the power peak, which differs in terms of magnitude and appearance time.  
8. The reactivity evolution predicted by the coupled codes after the peak is driven mainly by the 
interaction of vapour production at some localized areas in the core. The average Doppler 
temperature differs by T = 8.0 K, which can be attributed to the differences in the power peak 
reached during the transient.  
9. The use of power maps for CBY/SCF under-predicts the total power compared to the case 
where no power maps are implemented. 
10. In Fig. 51 (b) is clearly shown that the hydraulic and boron transport temporal management 
follows independent time steps for the FLICA4 solution. 
11. For all slug conditions, re-criticality after the power peak is achieved for the simulations done 
with FLICA4, leading to a second power rise. 
 
Fig. 51. Boron slug 1: Total power (a, b), total reactivity (c) and boron concentration (d) evolution. 
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Concerning the last point in the previous list, this return to criticality scenario is influenced by the 
spatial distribution of boron in the core (recall that this problem is characterized by a very heterogene-
ous core). This instability provide by FLICA4 for calculating the boron concentration affects the spa-
tial distribution of boron leading to strong re-criticality feedbacks. In Fig. 52 the 3D time evolution of 
the boron concentration in the reactor core is shown. At the beginning the boron concentration 
amounts normally to 2000.0 ppm (as specified in the core inlet operating conditions in Table 25). 
Three seconds after the transient starts, the deborated slug (blue) enters into the core and it leaves the 
core after five seconds (t = 8.0 s). As time passes, is shown that the volume of deborated water enters 
the core and moves from the inlet to the outlet of the core. It can be also observed that the slug de-
forms while passing through the core and that it also influences the local boron concentration in radial 
direction. The transport process of the deborated slug for the second and third slug is similar to the one 
of the first slug. 
 
t = 3.0 s t = 4.0 s t = 5.0 s t = 6.0 s 
    
t = 7.0 s t = 8.0 s t = 9.0 s t = 10.0 s 
  
 
Fig. 52. 3D time evolution of the boron concentration during the transient for the first slug. 
 
For the second scenario (the comparison of selected parameters is illustrated in Fig. 53), the power 
increase appears later compared to the one of the first scenario. Since the deborated slug volume is 
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larger that for the first slug, the inserted positive reactivity reaches a value of about ρ = $2.0 as seen in 
Fig. 53 (c). Due to the appearance of void in some localized zones in the core, the reactivity behaviour 
after the power peak is influenced by the vapour production. This phenomena affects substantially the 
TH solution even thought void feedback is not contemplated, leading to a strict management of the 
time step discretization during the power burst.  
 
It is noted that only a time step selection in the order of t = 0.001 s predicts stable results and there-
fore, all simulations are performed with a time step of tstep = 0.001 s. In addition, it is observed that the 
maximum number of iterations (2000) set in the Bi-CBSTAB algorithm, was not enough to provide 
convergence inside CBY’s internal loop. Hence, the number was increased to 10000 in addition to the 
increase of maximum number of source iterations (outer loop) from typical 50 to 500. 
 
Fig. 53. Boron slug 2: Total power (a, b), total reactivity (c) and boron concentration (d) evolution. 
 
The last simulation (third slug) shows a much greater power increase compared to first and second 
simulations since the deborated slug is 44.0% larger that the one of the first scenario, as seen in Fig. 54 
(a, b). The minimal boron concentration is achieved after t = 1.0 s compared to the case for the first 
scenario. Nevertheless, the overall behaviour of the main parameters as predicted by the codes is the 
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same compared to the other two scenarios. This third simulation is the most challenging one to be 
performed by the coupled codes due to the size of the slug. 
 
 
Fig. 54. Boron slug 3: Total power (a, b), total reactivity (c) and boron concentration (d) evolution. 
 
Further studies should investigate the refinement of the time step selection around the power peak to 
values below t = 1.0 ms. The total simulation time (from t = 0.0 s to t = 10.0 s) is ambiguous. The 
three cases were run in different environments and sharing the computational power with other users. 
Nevertheless, it can be concluded that all the simulations lasted between ttotal = 10.0 (first slug) and ttotal 
= 23.0 hours (third slug). 
 
The coupled simulations presented here, especially the ones performed with CBY/SCF and 
DYN3D/SCF, have clearly shown the capability of the new boron transport model implemented in 
SCF and the  friendly use of  the coupled system CBY/SCF and DYN3D/SCF inside the NURESIM 
platform. It must be also noted that the simulation of full core boron dilution scenarios, in which local 
boiling may appear, are very challenging for the TH solver. SCF needs special combination of options 
in the input deck. These options are namely the usage of incompressible flow instead of weakly com-
pressible flow. By doing this only the time derivatives are used to solve the energy equation and the 
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pin heat conduction. Since SCF is a solver for upward weakly compressible flow in bundles, small 
time steps or even drastic changes in power leading to strong localized gradients, may provoke insta-
bilities while solving the time derivatives from the mass and momentum conservation equations. On 
the other hand, the numerical diffusion provided by SCF is smaller compared to the one of FLICA4, 
leading also to an overestimation of the peak powers and hence, to higher maximal fuel temperatures 
than the predictions of FLICA4. 
 
The differences encountered between the coupled codes are attributed mainly to the differences found 
in their internal solvers. FLICA4 employs an object oriented pre-processor design to study nuclear 
reactors (fuel rods, guide tubes, etc…), model unstructured non-conform meshes in the radial direc-
tion, and structured in the axial. It also defines transient scenarios in addition to stationary states. Dif-
ferent from SCF, FLICA4 solves the two-phase mixture by a set of four balance equations (mass, mo-
mentum and energy of the mixture, and mass of steam) and two closure laws. The mechanical non-
equilibrium e.g. different liquid and vapor velocity is taken into account by a drift flux model. The 
numerical method is finite volume VF9 (this method allows to solve the system of equations over ir-
regular rectangular meshes in 2D) scheme is used to estimate the diffusive fluxes. FLOCAL, which is 
the own thermal-hydraulic module of DYN3D, consists of a two-phase coolant flow model, a fuel rod 
model and a heat transfer regime map which range from one phase flow up to superheated steam. Par-
allel channels are coupled hydraulically by the condition of equal pressure drop over all core channels. 
Thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions for the core like coolant inlet temperature, pressure, and cool-
ant mass flow rate or pressure drop must be given as input for DYN3D. The model is based on the 
analytical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in the potential flow approximation in 3D cylindri-
cal geometry and the diffusion equation for heat transport or soluble poison. The two-phase flow mod-
el is closed by constitutive laws for heat mass and momentum transfer, e.g. vapor generation at the 
heated walls, condensation in the sub-cooled liquid, phase slip ratio, pressure drop at single flow re-
sistance's and due to friction along the flow channels as well as heat transfer correlations. Moreover, 
the models used for each simulation (concerning, e.g. flow areas, wetted perimeters, pellet discretiza-
tion and time advancement, among others). In addition to these differences, the steam/water thermo-
physical property tables and boron dilution models differ from each other.  
 
Furthermore, the reactor dynamic codes used, CBY and DYN3D, have different solution approaches. 
Even though the comparison between the nodal expansion method and improved diffusion in the N 
side to solve the NDE has differences, it is a very good way to quantify the accuracy of the diffusion 
solver CBY. The reader must recall that even though the neutron physical solution methods are differ-
ent, the nodal XSs used where the same for both codes. 
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7.2 3D Simulation of a core with hexagonal fuel assemblies at nodal level 
 
7.2.1 Validation of CBY/SCF using the Kalinin-3 coolant transient benchmark  
 
The OECD/NEA Kalinin-3 benchmark was selected for the validation of the coupled code CBY/SCF 
for simulations which involve hexagonal cores. In addition, this benchmark provides extensive meas-
ured plant data which is very useful for the validation process of the coupled system and therefore, an 
accurate evaluation of the simulated parameters compared to the measured data. These data was ob-
tained at the Russian NPP Kalinin Unit #3, a VVER reactor type. 
7.2.1.1 Description of the scenario and boundary conditions 
 
The scenario consists on the switch-off of one of the four main circulation pumps (MCP) of loop-1, 
leading to an asymmetrical core behavior with broad ranges of the parameter changes. The spatial 
dependent coolant temperature changes, enhancing an insertion of spatially distributed negative reac-
tivity due to the feedback mechanisms and a non-symmetric power distribution. Even though the tran-
sient initiates from a HFP condition, a HZP simulation was done for comparison purposes. Therefore, 
three cases are selected for the simulation.  
 
Kalinin-3 case 1 (exercise 3a): Steady state at HZP conditions. 
Kalinin-3 case 2 (exercise 3b): Steady state at HFP conditions (initiates the transient). 
Kalinin-3 case 3 (exercise 3b): Transient simulation guided by N and TH BCs. 
 
In Table 28 the main parameters of the HFP and HZP steady state conditions for the Kalinin-3 bench-
mark are given.  
 
Table 28. Operating conditions at HFP and HZP, Kalinin-3 benchmark. 
Parameter Value (HFP) Value (HZP) 
Inlet temperature K 560.0 552.15 
Core thermal power MW 2875.0 2.907 
Outlet pressure MPa 15.52 
18766.46 
660.0 
Core mass flow rate kg/s 
Initial boron concentration ppm 
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The sequence of main events that the transient (ttotal = 300.0 s) follows and which characterizes the 
benchmark are listed hereafter: 
 
1. At t = 0.0 s, manually switching-off of one of the four MCPs. 
2. At t = 2.7 s, CR#10 (marked with blue in Fig. 55) start the insertion departing from an initial 
position of z = 50.0 cm below the top of the core (see Fig. 56 (b)).  
3. After t = 60.0 s CR#9 (marked with red in Fig. 55) starts the insertion process (Fig. 56 (b)). 
4. At t = 73.0 s, the reactor power (measured by neutron detectors) stabilizes in the rage of 
66.2% - 67.0% of the nominal power (see Fig. 56 (f)). 
5. After t = 137.0 s, the coolant flow rate through the core is practically stabilized. 
6. At t = 180.0 s CR#10 and CR#9 start a rapid but small stepwise ejection that last ~10.0 s. 
7. After CR#10 and CR#9 are 43.4% and 100.0% inserted respectively, the transient up to t = 
300.0 s is guided purely by TH inlet boundary conditions. 
 
In Fig. 55 the top view of the core is shown with the location of the ten groups of CRs. 
 
Fig. 55. Top view of the core and control rod position for the Kalinin-3 benchmark. 
 
For the steady state simulations (Table 28 shows its operational parameters) the initial BCs does not 
change but for the transient simulation, the time-dependent BCs per channel (FA) are defined in SCF, 
for example, for the FA-mass flow rate, FA-coolant inlet temperature and outlet pressure. Therefore, 
the analysis of the pump switch-off test with the couple code CBY/SCF is restricted only to the core 
behavior using time dependent BCs at the core inlet and outlet. The BCs have been calculated using 
the ATHLET/BIPR/VVER core plant system code (through an integral plant simulation), where core 
inlet radial distributions are provide for all the 163 FAs. These BCs are defined at each time interval 
along the transient for inm , Tin, Pin/out and the CRs position. As seen in Fig. 56 (c), (d) and (e) the pre-
viously mentioned TH parameters are defined for each FA. Due to the extensive number of data points 
(165), a legend is not used for Fig. 56 (a), (c), (d) and (e); however, the reader should know that each 
of the colored lines represents the parameter change for a specific FA. It can be observed that during 
this test a strong asymmetrical thermal behavior of the core is encountered (e.g. maximum deviations 
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in the order of ~3.5 K for the coolant temperature among the FAs). The apparent deviations in the 
coolant temperature (Fig. 56 (e)) between t = 10.0 s and t = 35.0 s are attributed to the fluctuations in 
the water level of the affected steam generator. The time evolution of the total power recorded by the 
neutron flux control system (NFC) and of the calculated core reactivity was added to the Fig. 56 ((f)) 
for completeness only. They are not used as BC for the CBY/SC analysis of the core behaviour. 
 
Fig. 56. Time dependent BCs for the Kalinin-3 transient phase: mass flow rate (a), CR position (b), mass flow rate 
detail (c), coolant temperature (d), coolant temperature detail (e) and power (plant data)/reactivity (f). 
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7.2.1.2 Description of the models used and simulations 
 
In CBY the core is represented by 211 neutronic nodes; each one representing a fuel assembly (163) 
and a reflector assembly (48).  Axially the core is divided into ten equidistant nodes adding for the 
3.55 m long active core. Zero flux boundary conditions are used at the radial and axial boundaries of 
the reactor core. The NEMTAB-like format set of XSs with two energy groups and six delay neutron 
groups are used for the energy discretization. These XSs were obtained using the TVS-M cross-section 
generation code as specified in [Ivanov03]. The Doppler temperature is calculated according to eq. 
(7.1). 
 
For SCF the core model includes the same number of axial levels, 163 parallel channels radially and 
ten radial nodes for the fuel rod nodalization (two for the cladding and eight for the fuel pellet). A 
cross flow resistance factor of 1.0 was used between the hexagonal channels. For the material proper-
ties, specific temperature dependent thermo-physical properties for the fuel and cladding were speci-
fied in the benchmark. Additional information on the models used is given in Appendix A. 
 
For the analysis of the transient scenario, a steady state coupled run with CBY/SCF is done first. The 
steady state follows a convergence criteria of εN = 1.0-6 and εT = 1.0-5, leading to total number of 
twelve iterations to achieve convergence for the HFP state (the HZP converged within the first itera-
tion). During the transient, a fixed time step of tstep = 0.1 s was selected. 
 
7.2.1.3 Selected results for the steady state and transient case 
 
The CBY/SCF prediction of selected parameters for the stationary HZP and HFP cases are compared 
to the predictions of DYN3D/FLOCAL in Table 29. It can be observed that the CBY/SCF predictions 
are close to the ones of the reference solution (DYN3D/FLOCAL) for both HZP and HFP cases. 
 
Table 29. HFP and HZP steady state results, Kalinin-3 benchmark. 
State Coupled codes keff Fxy Fz A.O. % Max. TDopp (K) 
HFP DYN3D/FLOCAL 0.997276 - - - - 
HFP CBY/SCF 0.997202 1.3356 1.1922 -4.65 1339.8 
HZP DYN3D/FLOCAL 1.0108 1.4332 1.3744 12.57 - 
HZP CBY/SCF 1.0116 1.4373 1.4612 17.26 - 
 
The analysis of the transient test phase with CBY/SCF was done for the HFP case only. The core 
power predicted by CBY/SCF is compared to the measurement data delivered by the benchmark team 
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in Fig. 57 and Fig. 58. It can be seen there, that the reactor power was recorded by three different 
methods. The CBY/SCF predictions are very close to the reactor power measured according to the 
NFC method. In Fig. 57 (a) the total power evolution for the full transient is shown, Fig. 57  (b) and 
Fig. 58 divide the simulation in two parts, expanded transients from t = 0.0 s to t = 80.0 s and from t = 
80.0 s to t = 300.0 s respectively. The rapid insertion of CR#10 produces a step decrease of the total 
reactivity, leading to a net power reduction of ~69.9% relative to the nominal. The reactor core aver-
age power falls drastically when CR#9 starts its downward movement before stabilizing the power, 
condition that prevails until the end of the transient. Oscillations are observed after t = 80.0 s mainly 
due to the fluctuations of the core inlet temperature and mass flow, but also due to the small extraction 
of CR#9 at t = 190.0 s, and CR#10 at times t = 190.0 s (1st arrow), t = 208.0 s (2nd arrow) and t = 245.0 
s (3rd arrow) of about 27.6 cm for both banks, as seen in Fig. 58. 
 
Fig. 57. Kalinin-3 benchmark: Total power evolution (presented for two different time frames). 
 
Fig. 58. Kalinin-3 benchmark: Total power evolution from t = 80.0 s to t = 300.0 s. 
 
Even though the different measurements show deviations between each other, the reactor thermal 
power calculated on the basis of the NFC is a good reference for the CBY/SCF simulation. The other 
experimental values are provided through the reactor thermal power calculated on the basis of the self 
powered neutron detector (SPND), or DCS power, and the core average power, leading to the conclu-
sion that the trends of the calculated results are very close to the measured data. The core average 
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power is calculated on the bases of different measuring and recording devices such as the upper level 
unit control system (UBLS), the in-core monitoring system (ICMS) and the system of experimental 
control (SEC). The idea is to calculate the core average power through core TH parameters. The total 
power however shows a delay compared to the other measurements. This is attributed to the time re-
sponse of the measurement devices in case of rapid variations of the core conditions. The lower gradi-
ent of the load reduction in the time interval from t = 42.0 s and t = 74.0 s is due to the temperature 
increase at the core inlet (Fig. 56 (d), at about t = 45.0 s), terminating the impact of the negative feed-
back of the coolant temperature, which increased the gradient of the power reduction due to the in-
crease of Tin. The decrease of the inlet temperature after t = 42.0 s caused an insertion of additional 
positive reactivity into the core, eq. (7.2), which is reflected in the decrease of the reactor power. 
 
The increase of reactivity seen after t = 72.0 s (Fig. 60 (a), encircled point in blue) is characterized by 
the decrease of the inlet core temperature (ΔT = 5.0 K) promoting a very slight increase of the total 
power. The core outlet pressure also experiences a change, a decrease of 0.4 MPa relative to the initial 
pressure (nominal) within the first t = 100.0 s and a gradual increase up to 15.45 MPa at the end of the 
transient. From Fig. 59 and Fig. 60 it can be seen that the total power, reactivity, Doppler temperature, 
and the moderator temperature and density of the core predicted by CBY/SCF are consistent to each 
other. The core average moderator temperature increases during the first t = 50.0 s due to the switch-
off of the MCP-1, ameliorating the moderation of neutrons in the core. This leads to the power de-
crease and hence the reduction of the Doppler temperature. The initial decrease of the total reactivity 
(Fig. 60 (a)) is caused by the insertion of the CR bank # 10. At around t = 200.0 s a smaller reactivity 
increase is experienced due to the extraction of the CR banks # 9 and # 10. 
 
Fig. 59. Ptot, reactivity and TDopp evolution for the transient analysis of the Kalinin-3 benchmark. 
 
inTT

  . (7.2) 
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In addition to the power evolution, the evolution of other parameters such as total reactivity (Fig. 60 
(a)) and TH parameters such as core avg. fuel Doppler temperature (Fig. 60 (c)), core average modera-
tor temperature and density (Fig. 60 (b)), and maximal Doppler temperature (Fig. 60 (d)) are shown. 
 
Fig. 60. Total reactivity (a), core avg. Tmod and Dmod (b), core avg. TDopp (c) and maximal TDopp (d) for the 
transient analysis of the Kalinin-3 benchmark. 
 
Due to the rapid reduction of mass flow rate at the beginning of the transient the core inlet temperature 
experience an increase of about T = 2.0 K (leading to a negative reactivity insertion of about 5.0 pcm). 
A local sector of the core suffers a decrease in the inlet temperature of about T = 1.0 K compared to 
the rest of the core. This non-symmetrical cool down is the reason for the non-symmetrical reactivity 
feedback and radial power distribution in the core. 
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7.3 Code –to-Code validation of the coupled COBAYA3/SUBCHANFLOW hybrid 
solution 
 
7.3.1 Introductory remarks 
 
A new hybrid solution was implemented in CBY/SCF within the NURESIM platform. The code will 
be applied to analyze the stationary condition of the PWR MOX/UO2 core. This problem was defined 
to verify the accuracy of the hybrid solution of CBY/SCF by comparing it with the core simulations 
obtained with the coupled codes ANDES/CTF (nodal solution) and with COBAYA3k/CTF (full core 
PBP solution) [Jimenez01]. The advantage of this benchmark is that XSs at nodal level and pin level 
for eight energy groups exist and hence it represents the only benchmark allowing a verification and 
assessment of the quality of the hybrid scheme developed. The main objectives of these investigations 
are: 
 
1. Verification of the correct implementation of the hybrid approach inside the NURESIM plat-
form. 
2. Verification of the SCF pre-processor capabilities to automatically generate the necessary TH 
model combining FA- with sub-channel-based radial discretizations of SCF needed for hybrid 
solutions. 
3. Verification of the hybrid mesh creation of the N domain (CBY) and the proper handling of 
feedback parameters for hybrid solutions, e.g. the power field at nodal and cell level. 
4. Verification of the information exchange (stored in the mesh fields) between the TH and N do-
mains for hybrid schemes. 
5. Demonstration of the new capability of CBY/SCF to predict local safety parameters using the 
hybrid solution approach within the NURESIM platform. 
 
7.3.2 Description of the scenario and boundary conditions 
A PWR MOX/UO2 core will be investigated, which material and geometrical data as well as opera-
tional conditions correspond to the ones described in [Downar06]. The reactor core state is derived 
from the transient solution obtained in Chapter 7.1.1, where it is assumed that the reactor core reaches 
stability after the REA at the simulation time of t = 1.0 s, see Fig. 41. Around this time the PWR core 
has a core power of Ptot = 580.0 MW (16.2 % of the nominal power). The core TH conditions for this 
analysis are given in Table 30. 
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Table 30. Operating conditions at HP for the 3D full core hybrid model. 
Parameter Value  
Inlet temperature K 560.0 
Core thermal power MW 580.0 
Outlet pressure MPa 15.5 
Core mass flow rate kg/s 15849.4 
Boron concentration ppm 1343.5 
 
7.3.3 Description of the models used and simulations 
 
For the hybrid simulation of this problem with CBY/SCF, the core was axially divided in twenty equi-
distant nodes in both CBY and SCF. In addition, the reactor core was modeled as follows: 
 
1. N code (CBY): The nodal and cell homogenized cross sections needed for the CBY/SCF hy-
brid simulations were also taken from the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark, (including data for 
two and eight energy groups). The whole N core model includes one hybrid FA with reflective 
BCs in the radial and axial direction. The Doppler temperature is calculated according to eq. 
(7.1). Two approaches for the level of discretization (nodal and cell) are described hereafter. 
 
a. Nodal base approach: Includes 193 FAs (N nodes). 
b. Cell base approach: Includes one FA located at the ejected CR position represented by 
289 cells. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 5.2 (extension applied to CBY for hybrid analysis), for performing 
hybrid solutions the N nodes are forced to be divided in quarters, leading to four sub-domains 
per FA. Hence, the number of neutronic nodes increases substantially and the total number of 
nodes/cells for the N hybrid solution is a result of the following relation, 
 
Total elements (4 nodes per FA) = (total nodes in one plane) x 4 x (total axial levels) x 2, 
(193 x 4 + (17 x 17 x 1)) x 20 x 2 = 42440. 
 
 
 
 
 
Nodal based FAs 1 hybrid FA 
Total number of 
cells in 1 FA 
Axial division per node 
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2. TH code (SCF): The cross flow resistance factor between channel/channel, channel/sub-
channel, and sub-channel/sub-channel was selected to be 0.7. For the radial discretization two 
approaches (channel and sub-channel) are needed and described hereafter. 
 
a. Channel base approach: This average approach includes 192 FAs represented by 192 
parallel channels. 
b. Sub-channel base approach: One FA located at the ejected CR position represented by 
289 sub-channels. 
 
Differently from the N domain, for the TH the number of channels and sub-channels imple-
mented in SCF for the hybrid solution is a result of the following relation, 
 
Total elements (rod centered discretization) = (total rods in one plane) x (total axial levels), 
(192 + (17 x 17 x 1)) x 20 = 9620. 
 
 
 
 
 
Summarizing, the core is modeled with 192 nodal base FA and one PBP FA placed at the location 
where the maximum power is expected. 
 
The PWR problem was investigated with CBY/SCF using the hybrid solution approach and using the 
core discretization presented before. For the stead state simulations the following convergence criteria 
were used: ANDES and COBAYA3k, 10.0-6 (value defined for the flux difference between two con-
secutive PBP iterations, as discussed in Chapter 5.2), for the total power and keff, εN = 1.0-5, and for the 
TH parameters: εT = 1.0-4. By considering these convergence criteria, the hybrid solution requires a 
maximum number of six nodal-local iterations and eleven N-TH iterations to satisfy the selected con-
vergence criteria. 
7.3.4 Verification of the mesh and field for the hybrid structures 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 6.1.1 (Fig. 28) the coupling between the N and TH domains is based on the 
mesh superposition and data exchange using the MED format (fields). Verifying that the N hybrid 
mesh has been successfully created is necessary for setting the power distribution coming from CBY 
into the power field. In Fig. 61 (a) the automatically generated hybrid mesh of the PWR core together 
(193 channels) – (1 hybrid channel) =  
192 parallel channels (FAs) 
1 hybrid FA Total number of sub-
channels in 1 FA 
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with the numbering of the FAs indicating the position of the “hybrid FA” is shown (Fig. 61 (b)). This 
meshing was created in SALOME and is the basis for the feedback exchange between the domains. 
 
To generate the N mesh, CBY makes use of special subroutines in charge of building a new mesh 
based on a previously defined mesh. In other words, SCF creates its mesh first and CBY uses it to 
generate the corresponding MED files, which will be used by the solver ANDES (nodal) and 
COBAYA3k (cell) to set the 3D power distribution. Special care is needed to set the feedbacks in the 
correct N solver, where nodal powers go to the N nodes and pin powers to the N cells. The structures 
(e.g. fuel rods) and meshes are ready to build the necessary fields for the data storage and information 
flow between CBY and SCF. After the first N – TH iteration, power fields and TH fields are created 
and the feedback parameters are stored. The mapping node/channel and cell/sub-channel is done 
through a one to one mapping philosophy. 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Fig. 61. Generated hybrid mesh for CBY based on the TH (SCF) mesh. 
For exemplification, in Fig. 62 the explicit hybrid coupling approach between CBY and SCF imple-
mented in SALOME is depicted. There, the hybrid 3D normalized power field for the N domain 
(CBY) and the 3D density field of the TH domain (SCF) are shown (only half of the axial core). The 
iterative process follows the steps listed below. 
 
1. CBY performs its N solution. 
2. The power field is updated with the new 3D power distribution. 
3. SCF obtains the power feedback from the MED file. 
4. SCF performs its TH solution. 
5. The TH fields (TDopp, Tmod, Dmod, Bppm) are updated with the new TH parameters. 
6. CBY obtains the TH feedback from the MED fields. 
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Fig. 62. Hybrid coupled solution scheme inside SALOME using hybrid fields. 
 
7.3.5 Selected results of the CBY/SCF hybrid steady state solution 
 
First of all, in Table 31 selected parameters predicted by the CBY/SCF hybrid solution are compared 
to the full nodal solution of ANDES/CTF and to the full PBP solution obtained by COBAYA3k/CTF. 
There, the needed calculation time of each code is also presented. 
 
Table 31. Main results for the 3D full core HP hybrid model. 
Parameter  ANDES/CTF COBAYA3k/CTF CBY/SCF 
  NODAL PBP Hybrid 
keff  1.00170 0.99982 1.00174 
Fxy  3.742 3.807 4.049 
Fz  1.468 1.486 1.465 
Fq  5.759 5.927 5.872 
A.O. % -6.17 -6.07 -4.22 
TDopp (avg.) K 598.9 598.9 598.8 
TDopp (max.) K 812.5 867.7 960.4 
TCL (hottest rod) K 1090.2 1238.4 1441.2 
Dmod (avg.) kg/m3 0.7456 0.7456 0.7450 
Total calculation time  1.0 h 3.0 min 1.0 d 13.0 h 16.0 min 4.0 h 48.0 min 
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From this comparison several conclusions can be drawn: 
 
1) The global parameter keff of the three solutions are close to each other. Between the full PBP 
solution and the hybrid solution there is a difference of 192.0 pcm. 
2) Bigger differences are found in the Doppler temperature (and fuel pellet center line tempera-
ture). The hybrid model is overestimating the maximum cladding temperature predicted by the 
full PBP solution by approximately 200.0 K. Similarly, it predicts a higher Doppler tempera-
ture (92.7 K) as compared to the one of the full PBP. The reasons for these deviations are at-
tributed to several parameters, listed hereafter. 
a. Geometrical parameters and differences in the TH models used for the hybrid FA and 
full PBP solution. 
b. Reduce of accuracy for the feedback method exchange using the MED memory. 
c. Discrepancies in the N solution at nodal and cell level in the hybrid method. Errors 
may add up to larger values. 
d. Refinement level is limited to the TH solution (mesh dependency). 
 
In Fig. 63 (a) the Doppler temperature of the fuel rod number 416 predicted by the CBY/SCF hybrid 
approach is compared to the Doppler temperature of the fuel assembly 159 predicted by the nodal 
solution and to the core averaged Doppler temperature. This shows the capability of the CBY/SCF 
hybrid approach to predict not only the FA with the highest power but also the hottest fuel pin. In Fig. 
63 (b), the radial distribution of the fuel rod temperature predicted for the hottest pin by the CBY/SCF 
hybrid approach is compared to the one of the fuel assembly 159 (neighboring FA of the hybrid one 
calculated according to the nodal approach). Is advisable to analyze Fig. 63 (a, b) and refer to the val-
ues given previously in Table 31. 
 
Fig. 63. Axial shape of the Doppler temperature (a) and fuel pellet radial temperature profile (b). 
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Similar to the previous figure, local safety parameters which include the inner and outer cladding tem-
perature are plotted Fig. 64. 
Fig. 64. Axial shape of the Doppler temperature (a) and fuel pellet radial temperature profile (b). 
 
The Fig. 65 represents 2D normalized radial FA power for the core quarter where the “hybrid FA” is 
located (orange section in Fig. 61 (b)). This normalized power distribution predicted by CBY/SCF 
hybrid approach is compared to the 2D normalized power distribution calculated by the PBP approach. 
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Fig. 65. Comparison of the FA base normalized 2D power distribution of one fourth of the core ac-
cording to the benchmark specifications for the PBP computation and the hybrid CBY/SCF simula-
tion. 
y 
x 
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The maximum error found for the nodal parameters between the PBP and the hybrid solution amounts 
to 4.24%, while the reduction of computational time is of t = 32.0 hours. This error is found at the 
location of the “hybrid FA” (assembly of interest) where the CR is ejected, as seen in Fig. 65-D4). In 
Fig. 66, Fig. 67 and Fig. 68 the isometric top view, the isometric bottom view and the 2D top view of 
the errors in the pin power prediction for the “hybrid FA” between the CBY/SCF hybrid solution and 
the full PBP solution (reference) are exhibited. The comparison of the pin power predicted by 
CBY/SCF hybrid approach and the PBP solution obtained for the assembly of interest (Fig. 65-D4), 
shows that the maximal relative error in the 2D normalized radial power distribution is 3.85%. This 
error represents the accuracy of the hybrid solution with respect to the PBP solution and is calculated 
as explained in Chapter 5.2.1, Fig. 24. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 66. Hybrid FA: Percent error between the PBP (reference) and the hybrid solution (isometric top 
view of the FA). 
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Fig. 67. Hybrid FA: Percent error between the PBP (reference) and the hybrid solution (isometric 
bottom view of the FA). 
 
 
 
Fig. 68. Hybrid FA: Percent error between the PBP (reference) and the hybrid solution (2D top view 
of the FA). 
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As can be seen in Fig. 69, the “hybrid FA” is surrounded by two MOX assemblies (C3, E5) and six 
UOX assemblies (C4, C5, D3, D5, E3 and E4) with different enrichment and burn-up. Strong discrep-
ancies between the PBP and the hybrid approaches are located at the boundaries of the “hybrid FA”. In 
Fig. 68 is illustrated that the edges on the top-left and bottom-right experience a higher deviation from 
the PBP solution (reference). The reason of this is that MOX FAs are located at these boundaries (cor-
ners). For example, the delay neutron fraction for MOX FAs is greater than the one of a UOX FA and 
therefore large discontinuities are found on the limits with MOX FAs. This effect is more pronounced 
when passing the BCs from a nodal based FA simulation (MOX FA) to a pin based FA simulation 
(UOX hybrid FA) and vice versa. Further studies are needed to investigate the influence of different 
transverse leakage interpolations in connection with the implementation of the hybrid solution. 
 
 
Fig. 69. Configuration of the fuel assemblies surrounding the hybrid (central) assembly. 
 
 
In Fig. 70 the radial coolant temperature at the core elevation with the highest axial temperature peak 
as predicted by the CBY/SCF hybrid solution is shown.  It clearly demonstrates the new capabilities of 
the CBY/SCF hybrid approach that allow the direct prediction of local safety parameters at pin level 
(the FA of interest). In addition, this graph was created using the powerful post-procession capability 
of the NURESIM platform, where all the simulation data are stored in fields attached to meshes of the 
different domains (MED format). 
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Fig. 70. Coolant temperature at the core exit predicted by the hybrid scheme CBY/SCF. 
 
Finally it can be concluded that the main advantage of the hybrid N/TH approach implemented in 
CBY/SCF is the direct prediction of local safety parameters, e.g. maximal cladding temperature or 
maximal fuel temperature in the core region of interest. Due to the combination of a nodal and cell 
solution, the core behavior under transient conditions can be described in a multi-scale spatial ap-
proach with one simulation. In addition, the computing time is very important for industrial-like simu-
lations of whole cores to predict safety parameters. In this sense, the use of the hybrid approach leads 
to a reduction of the computing time from about one and a half day (PBP solution) to about five hours 
(CBY/SCF hybrid). This is a very attractive aspect considering that there are still potentials to speed-
up the neutronic solvers. Potential applications of this methodology are e.g. control rod ejection acci-
dents (REA), MSLB, ATWS, etc. However, extensions of the hybrid solution to time dependent prob-
lems are still necessary to fully take advantage of it in industrial relevant safety analysis. 
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8 Summary and conclusions 
This dissertation contributes to the further development of the multi-physics and multi-scale European 
Platform for nuclear reactor simulations, named NURESIM, in the following specific areas: 
 
1. Extension of the NURESIM platform by the fully implementation of a thermal-hydraulic sub-
channel code named SUBCHANFLOW. 
2. Implementation of both a steady state and transient coupling scheme between 
SUBCHANFLOW and the neutronics code COBAYA3 for the analysis of nuclear reactor 
cores for both square and hexagonal fuel assemblies at nodal level. This is done making use of 
the platform’s functionalities such as mesh superposition and automatic interpolation for the 
involved domains. 
3. Implementation of a steady state and transient coupling scheme between SUBCHANFLOW 
and COBAYA3 for pin-wise solutions of PWR cores with square fuel assemblies. 
4. Informatic developments for the platform in order to visualize the meshes (of the different do-
mains involved in the coupling) as well as to facilitate the online visualization of the simula-
tion’s results of the developed coupled codes inside SALOME. 
5. Extension of SUBCHANFLOW for hybrid solutions (steady state and transient). This goal in-
volved the development of a pre-processor used for input deck generation of big problems. 
6. Extension of COBAYA3 for hybrid solutions (steady state) including the extensions needed for 
the automatic mesh generation of the neutronic domain in a multi-scale approach (nodal and 
cell wise). 
7. Development and implementation of coupling schemes between the extended codes COBAYA3 
and SUBCHANFLOW for hybrid solutions of reactor cores at stationary conditions inside the 
platform. 
 
Moreover, substantial contributions were undertake for the testing, verification and validation of the 
developed coupled schemes by both code-to-code comparison or by code-to-data comparison when 
data was available. The objective was to increase the confidence in the coupled codes for the analysis 
of reactor core accidental scenarios that are important to assess the safety of nuclear power plants. 
These contributions are concentrated in the following topics: 
 
1. Verification of the implementation of SUBCHANFLOW in the NURESIM platform and its 
coupling with COBAYA3 by the analysis of the NEABEN LWR core transient benchmark. 
2. Verification of the stand alone hybrid solution capability of the codes SUBCHANFLOW and 
COBAYA3 for steady state simulations. 
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3. Validation of the nodal coupling scheme between COBAYA3 and SUBCHANFLOW using dif-
ferent benchmark problems. For square fuel assemblies (code-to-code comparison) the follow-
ing benchmarks were analyzed: PWR MOX/UO2 core transient benchmark, PWR TMI-1 
MSLB benchmark and PWR MOX/UO2 boron dilution simulation. 
 
The third benchmark was also used for the validation of the boron dilution transport model imple-
mented in SUBCHANFLOW. For hexagonal fuel assemblies (code-to-data comparison) plant data 
measured in the VVER type plant Kalinin-3 was used to validate the prediction capabilities of 
COBAYA3/SUBCHANFLOW. Moreover, the validation of the COBAYA3/SUBCHANFLOW hy-
brid solution was done by a code-to-code comparison based on the steady state problem for PWR core 
derived from the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark. 
 
Based on the extensive validation work listed above it can be stated that the prediction capability of 
the new coupled code based on both the nodal/cell level and the hybrid approach has been successfully 
demonstrated. In addition, the new functionalities of the NURESIM platform were tested and used in 
the frame of the developments done in this dissertation. Despite the few bugs related to the interpola-
tion tool for hexagonal geometries, the coupling scheme performs as expected. To overcome these 
bugs, alternative solutions were developed and implemented so that the coupled code 
COBAYA3/SUBCHANFLOW could be applied to simulate cores with hexagonal fuel assemblies. 
This alternative solution was based on the direct mapping between the neutronic and thermal-
hydraulic domains facilitating the realization of a consistent coupling which bypassed the standard 
interpolation tool. 
 
With respect to the development of accurate multi-scale multi-physics methods a coupled scheme be-
tween a 3D neutron diffusion reactor dynamic code and a sub-channel base thermal-hydraulic code, 
both which interact inside the NURISP platform, is presented. The advantages for this revolutionary 
scheme includes the use of improved neutron diffusion for reactor dynamic solutions and precise nod-
al/channel (hexagonal and square geometries) and cell/sub-channel (square geometries) base analysis 
of LWRs. It also include extensions for hybrid solutions (non-conform geometries), accurate boron 
transport schemes, geometrical flexibility in terms of radial and axial discretizations, simplification of 
code input deck generation by the use of a pre-processor and optimization of the coupled solution. 
Ultimately, the coupling scheme between the reactor dynamic code COBAYA3 and the thermal-
hydraulic code SUBCHANFLOW promises substantial advances in the prediction of local safety pa-
rameters. This coupled solution is suited for LWR transients where there is a strong coupling between 
neutronics and thermal-hydraulics. 
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9 Outlook 
Despite the described extensions, developments and implementations performed in the frame of this 
dissertation, there are still many areas where future efforts should be concentrated. These efforts for 
improving the work done are listed hereafter: 
 
Developments related to the core simulator COBAYA3: 
 
1. Improvement in COBAYA3 to perform consecutive iterations over one time step (for transient 
analysis), leading to the development of fully implicit coupling schemes inside the SALOME 
platform. 
2. Exploit the parallel capabilities of COBAYA3 (in SALOME) to accelerate the solution. 
3. Verification and validation of the dynamic selection for the hybrid assembly (ies). 
4. Extension of the hybrid scheme to time dependence safety-relevant solutions. 
5. Developments in COBAYA3 to create hybrid meshes based on its own input. 
  
Developments related to the thermal-hydraulic code SUBCHANFLOW: 
 
1. Extension of the SUBCHANFLOW pre-processor for pin-by-pin hexagonal geometries. 
2. Extensions of the SUBCHANFLOW pre-processor to account for bypass channels of BWR fuel 
assemblies (this includes the creation of thermal connection tables for SUBCHANFLOW be-
tween assembly cases and by-pass channels and proper handling of the bypass intersection 
sub-channels). 
3. Automatic adjustment of the minimum axial flow iterations (thermal-hydraulics) for smooth 
transients. 
4. Automatic adjustment of the solution method in case of strong density gradients (use of incom-
pressible flow instead of weakly compressible flow). 
 
Developments related to the SALOME wrapping (directly or indirectly): 
 
1. Integration of the SUBCHANFLOW pre-processor inside the SALOME platform as a black 
box of the component SUBCHANFLOW. This is absolutely necessary in case of dynamic 
search of hybrid assemblies for coupled solutions. 
2. Testing and further verification and validation of the already integrated structural and fluid 
meshes for SUBCHANFLOW (for hexagonal and square geometries). This will avoid the 
forced usage of rod center discretizations for PBP or hybrid assemblies, leading to faster con-
vergence. 
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3. Independent mesh generation and field handling for SUBCHANFLOW. 
4. Exploit the parallel capabilities of the SALOME platform. 
 
Developments related to the code coupling inside SALOME: 
 
1. Modification of the wrapping in order to be able to run in the next version of SALOME, V-6. 
2. Use of the new interpolation tool: MED_REMAPER. 
3. Examine in detail BWRs and their corresponding transients (void feedback already implement-
ed for COBAYA3 and SUBCHANFLOW, verification and validation needed). 
4. Extensive testing of the steady sate hybrid scheme by modeling mini-cores and full cores with 
different boundary conditions. 
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Nomenclature 
 
Symbol Definition Units 
   
Ai : Cross sectional surface area (sub-channel i at axial level  ) [m2] 
Az    : Cross sectional surface area at axial level z.  [m2] 
Bppm : Boron concentration.  [ppm] 
Cp : Specific heat capacity (general). [J/(kg ּ◌K)] 
 TrCp ,  : Specific heat capacity, function of space and temperature. [J/(kg ּ◌K)] 
C  
: Thermal conductivity related to gap τ. [W/(m ּ◌K)]] 
ijC ,  
: Thermal conductivity through gap τ (sub-channel i and axial level j). [W/(m ּ◌K)]] 
Dg  : Diffusion coefficient. [cm] 
Dh : Hydraulic diameter. [m] 
Dmod  : Coolant density.   [kg/m3] 
dij : Distance between sub-channel centroids (pin distance). [m] 
E : Energy group (E  E’). [eV] 
E’ : Energy group (E’ E). [eV] 
ie

 
: Normalized transverse flow direction. [-] 
Fin : Avg. force per unit length (fluid on the solid) in n = x or z. [N] 
Fp : Prompt fission source. [-] 
Fq
   : Nodal peaking factor.   [-] 
wkF

 
: Net shear force at fixed wall boundary.  [N = kgm/s2] 
Fxy : Normalized radial peaking factor.  [-] 
Fz : Normalized axial peaking factor. [-] 
f   : Single phase friction coefficient.   [-] 
Tf   : Lateral turbulent momentum balance factor. [-] 
Gn : Mass flux for n = i or at axial level n = . [kg/m2] 
g : Neutronic energy group index (g  y). [-] 
g  : Gravitational constant.  [m/s
2] 
H : Energy index (for reference). [-] 
hgap : Heat transfer coefficient related to the gap. [W/(m2 ּ◌K)] 
hi : Enthalpy of the mixture for sub-channel i at axial level . [J/kg] 
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Symbol Definition Units 
   
n
ih   
: Enthalpy of the mixture at previous time step.  [J/kg] 
kh´  
: Enthalpy (for phase k*) . [J/kg] 
hn : Enthalpy of the phase n = liquid or vapor. [J/kg] 
hmix : Enthalpy of the mixture. [J/kg] 
nh  
: Enthalpy for sub-channel n = i or axial level n = j. [J/kg] 
h*   : Characteristic enthalpy related to nijW
* .  [J/kg] 
*
kjh  
: Gap characteristic enthalpy.   [J/kg] 
skh 

 
: Stagnation enthalpy (for phase k*).   [J/kg] 
h  
: Heat transfer coefficient related to gap τ (general).  [W/(m2 ּ◌K)] 
h  : Heat transfer coefficient related to gap τ and axial level .  [W/(m
2 ּ◌K)] 
i    : Current thermal-hydraulic sub-channel.  [-] 
J : Total number of neighbouring sub-channels. [-] 
Jg  : Neutronic current.  [n/(cm
2 ּ◌eV ּ◌s)
] 
j    : Neighbouring sub-channel for sub-channel i.  [-] 
K  : Pressure loss coefficient for spacer grids.   [-] 
KG : Lateral gap pressure loss coefficient .  [-] 
k : Neighbouring sub-channel for sub-channel j.  [-] 
k* : Coolant phase (liquid or vapor). [-] 
 Trk ,  : Thermal conductivity as a function of space and temperature. [W/(m ּ◌K)] 
keff : Multiplication factor (Eigenvalue). [-] 
kij  : Thermal conductivity between sub-channel i and sub-channel j. [W/(m ּ◌K)]
lτ  : Distance between neighboring sub-channels.  [m]
 
M : Momentum index (for reference). [-] 
im     : Axial mass flow rate for sub-channel i.   [kg/s] 
inm     : Mass flow rate at the reactor core inlet.   [kg/s] 
im  : Axial mass flow rate for sub-channel i and axial level .  [kg/s] 
n
im   : Axial mass flow rate at previous time step. [kg/s] 
km    : Axial mass flow rate (for phase k
*).   [kg/s] 
N : Atom density of the material. [atoms/cm3] 
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n   : Subscript referring to a time step. [-] 
Symbol Definition Units 
   
zn

 
: Normal vector in flow direction.  [-] 
Pab  : Power after burst. 
 [W] 
Pi
   : Pressure of current sub-channel i. [Pa] 
Pi
  : Pressure of sub-channel i and axial level . [Pa] 
Pin  : Pressure at the core inlet. [Pa]
 
kp  
: Pressure (for phase k*). [Pa] 
Pout  : Pressure at the core outlet. [Pa]
 
Prod  : Power released by a fuel rod. [W]
 
Pr   : Heated perimeter.    [m]
 
Ptot  : Total power (thermal power). [W] 
Pw : Wall wetted perimeter.  [m] 
Pτ : Pressure at gap τ and specific axial level . [Pa] 

sk
Q    
: Rate of volumetric heat generation (for phase k*).   [W/m3] 
qij
  : Linear heat rate from sub-channel i to sub-channel j.    [W/m] 
qjk : Linear heat rate from sub-channel j to sub-channel k.   [W/m] 
iq  : Sub-channel i linear heat rate generation. [W/m] 
'
rq  
: Linear heat rate from pin to coolant at axial level .     [W/m] 
ijq   : Surface heat flux at the wall.   [W/m
2] 
"
rq  
: Surface heat flux from pin to coolant.   [W/m2] 
wkq  : Surface heat flux at the wall (for phase k
*).   [W/m2] 
q   : Heat transfer from rod to bulk fluid.   [W/m
2] 
 trq ,   : Volumetric heat flux as a function of space and time.  [W/m3]
kq  : Volumetric heat flux (for phase k
*).   [W/m3] 
r    : Index of pin rod.  [-] 
r   : Position vector. 
 [m] 
rQ
   : Total power directly released in the coolant. [W] 
S : External neutron sources. [n] 
Sd : Delay neutron source. [n] 
y
ijS    
: Gap between rods along the “y” direction.   [m] 
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S  : Gap width.   [m] 
Symbol Definition Units 
   
T : Temperature (general). [K] 
 trT ,  : Temperature as a function of space and time. [K] 
TCL : Pellet center line temperature (maximum fuel temperature). [K] 
TDopp  : Doppler temperature. [K]
 
Ti : Coolant temperature of sub-channel i [K] 
Tin  : Core inlet temperature . [K]
 
Ti : Coolant temperature (sub-channel I, axial level j). [K]
 
n
iT  
: Coolant temperature (sub-channel I, axial level j) at previous time step. [K] 
Tj : Coolant temperature of sub-channel j. [K] 
Tk : Coolant temperature of sub-channel k. [K] 
Tmod  : Coolant temperature.  [K]
 
NT   
: Temperature used by the neutronics.  [K] 
N
avgT .   
: Average temperature used for the neutronics hybrid analysis.  [K] 
TS : Pellet surface temperature. [K] 
THT   
: Temperature used by the thermal-hydraulics.  [K] 
Twall : Wall temperature. 
 [K] 
t   : Time.  
 [s] 
tn  : Time step index. 
 [-] 
tstep : Time step size. [s] 
ttotal : Total simulation time. [s] 
*
ijU  
: Effective velocity related to the cross flow. [m/s] 
'
iU   
: Effective velocity for sub-channel i and axial level .   [m/s] 
n
iU
'
   
: Effective velocity at previous time step.   [m/s] 
'
U  
: Dynamic velocity.  [m/s] 
ku

  
: Stagnation energy (for phase k). [J] 
V   : Volume.    [m
3] 
v : Flow velocity (general). [m/s] 
v
in : Core inlet flow velocity. [m/s] 
nv  
: Flow velocity for sub-channel n = i or j, or axial level n = z. [m/s] 
*
nv  : Characteristic velocity in direction n=z or x related to 
n
ijW
*
 
[m/s] 
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'*v   
: Specific volume. [m
3/kg] 
Symbol Definition Units 
   
Wg : Neutronic width of the nodes. [m] 
Wij : Diverse cross flow from sub-channel i to j. [kg/s] 
n
ijW
*   
: n parameter transfer from i to j. [kg/(m ּ◌s)] 
nW   
: Transverse mass flow at previous time step. [kg/(m ּ◌s)] 
w  
: Transverse mass flow due to pressure gradients at current time step. [kg/s] 
nw  
: Transverse mass flow due to pressure gradients at previous time step. [kg/s] 
'w   
: Cross flow due to mixing. [kg/(m ּ◌s)] 
Xn : General parameter at current iteration number n. [-] 
Xn-1 : General parameter at previous iteration number n-1. [-] 
x  : Flow quality.  [-] 
y : Neutronic energy group index (y  g) [-] 
z   : Maximum (top) axial level. [-] 
                            
Greek symbols 
 
Symbol Definition Units 
   
      : Void fraction.  [-]  ji,    : Void fraction of sub-channel i and axial level j. [-] 
  : Delayed neutron fraction. [-] 
 i  : Mixing coefficient between i and j. [-] 
k     : Mass exchange rate.  [kg/(m
3 ּ◌s)] 
t  : Differential time. [s] 
X    : Differential length between axial nodes . [m] 
'x    : Transverse length (distance between rods). [m] 
N  : Convergence criteria related to neutronic parameters. [-] 
T  : Convergence criteria related to the thermal hydraulic parameters. [-] 
X  : Convergence criteria related to an X general parameter. [-] 
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     : Axial level used for the thermal hydraulic discretization.  [W] 
Symbol Definition Units 
   
   : Channel inclination relevant to the vertical.   [rad] 
  : Relaxation factor for feedback management. [-] 
   : Total fission yield. [-] 
zk     : Mass velocity.    [m/s] 
     : Viscous dissipation term.  [W] 
  : Reactivity. [$] 
 zi,     : Density for sub-channel i at axial level z. [kg/m3] 
 Tr ,     : Density as a function of space and temperature.  [kg/m3] 
i     : Density related to sub-channel i.  [kg/m
3] 
i   : Density of the mixture at current time step.   [kg/m
3] 
n
i  : Density of the mixture at previous time step. [kg/m
3] 
i     : Effective density.  [kg/m
3] 
n
i      : Effective density at previous time step.  [kg/m
3] 
k  : Density (for phase k
*).   [kg/m3] 
n    : Vapor density of phase n = liquid (l) or vapor (v).   [kg/m
3] 
st    : Vapor density at saturation temperature.   [kg/m
3] 
ga ,  : Macroscopic absorption cross section.   [1/cm] 
f   : Macroscopic fission cross section.   [1/cm] 
yf ,   : Macroscopic fission cross section (group y).   [1/cm] 
gs ,  : Macroscopic absorption cross section (group g).   [1/cm] 
ygs  ,   : Macroscopic scattering cross section (from g to y). [1/cm] 
gys  ,   : Macroscopic scattering cross section (from y to g). [1/cm] 
a   : Microscopic absorption cross section.   [1/cm] 
ga,   : Microscopic absorption cross section (group g). [1/cm] 
f   : Microscopic fission cross section.   [1/cm] 
s   : Microscopic scattering cross section.   [1/cm] 
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τ : Index of gaps between sub-channels. [-] 
   : Two phase flow multiplier.  [-] 
Symbol Definition Units 
   
  : Flux limiter. [-] 
 tEr ,,   : Neutron flux as function of space, energy and time. [n/(cm2 ּ◌eV ּ◌s)
] 
g  : Neutron flux related to energy group g. [n/(cm
2 ּ◌eV ּ◌s)
] 
s
g  : Average nodal flux. [n/( ּ◌eV ּ◌s)] 
ir  : Heated perimeter fraction for a specific sub-channel.  [-] 
y  : Neutron flux related to energy group y. [n/(cm
2 ּ◌eV ּ◌s)
] 
 Edk  : Delay neutron emission spectra as function of energy.  [eV-1] 
g  : Fraction of neutrons produced by fission.  [-] 
p  : Neutrons precursor’s spectra.  [-] 
  : Neutron angular dependence. [rad] 
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Appendix A: Details on the models used for the validation 
process 
 
The following tables show in a condensed manner, more details on the modeling implemented to CBY 
and SCF for the simulations found in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. This could be used a useful guide if similar 
benchmarks or exercises are modeled with other coupled codes. 
 
Simulation of hybrid schemes (independent N and TH) – Chapter 5.1.1, 5.2.1 
 
Table 32. Modeling parameters for the hybrid models (independent CBY and SCF). 
Neutronics CBY (mini-core) Thermal-hydraulics SCF (mini-core) 
Axial levels                 [-] 20 even Axial levels                         [-] 20 even 
Fuel assemblies           [-] 9 nodes Fuel assemblies                   [-] 9 parallel channels 
Assemblies to control [-] 0 Assembly pitch                  [m] 0.2142 
Radial nodalization     [-] 4 nodes/FA Cross flow factor                 [-] 0.5 
Radial reflector           [-] Void TH properties                      [-] From SCF 
Axial reflector             [-] Void Gap conductance   [W/( m2K)] 10,000.0 
Damping factor           [-] 0.7 Fuel rod nodalization          [-] 10 
Feedback                     [-] 
modmod ,, TTDoppler  Channel/sub-channel area [m2]         2.59e-2 / 9.277e-5 
Time step                    [s] 0.0 Wetted perimeter              [m2] 8.54 / 2.87e-2 
Energy groups             [-] 8 Heated perimeter              [m2] 7.60 / 2.87e-2 
Delay neutron groups [-] 6 Rod out diameter              [m] 9.166e-3 
Bottom refl. Width  [cm] 21.57 Fuel diameter                    [m] 7.902e-3 
Upper refl. Width    [cm] 21.57 Clad thickness                   [m] 0.573e-3 
Total power           [MW] 166.24 Total power                   [MW] 100.0 
Mass flow rate      [kg/s] 739.08 Mass flow rate               [kg/s] 739.08 
Inlet temperature      [K] 560.0 Inlet temperature               [K] 562.99 
Outlet pressure     [MPa] 15.4 Outlet pressure              [MPa] 15.4 
 
 
Simulation of hybrid schemes (full 3D PWR core) – Chapter 5.1.1, 5.2.1 
 
Table 33. Modeling parameters for the hybrid models (independent CBY and SCF). 
Neutronics CBY (full 3D PWR MOX/UO2 core) 
Axial levels                 [-] 20 even Energy groups             [-] 8 
Fuel assemblies           [-] 193 nodes Delay neutron groups [-] 6 
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Table 33 (continued)    
Assemblies to control [-] 0 Bottom refl. Width  [cm] 21.42 
Radial nodalization     [-] 4 nodes/FA Upper refl. Width    [cm] 21.42 
Radial reflector           [-] Void Total power           [MW] 3565.0 
Axial reflector             [-] reflective Mass flow rate      [kg/s] 15849.4 
Damping factor           [-] - Inlet temperature      [K] 560.0 
Feedback                     [-] - Outlet pressure     [MPa] 15.5 
 
 
Verification of the PWR NEABEN LWR core transient benchmark – Chapter 6.3 
 
Table 34. Modeling parameters for the NEABEN LWR transient benchmark. 
Neutronics CBY Thermal-hydraulics SCF 
Axial levels                 [-] 16 even Axial levels                         [-] 16 even 
Fuel assemblies           [-] 157 nodes Fuel assemblies                   [-] 157 parallel channels 
Assemblies to control [-] 1 Assembly pitch                  [m] 0.21606 
Radial nodalization     [-] 4 node / FA Cross flow factor                 [-] 0.7  
Radial reflector           [-] Void TH properties                      [-] From benchmark 
Axial reflector             [-] Void Gap conductance   [W/( m2K)] 10,000.0 
Damping factor           [-] 0.7 Fuel rod nodalization          [-] 10 
Feedback                     [-] 
modmod ,, TTDoppler  Channel area                     [m2] 0.024951 
Time step                    [s] 0.001 Wetted perimeter              [m2] 8.856 
Energy groups             [-] 2 Heated perimeter              [m2] 7.893 
Delay neutron groups [-] 6 Rod out diameter              [m] 0.9517e-2 
Bottom refl. width   [cm] 30.1 Fuel diameter                    [m] 8.239e-3 
Upper refl. width     [cm] 30.1 Clad thickness                   [m] 0.573e-3 
 
 
Validation of the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark – Chapter 7.1.1 
 
Table 35. Modeling parameters for the PWR MOX/UO2 benchmark. 
Neutronics CBY Thermal-hydraulics SCF 
Axial levels                 [-] 20 even Axial levels                         [-] 20 even 
Fuel assemblies           [-] 193 nodes Fuel assemblies                   [-] 193 parallel channels 
Assemblies to control [-] 1 Assembly pitch                  [m] 0.2142 
Radial nodalization     [-] 1 node / FA Cross flow factor                 [-] 0.7  
Radial reflector           [-] Void TH properties                      [-] From benchmark 
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Table 35 (continued)    
Neutronics CBY Thermal-hydraulics SCF 
Axial reflector             [-] Void Gap conductance   [W/( m2K)] 10,000.0 
Damping factor           [-] 0.7 Fuel rod nodalization          [-] 10 
Feedback                     [-] 
modmod ,, TTDoppler  Channel area                     [m2] 0.023634 
Time step                    [s] 0.001 Wetted perimeter              [m2] 8.650 
Energy groups             [-] 2 and 8 Heated perimeter              [m2] 8.050 
Delay neutron groups [-] 6 Rod out diameter              [m] 0.9166e-2 
Bottom refl. width   [cm] 21.42 Fuel diameter                    [m] 7.902 
Upper refl. width     [cm] 21.42 Clad thickness                   [m] 0.573e-3 
 
Validation of the TMI-1 MSLB benchmark – Chapter 7.1.2 
 
Table 36. Modeling parameters for the PWR MSLB benchmark. 
Neutronics CBY Thermal-hydraulics SCF 
Axial levels                 [-] 24 uneven Axial levels                         [-] 24 uneven 
Fuel assemblies           [-] 177 nodes Fuel assemblies                   [-] 177 parallel channels 
Assemblies to control [-] 1 Assembly pitch                  [m] 0.21811 
Radial nodalization     [-] 1 node / FA Cross flow factor                 [-] 0.7 
Radial reflector           [-] Void TH properties                      [-] From benchmark 
Axial reflector             [-] Void Gap conductance   [W/( m2K)] 11,356.0 
Damping factor           [-] 0.7 Fuel rod nodalization          [-] 10 
Feedback                     [-] 
modmod ,, TTDoppler  Channel area                     [m2] 2.564 
Time step                    [s] 0.05, 0.04, 0.02 Wetted perimeter              [m2] 7.859 
Energy groups             [-] 2 Heated perimeter              [m2] 7.141 
Delay neutron groups [-] 6 Rod out diameter              [m] 1.0922e-2 
Bottom refl. width   [cm] 21.81 Fuel diameter                    [m] 9.390e-3 
Upper refl. width     [cm] 21.81 Clad thickness                   [m] 0.33655e-3 
 
 
Validation of the PWR MOX/UO2 boron dilution transient mini-core – Chapter 7.1.3.1 
 
Table 37. Modeling parameters for the MOX/UO2 boron dilution (3x3) mini-core. 
Neutronics CBY Thermal-hydraulics SCF 
Axial levels                 [-] 17 even Axial levels                         [-] 17 even 
Fuel assemblies           [-] 9 nodes Fuel assemblies                   [-] 9 parallel channels 
Assemblies to control [-] 0 Assembly pitch                  [m] 0.2142 
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Table 37 (continued)    
Neutronics CBY Thermal-hydraulics SCF 
Radial nodalization     [-] 1 node/FA Cross flow factor                 [-] 0.7 
Radial reflector           [-] Zero flux TH properties                      [-] From benchmark 
Axial reflector             [-] Zero flux Gap conductance   [W/( m2K)] 10,000.0 
Damping factor           [-] 0.7 Fuel rod nodalization          [-] 8 
Feedback                     [-] 
modmod ,, TTDoppler , 
Boron 
Channel area                     [m2] 2.559e-2 
Time step                    [s] 0.01 Wetted perimeter              [m2] 8.549 
Energy groups             [-] 8 Heated perimeter              [m2] 7.602 
Delay neutron groups  [-] 6 Rod out diameter              [m] 0.9166e-2 
Bottom refl. width   [cm] 21.51 Fuel diameter                    [m] 7.902e-3 
Upper refl. width     [cm] 21.51 Clad thickness                   [m] 0.573e-3 
 
 
Validation of the PWR MOX/UO2 boron dilution transient full-core – Chapter 7.1.3.3 
 
Table 38. Modeling parameters for the MOX/UO2 boron dilution 3D full core. 
Neutronics CBY Thermal-hydraulics SCF 
Axial levels                 [-] 17 even Axial levels                         [-] 17 even 
Fuel assemblies           [-] 193 nodes Fuel assemblies                   [-] 193 parallel channels 
Assemblies to control [-] 0 Assembly pitch                  [m] 0.2142 
Radial nodalization     [-] 1 node/FA Cross flow factor                 [-] 0.7 
Radial reflector           [-] Zero flux TH properties                      [-] From benchmark 
Axial reflector             [-] Zero flux Gap conductance   [W/( m2K)] 10,000.0 
Damping factor           [-] 0.7 Fuel rod nodalization          [-] 10 
Feedback                     [-] 
modmod ,, TTDoppler , 
Boron 
Channel area                     [m2] 2.559e-2 
Time step                    [s] 0.01 Wetted perimeter              [m2] 8.549 
Energy groups             [-] 8 Heated perimeter              [m2] 7.602 
Delay neutron groups [-] 6 Rod out diameter               [m] 0.9166e-2 
Bottom refl. width   [cm] 21.51 Fuel diameter                     [m] 7.902e-3 
Upper refl. width     [cm] 21.51 Clad thickness                   [m] 0.573e-3 
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Validation of the KALININ-3 transient benchmark – Chapter 7.2 
 
Table 39. Modeling parameters for the Kalinin-3 cooling transient benchmark. 
Neutronics CBY Thermal-hydraulics SCF 
Axial levels                 [-] 20 even Axial levels                         [-] 20 even 
Fuel assemblies           [-] 163 nodes Fuel assemblies                   [-] 163 parallel channels 
Assemblies to control [-] 2 Assembly pitch                  [m] 0.236 
Radial nodalization     [-] 6 nodes / FA Cross flow factor                 [-] 1.0 
Radial reflector           [-] Zero flux TH properties                      [-] VVER-100CT1 
Axial reflector             [-] Zero flux Gap conductance   [W/( m2K)] 5,000.0 
Damping factor           [-] 0.7 Fuel rod nodalization          [-] 10 
Feedback                     [-] 
modmod ,, TTDoppler  Channel area                     [m2] 2.559e-2 
Time step                    [s] 0.01 Wetted perimeter              [m2] 9.667 
Energy groups             [-] 2 Heated perimeter              [m2] 8.920 
Delay neutron groups  [-] 6 Rod out diameter              [m] 0.91e-2 
Bottom refl. width   [cm] 23.6 Fuel diameter                    [m] 7.56e-3 
Upper refl. width     [cm] 23.6 Clad thickness                   [m] 0.69e-3 
 
Validation of the hybrid coupled scheme (3D PWR MOX/UO2 core) – Chapter 7.3 
 
Table 40. Modeling parameters for the Kalinin-3 cooling transient benchmark. 
Neutronics CBY Thermal-hydraulics SCF 
Axial levels                 [-] 20 even Axial levels                         [-] 20 even 
Fuel assemblies           [-] 193 nodes + 1 hybrid Fuel assemblies                   [-] 481 parallel channels 
Assemblies to control [-] 2 Assembly pitch                  [m] 0.236/1.2e-2 
Radial nodalization     [-] 4 nodes / FA Cross flow factor                 [-] 0.7 
Radial reflector           [-] Void TH properties                      [-] MOX benchmark 
Axial reflector             [-] Void Gap conductance   [W/( m2K)] 10,000.0 
Energy groups             [-] 2 Fuel rod nodalization          [-] 10 
Delay neutron groups  [-] 6 Channel area                     [m2] 2.59e-2/9.27e-5 
Bottom refl. width   [cm] 21.42 Wetted perimeter              [m2] 8.54/2.87e-2 
Upper refl. width     [cm] 21.42 Heated perimeter              [m2] 7.6/2.878e-2 
Total power           [MW] 580.0 Rod out diameter              [m] 0.91e-2 
Mass flow rate      [kg/s] 15849.4 Fuel diameter                    [m] 7.90e-3 
Inlet temperature      [K] 560.0 Clad thickness                   [m] 0.573e-3 
Outlet pressure     [MPa] 15.5 Boron concentration      [ppm] 1343.5 
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Appendix B: Additional exercises 
 
Description of the problem: 1 fuel assembly at HFP (steady state) 
 
Five different steady state cases are presented for a single fuel assembly at nodal base. Table 41 exem-
plifies the only differences between the models. All models are simulated at 3D HFP state with even 
(equidistant) axial discretization. 
 
Table 41. Differences between the simulated models for one FA at HFP. 
Parameter Model A Model B Model C Model D Model E 
Boron (ppm) 0.0 2000.0 2000.0 2000.0 0.0 
Energy groups 2 2 8 8 8 
Nodes per FA 1 1 1 4 4 
 
The operating conditions for both neutronics and thermal-hydraulics are shown in Table 42. 
 
Table 42. Operating condition for all models A, B, C, D and D (one fuel assembly). 
Total power MW 18.47 
Inlet temperature K 560.0 
Exit pressure MPa 15.34 
Inlet flow rate Kg/s 82.12 
 
Modeling 
 
Common N and TH 
Axial nodes:      17 
Assembly pitch:    21.42 cm 
Core active height:    365.76 cm 
Neutronics 
Material type:     unrodded U45 with 15% burn-up 
Reflector nodes:    2 (one at the top and one at the bottom) 
Delay neutrons groups:  6 
Radial BC:      reflective 
Axial BC:      void 
Thermal-hydraulics 
Flow area:      2.56 m2 
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Wetted perimeter:   8.549 m 
Heated perimeter:  7.60 m 
Rod diameter:    0.9166e-2 m 
Fuel diameter:    7.902e-3 m 
Clad thickness:    0.573e-3 m 
Gap conductance:   10000.0 W/(m2K) 
Number of heated pins per assembly: 264 
Initial power distribution: Flat with normalized power = 1.0 (radial and axial) 
The material thermo-physical properties are taken from the already implemented UO2 material in 
SUBCHANFLOW. In addition, the damping used by COBAYA3 to account for the TH feedback is 
0.7. 
 
Results 
 
The Table 43 exemplifies the main parameters for comparison obtained for all the models. 
 
Table 43. Main results for models A, B, C, D and E (one fuel assembly). 
Parameter Model A Model B Model C Model D Model E 
keff  1.2233 1.0622 1,0621 1.0621 1.2239 
Fz  1.501 1.428 1.433 1.433 1.512 
A.O. 
Core avg. TDopp 
Core avg. Tmod 
Maximum TCL 
Convergence (iterations) 
% 
K 
K 
K 
-22.23 
811.1 
583.7 
1360.9 
5 
6.53 
808.4 
580.6 
1312.8 
5 
6.57 
808.5 
578.3 
1316.4 
4 
6.57 
808.5 
580.6 
1316.4 
4 
-22.59 
812.4 
583.8 
1368.8 
5 
 
Description of the problem: 3x3 mini-core at steady state and transient conditions 
 
Three different cases were modeled for this 3x3 mini-core at nodal base. The first is a HFP state with 
no transient envisaged, the second is a HZP state which provide the initial BC for the REA transient. 
This simulation has specific interest because it provides a realistic scenario where a strong N-TH 
feedback is expected. The operating conditions for both neutronics and thermal-hydraulics are shown 
in Table 44. 
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Table 44. Operating conditions at HFP and HZP for the 3x3 mini-core REA transient. 
Parameter HFP HZP 
Total power MW 100.0 1.0e-6 
Inlet temperature K 560.0 
739.08 Exit pressure MPa 
Inlet flow rate kg/s 
 
Modeling 
 
Common N and TH 
Axial nodes:    17 
Assembly pitch:  21.42 cm 
Core active height:  365.76 cm 
Neutronics 
Material type 1: rodded U45 with 15% burn-up (Fig. 71, yellow) 
Material type 2: un-rodded MOX43 with 15% burn-up (Fig. 71, blue) 
Reflector nodes: 2 (one at the top and one at the bottom) 
Energy groups:    8 
Delay neutrons groups: 6 
Radial BC:  zero flux (radial reflectors are modeled) 
Axial BC:  zero flux (axial reflectors are modeled) 
Steps for control rod: total height 219.45 steps (0 steps  bottom, 219.45 steps  top) 
Thermal-hydraulics 
Flow area:     2.56 m2 (per assembly) 
Wetted perimeter:   8.549 m (per assembly) 
Heated perimeter:   7.60 m (per assembly) 
Rod diameter:    0.9166e-2 m 
Fuel diameter:    7.902e-3 m 
Clad thickness:    0.573e-3 m 
Gap conductance:   10000.0 W/(m2K) 
Number of heated pins per assembly: 264 (per assembly) 
Initial power distribution: Flat with normalized power = 1.0 (radial and axial) 
Transient scenario (departing from HZP state) 
Total simulation time:  1.0 s 
Time intervals:     3 
Initial CR position: Half of the active height (182.8 cm or 109 steps) 
t = 0.0 s  0.1 s: Ejection at a speed of 700 steps per second – time step = 0.001 s 
Fig. 71. PWR MOX/UO2 mini-core top view. 
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t = 0.1 s  0.5 s: no external perturbations – time step = 0.01 s 
t = 0.5 s  1.0 s: no external perturbations – time step = 0.02 s 
  
Results 
 
Table 45 shows the results obtained for the steady state models at both HFP and HZP. Important to 
mention, at HFP state the control rod is fully extracted, at HZP state the control rod is inserted at half 
of the active core. 
 
Table 45. Steady state results for the mini-core exercise models at HFP and HZP. 
Parameter HFP HZP 
keff  1.000 1.004 
Fxy  1.663 1.659 
Fz  1.669 2.556 
A.O. 
Core avg. TDopp 
Core avg. Tmod 
Maximum TCL 
Convergence (iterations) 
% 
K 
K 
K 
-35.9 
715.4 
573.5 
1599.7 
6 
-86.6 
559.98 
559.98 
560.0 
1 
 
Table 46. HFP (normalized radial power). Table 47. HZP (normalized radial power).
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.7412 1.0930 0.7412 0.0  0.0 0.7354 1.0998 0.7354 0.0 
0.0 1.0930 1.6634 1.0930 0.0  0.0 1.0998 1.6593 1.0998 0.0 
0.0 0.7412 1.0930 0.7412 0.0  0.0 0.7354 1.0998 0.7354 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
   HFP (normalized radial power distribution)    HZP (normalized radial power distribution) 
 
Table 48. Normalized axial power per node at HFP. 
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
power 0.00 0.536 0.947 1.285 .1510 1.632 1.669 1.641 1.567 1.463 
Node 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Power 1.341 1.209 1.074 0.941 0.811 0.685 0.564 0.447 0.00 
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Table 49. Normalized axial power per node at HZP. 
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
power 0.00 0.758 1.446 2.026 2.408 2.556 2.455 2.116 1.572 0.889 
Node 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Power 0.414 0.193 0.090 0.042 0.020 0.009 0.004 0.002 0.00 
 
Several parameters were studied during the transient evolution. The following figures (Fig. 72 (a, b, c, 
d)) exemplify this in a more detailed manner. Table 50 shows some of the most important parameters 
in a condensed way. Results are not discussed, this is reserved for Chapter 7.1.1, where a more rele-
vant benchmark is presented and studied in detail. 
 
 
Fig. 72. Total power (a), Doppler temperature (b), total reactivity (c) and moderator temperature (d) 
evolution for the REA mini-core exercise. 
Table 50. Transient parameters obtained for the REA mini-core exercise. 
Parameter CBY/SCF 
Power peak MW 3552.1 
Peak time s 0.245 
Max. Reactivity $ 1.471 
TDopp (max) K 625.1 
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Appendix C: Support for Chapters four to seven 
 
This section is devoted for supporting the results provided in Chapters four to seven. The following 
figures are listed and described hereafter: 
1. Fig. 73: TH output related to the 3x3 pin cluster sub-channel sensitivity analysis (6 sub-
channels modeled). 
2. Fig. 74: TH output related to the 3x3 pin cluster sub-channel sensitivity analysis (36 sub-
channels modeled). 
3. Fig. 75: TH output related to the coolant centered discretized 3x3 mini-core. 
4. Fig. 76: TH output related to the rod centered discretized 3x3 mini-core. 
5. Fig. 77: TH output related to the 3x3 hybrid mini-core with one hybrid FA. 
6. Fig. 78: TH output related to the 3x3 hybrid mini-core with nine hybrid FAs. 
7. Fig. 79: Plot related to the coolant temperature evolution for the PWR MOX/UO2 REA bench-
mark. 
8. Fig. 80: Plots related to the evolution of the total power and Doppler temperature (detail around 
t = 60.0 s) and the total reactivity for the complete transient simulated for the TMI-1 MSLB 
benchmark. 
 
In Fig. 73 and Fig. 74, the output is condensed in order to show the parameters that are investigated in 
the discussion. The rest of the outputs show the end of the file, which contain important information 
such as total computational time and selected TH parameters. Next, a list with the most important pa-
rameters shown in the outputs is presented. 
1. tdoppler    = Doppler temperature calculated according to eq. (7.1). 
2. tclave     = Average cladding temperature. 
3. tfuave    = Average pellet temperature. 
4. tfuelc     = Fuel center line temperature. 
5. tfueli     = Pellet surface temperature. 
6. tcladi     = Cladding temperature (inner wall). 
7. tclado    = Cladding temperature (outer wall). 
8. Tfluid    = Fluid temperature in contact with the rod. 
9. total cpu time = Total time required for the calculation. 
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Fig. 73. Output 1: First model in Chapter 4.2, Fig. 13. 
 
 
 
Fig. 74. Output 2: Fourth model in Chapter 4.2, Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 75. Output 3: PBP solution for the coolant centered discretization in Chapter 4.2. 
 
 
Fig. 76. Output 4: PBP solution for the rod centered discretization in Chapter 4.2. 
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Fig. 77. Output 5: test case two in Chapter 5, Fig. 18. 
 
 
Fig. 78. Output 6: test case eight in Chapter 5, Fig. 18. 
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Fig. 79. Coolant temperature evolution for the PWM MOX/UO2 REA benchmark. 
 
Fig. 80. Total power detail (a), Doppler temperature (b) and total reactivity evolution for the TMI-1 
MSBL benchmark. 
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Appendix D: Functionalities and modules of the 
NURESIM platform 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the use of the code is strongly dependent on the capabilities of the 
NURESIM platform. To be able to use SCF (or any other integrated code) the development of differ-
ent modules was done in order to perform different tasks. As an example, for a full SCF stand alone 
calculation, the following tasks (black boxes) are required: 
1. Start_init: Input reading and initialization of variables and arrays. 
2. Calculation: Thermal-hydraulic solution. 
3. Edit: Printing of results and shut down procedures. 
 
For coupled calculations other modules were programmed, the ones in charge of the feedback man-
agement and convergence handling. The codes however, once integrated, interact through the YACS 
module of the platform or via python scripts. The previously described black boxes can be intercon-
nected inside a new YACS schema window as seen in Fig. 81.  
 
Fig. 81. YACS diagram for a SCF stand alone simulation. 
The connection lines which are pink represent the order of execution. Blue lines however, exemplify 
the flow of information but do not give a specific sequence to the simulation. Therefore, for coupled 
solutions the order of execution or feedback management could be easily arranged. The Fig. 82 repre-
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sents a coupled solution using the integrated codes CBY, SCF and the interpolation tool used for feed-
back management for steady state. 
 
Fig. 82. Coupled CBY/SCF YACS diagram for a steady state simulation. 
Similarly, online visualization of changing parameters (e.g. multiplication factor or total power) can be 
presented as seen in Fig. 83 and Fig. 84. 
 
Fig. 83. Online visualization of the keff convergence evolution within a YACS diagram of the 
NURESIM platform. 
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Fig. 84. Online visualization of the total power evolution for a typical REA transient simulation inside 
the NURESIM platform. 
Other functionalities involve the usage of the pre- and post-processing tool of SALOME, the Post-Pro 
module. With this, verification of meshes and structures could be done, in addition to the visualization 
of results and sophisticated post-processing of the fields. These capabilities can be seen in Fig. 85, Fig. 
86, Fig. 87, Fig. 88 and Fig. 89. 
 
Fig. 85. Verification of the 3D mesh for a full core (one hybrid central assembly) inside SALOME. 
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Fig. 86. Representation of the meshing elements (full core – left, hybrid central assembly - right) inside 
SALOME. 
 
 
Fig. 87. Display of the moderator temperature field (left) and density field (right) inside SALOME. 
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Fig. 88. Doppler temperature field with a horizontal cut at half of the active core. 
 
Fig. 89. Vertical cut applied to a 3D power distribution field for a hexagonal reactor core model. 
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